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I 

Outline 

In this thesis, we investigate the microwave emission at 1.4 GHz of bare soil surfaces in the 
presence of dielectric anisotropy and (periodic) relief patterns by means of experimental and 
model studies. The main part of the thesis consists of two published articles and one very de-
tailed research report, which is, in a condensed form, intended for publication in the near fu-
ture. The thesis is structured as follows: 

 
In Chapter I, we give the context and the motivation of this thesis. First, we show the impor-
tance of monitoring the spatio-temporal evolution of soil moisture on the large scale, and ex-
plain why remote sensing using passive microwave radiometry is one of the most promising 
measuring techniques thereof. Then, a brief review of the processing chain involved in the 
retrieval of soil moisture from microwave radiometer measurements is given. Thus, we dem-
onstrate the need for an improved understanding of the emission behavior of land surfaces 
with distinct relief patterns and locally varying emission properties for reliable soil-moisture 
retrievals over such areas. Finally, we present the ETH L-BAnd RAdiometer (ELBARA) used 
in this study. A brief description of the instrument design is given, followed by an overview 
of previous passive microwave experiments carried out with ELBARA. 

 
In Chapter II, we present an experiment to investigate the influence of pronounced dielectric 
anisotropy on thermal emission at 1.4 GHz using an artificial setup consisting of a wire grid 
placed above the ground. Experimentally-derived reflectivities of the corresponding footprint 
are discussed for different grid orientations and wire spacings, and a physical reflectivity 
model is used to analyze the experimental results. 

 
In Chapter III, the focus is on thermal L-band signatures of soils with periodic relief patterns 
(furrows) with dimensions close to the observation wavelength. We experimentally investi-
gate the impact of such furrows on soil reflectivity for different furrow orientations under dry-
soil and moist-soil conditions. Furthermore, a physical reflectivity model for dielectric peri-
odic surfaces is presented, and used to explain the topography-related features of the signa-
tures measured. 

 
In Chapter IV, we use a time series of brightness-temperature measurements of a renaturated 
soil surface, to investigate the impact of naturally-formed erosion gullies on L-band emission. 
Additionally, an emission model, taking into account both the surface relief and the locally 
varying permittivity of the soil, is developed, and applied to simulate corresponding bright-
ness-temperature time series. We present a detailed analysis of the measurements and the 



II 

simulation results focusing on the relief effects on L-band emission, on the one hand, and on 
the brightness-temperature changes observed during typical weather conditions, on the other. 
By comparing the brightness temperatures measured and simulated, we furthermore try to 
distinguish the relief effects from effects, which are caused by different hydrological proper-
ties of areas inside and outside the erosion gullies. 

 
Chapter V concludes this thesis. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

1 Background and Motivation 
The global water cycle is one of the fundamental life-sustaining processes on our planet, 

and a better understanding of this highly complex system and particularly of the potential 
consequences of climate change on Earth’s water cycle is one of the highest priorities in Earth 
Science and environmental policy issues today. One of the key variables in this continuous 
exchange of water between the oceans, the atmosphere and the land (Fig. 1) is soil moisture. 
Near-surface soil moisture strongly controls the partitioning of precipitation into surface run-
off, evapotranspiration, and infiltration, while soil moisture in the vadose zone governs the 
rate of water uptake by vegetation as well as its water-storage capacity. Thus, soil moisture 
determines the humidity of the atmosphere as well as the fertility of the land, and furthermore 
influences groundwater dis- and recharge. Therefore, monitoring the spatial distribution and 
the dynamics of soil moisture is essential for a better understanding of the water cycle on 
Earth and its relationship to climate change. The spatio-temporal evolution of soil-moisture 
fields is furthermore an important input for numerical weather and climate models, and should 
be accounted for in hydrology and vegetation monitoring [1], [2]. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1.  The global water cycle (picture taken from [3]). 
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However, it is quite difficult to measure soil moisture regularly on large areal scales. To-
day, soil sampling, time-domain reflectometry (TDR), as well as neutron and capacitance 
probes are commonly used for in situ measurements of the water content of a soil. These 
methods are often tedious and time-consuming, and additionally disturb the soil structure, 
thus not allowing for repeated measurements at the same point [4]. Furthermore, such point 
measurements are usually restricted to and representative for only small observation areas, 
and are hard to interpolate to regional or even global scales, which are relevant for climate 
prediction models. 

Remote sensing techniques using either passive microwave radiometry or active radar 
systems offer a possible solution to these problems [5]–[8]. They are non-invasive, repeatable, 
and deliver large scale information, if operated from airplanes or satellites. Today, the use of 
L-band microwave radiometer systems sensitive at 1.4 GHz (observation wavelength 
λ ≈ 21 cm) is one of the most promising approaches for remotely monitoring near-surface soil 
moisture on the large scale. Passive microwave radiometry at L band has the advantage of 
being unaffected by cloud cover and solar radiation allowing for all-weather continuous (day 
and night) measurements. The sensitive 1400–1427 MHz frequency band of most L-band 
radiometers is protected, which means that distortions due to anthropogenic radio frequency 
interferences (RFI) are minimized. Furthermore, the emission depth in soils is relatively large, 
and the vegetation canopy is semitransparent at 1.4 GHz. However, the spatial resolution of 
soil-moisture data retrieved from L-band measurements is rather coarse (e.g., ≈45 km for 
satellite measurements at an altitude of 760 km [9]), which is a direct consequence of 
diffraction occurring at the aperture of the receiving antenna. Other techniques, such as 
passive microwave measurements at higher frequencies or active microwave remote sensing 
(radar), provide better spatial resolution, but suffer strong deficiencies due to their vulnera-
bility to cloud cover, their higher sensitivity to surface roughness and vegetation cover, and 
the lower emission/penetration depth [6], [10]. Therefore, they have inferior sensitivity to soil 
moisture compared to passive measurements at 1.4 GHz [1]. 

Understanding the need for reliable global soil moisture (and sea surface salinity) data at 
adequate spatial and temporal resolution to improve meteorological and climate predictions, 
and recognizing that space-borne L-band radiometry is the most promising measuring tech-
nique, the European Space Agency (ESA) selected the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity 
(SMOS) mission as its second Earth Explorer Opportunity mission. The SMOS satellite was 
successfully launched in November 2009, carrying onboard the Microwave Imaging Radio-
meter using Aperture Synthesis MIRAS operating in the protected 1400–1427 MHz band 
[11]. SMOS provides global coverage of brightness temperatures with an average spatial reso-
lution of ≈45 km and a revisit time of less than three days, from which near-surface soil 
moisture and sea-surface salinity are subsequently retrieved [9]. Also the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration (NASA) plans a satellite mission to globally measure soil 
moisture, and to furthermore distinguish frozen from thawed land surfaces based on L-band 
measurements. NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission will use a measure-
ment approach integrating an L-band radar and an L-band radiometer as a single observation 
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system, combining the relative strengths of active and passive remote sensing for enhanced 
soil moisture mapping. SMAP is scheduled for launch in the 2014–2015 time frame [12]. 

 

Passive microwave radiometry at 1.4 GHz is an indirect method to measure the water con-
tent wc of a soil using the complex permittivity (also called dielectric constant) iε ε ε′ ′′= +  as 
a proxy for wc. The determination of the soil permittivity ε is thereby based on the measure-
ment of electromagnetic radiation, which is emitted by the observed soil surface in the narrow 
frequency band between 1400 and 1427 MHz. At these frequencies, the intensity of the ob-
served radiation (thermal emission) is proportional to the thermodynamic temperature T and 
the emissivity E of the observed surface (Rayleigh-Jeans approximation of Planck’s Law). 
This product is usually referred to as the brightness temperature TB [13], which is the radiance 
that is actually observed by a microwave radiometer. 

To derive the soil permittivity ε from the TB measured, first an appropriate radiative-trans-
fer model taking into account the different emission, reflection, absorption, and scattering 
processes at the soil surface and in the vegetation canopy has to be applied, which eventually 
yields the soil’s emissivity E or reflectivity R, respectively. Generally, the brightness tem-
perature observed by a radiometer is given by 

 ( )B atm B,surf sky atmT T R T TΓ= + ⋅ +  (1) 

where Γatm is the atmospheric transmission from the ground to the radiometer, TB,surf is the 
emission from the surface with reflectivity R, Tsky is the sky brightness, and Tatm is the 
upwelling atmospheric radiance. At 1.4 GHz, Γatm is typically very close to 100%, and Tatm is 
very small and can generally be neglected [13]. Thus, (1) reduces to 

 B B,surf skyT T R T= + ⋅  (2) 

describing TB as the sum of the surface emission TB,surf and the reflected sky brightness R·Tsky, 
with TB,surf as the main contributor to TB. In the simple case of a homogenous, bare soil sur-
face, TB,surf can be expressed as the product of its emissivity E and the soil’s effective physical 
temperature Teff. Assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium and applying Kirchhoff’s Law, 
the emissivity can be expressed as 1E R= − . This yields 

 B eff sky(1 )T R T R T= − + ⋅ . (3) 

The sky brightness Tsky ≈ 5 to 6 K at L band is well known (e.g., [14] and [15]), and Teff can 
be derived, e.g. from thermal infrared or in situ temperature measurements. Thus, the simple 
radiative-transfer model (3) can be used to calculate the reflectivity R of a homogeneous bare, 
soil surface. However, when the observed surface is covered by vegetation, (3) is usually no 
longer sufficient as also absorption, emission, and scattering by the vegetation canopy have to 
be considered in the formulation of the radiative-transfer model. 
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The reflectivity R of a soil is directly related to its permittivity ε. That means, ε can be de-
rived from R by applying an appropriate reflectivity model. In the simplest case of a bare, 
homogenous, and smooth soil surface, R is a function of the observation angle, the polariza-
tion of the observed radiation, and the soil permittivity, and can be expressed with the Fresnel 
equations [16]. Under natural conditions, the prerequisites, which allow using the Fresnel re-
lations, are hardly ever met, however. That means, in most cases more sophisticated reflectiv-
ity models taking into account, e.g. soil roughness and topography or dielectric anisotropy 
have to be applied to derive ε. 

The complex permittivity iε ε ε′ ′′= +  of a soil is a material property, which is a measure 
for the soil’s response to an applied electromagnetic field. The permittivities of the gaseous 
(air) and the solid (matrix) soil phase are a 1ε =  and s 3 - 5ε ≈ , respectively, whereas the 
permittivity of water is w 80ε ≈ at frequencies around 1.4 GHz. Due to this large contrast of 
εa, εs and εw, the effective permittivity ε of a moist soil is very sensitive to changes in the soil-
water content wc, thus making ε an excellent proxy-quantity to determine wc. To convert ε 
into wc, dielectric mixing models are applied. To date, several different approaches are used 
ranging from purely empirical relations, such as [17], to physical models accounting also for 
soil texture, temperature, salinity, and fraction of bound and free water, such as [18]. 

 

The elaborations above show the complex processing chain involved in deriving soil 
moisture from brightness-temperature measurements, and illustrate that the quality of the soil-
moisture retrievals depends largely on the performance of the radiative-transfer and reflectiv-
ity models applied to the signatures measured. With this in mind, many methodological stud-
ies have been carried out in the past over various types of terrestrial surfaces, investigating 
and demonstrating the influence of, e.g. different types of vegetation (e.g., [19]–[21]) or soil 
roughness (e.g., [22] and [23]) on the microwave emission of land surfaces. However, also 
pronounced dielectric anisotropy or (periodic) topographic features of a soil surface can affect 
the thermal microwave signatures. Examples of such surfaces are land areas with sparse or no 
vegetation undergoing erosion processes, which can produce gullies preferentially aligned 
with the slope. Also agricultural fields can feature periodic structures, in particular furrows 
originating from, e.g. plowing, sowing, or furrow irrigation. 

Contributing toward the conceptual understanding of the L-band emission of such surfaces 
is the main motivation of this thesis. In particular, the influence of (periodic) topography on 
the emission of bare soils was investigated using a combined experimental and modeling 
approach. To this end, three tower-based passive microwave experiments were performed on 
different surfaces, displaying periodic dielectric and topographic patterns and ranging from 
highly synthetic toward natural. Dual-polarized brightness temperatures at 1.4 GHz of these 
surfaces were measured, and subsequently corresponding reflectivities were derived and ana-
lyzed. Appropriate reflectivity models able to account for the impact of dielectric anisotropy 
and (periodic) soil topography on L-band emission were implemented and to some extent de-
veloped. Experimental and model results were then compared with each other, to interpret and 
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explain the signatures measured. All measurements were carried out with the ETH L-band 
radiometer ELBARA, which is further described below. 

 

2 The ETH L-Band Radiometer and its History 
The ETH L-BAnd RAdiometer for soil moisture research (ELBARA) was constructed in 

2001 at the Institute of Applied Physics (IAP), University of Bern in collaboration with the 
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) Zürich [24] 
(Fig. 2). It is a Dicke-type radiometer equipped with a highly directive dual-mode Picket-horn 
antenna, measuring brightness temperatures B

pT  at horizontal (p = H) and vertical (p = V) 
polarization in the protected frequency range 1400–1427 MHz. Within the last ten years, 
ELBARA has been deployed for a multitude of passive microwave experiments at several 
field sites in three different European countries. In the course of these experiments, several 
modifications to the original instrument design were made. One of the major improvements 
thereby was the refitting of ELBARA with an automated elevation stage and a revolving 
platform, making it possible to automatically change the view direction of the antenna in 
elevation as well as in azimuth1. In some of the experiments outlined below, ELBARA was 
furthermore operated in combination with the X-band MOno RAdiometer MORA that was 
also constructed at IAP. MORA operates at 11.4 GHZ, which lies within the more common 
6–100 GHz frequency range exclusively used for satellite-based microwave radiometry prior 
to the launch of SMOS. 

 
 

 
Fig. 2.  ELBARA and its designers (from left to right: Christian Mätzler, Jörg Leuenberger, Daniel Weber, 
Hannes Flühler, and Arthur Kölliker) at the presentation of ELBARA after its completion in April 2002. 

 

                                                 
1 The design and technical characteristics of ELBARA will not be further discussed here. They are extensively 
described in [24], and are again summarized in the works cited below and in Chapters II to IV of this thesis. 
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ELBARA was first used in the PhD project of Katrin Schneeberger [25] at a field site in 
Eschikon (Switzerland), where it was set up on a small tower overlooking a bare soil surface 
in April 2002. This work aimed at retrieving soil-hydraulic properties from the dynamics of 
the water content in the top soil, which was determined, amongst others, by means of micro-
wave radiometry. Although ELBARA was not specifically designed to be used for long-term 
deployment under rough field conditions, the instrument proved to be very stable, allowing 
for all-weather continuous (day and night) measurements of the B

pT  of a natural soil surface at 
high temporal resolution. However, when the soil-water content wc was retrieved from the B

pT  
measured, significant discrepancies were observed compared to in situ measured wc, which 
was mainly attributed to the small-scale roughness of the surface [26]. Since none of the sur-
face-reflectivity models existing at that time were capable to explain the observed discrepan-
cies, a new roughness model was developed, which led to a considerable improvement of the 
results [27], and was one of the major outcomes of the PhD project. This newly-developed 
air-to-soil transition model is based on impedance matching occurring across the air-to-soil 
interface, and includes dielectric mixing effects due to small-scale surface structures of the 
soil [28]. 

From December 2002 to March 2003, a cold season experiment was conducted with 
ELBARA, demonstrating the sensitivity of L-band emission to soil frost, on the one hand, and 
showing the potential of estimating soil-frost penetration velocity from radiometrically meas-
ured L-band radiation, on the other [29]. Subsequently, ELBARA was moved to Wageningen 
(The Netherlands), where it was supplemented with an automatic rotation system and put on 
top of a 5 m scaffolding tower. With this setup, B

pT  of three different vegetated sites (bare 
soil, short grass, and growing grass) were measured quasi-simultaneously from April till 
September 2003, to investigate the effects of vegetation on microwave emission. Comparing 
radiometrically retrieved wc with in situ measurements illustrated the capability of ELBARA 
to accurately measure wc of the bare soil, but also showed that it is much more difficult to ex-
tract wc out of the microwave signal for vegetated sites. However, it was demonstrated that 
the effect of vegetation on microwave emission leads to other potential applications, such as 
monitoring the vegetation biomass and detecting canopy storage or the wetting of the vegeta-
tion caused by dew [20]. ELBARA was then transported back to Switzerland, and a first in-
strument maintenance was carried out at IAP in the spring of 2004. Besides, ELBARA was 
additionally equipped with an automated elevation stage, making it now possible to change 
the view direction of the antenna in elevation as well as in azimuth. To test the performance 
of the elevation tracker, ELBARA was once again installed at Eschikon in the summer of 
2004. This testing phase was utilized for a measurement campaign on growing clover grass 
investigating the influence of vegetation on microwave emission in terms of its optical depth. 
This revealed a linear relation between vegetation water-mass equivalent and polarization-
averaged optical depth. Furthermore, it was shown that the vegetation optical depth is polari-
zation-dependent and highly affected by the canopy internal structure, thus demonstrating the 
need to use anisotropic dielectric mixing models, to represent the canopy within wc retrieval 
algorithms [30]. 
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Fig. 3.  ELBARA looking at the forest canopy from below (left), and the installation of ELBARA on the 100-m-
high platform of the meteorological tower (right). 

 
 
From October 2004 until May 2005, ELBARA was installed at a forested field site of the 

Forschungszentrum Jülich (Germany), where it was deployed within the framework of the 
PhD project of Massimo Guglielmetti to investigate the L-band radiation properties of a de-
ciduous forest canopy [31] (Fig. 3). In a first experiment, the radiometer was installed in up-
ward direction below the tree canopy measuring the downwelling B

pT  during the defoliation 
period of the forest [32]. For a second experiment, ELBARA was mounted on the 100-m-high 
platform of a meteorological tower located within the forest stand, and B

pT  was measured 
from above [21]. Simultaneously, thermal infrared temperature of the vegetation and air and 
soil temperatures were recorded. Based on these data, the transmissivity of the forest canopy 
at different foliation states was estimated. Transmissivities derived from the upward and the 
downward measurements were comparable and revealed the semi-transparency of the forest 
canopy at L-band frequencies. Due to the small difference of the transmissivities at the foli-
ated and the defoliated state and the small polarization dependency of the transmissivity, it 
was concluded that the randomly distributed branches produce the main fraction of absorption 
for L-band radiation propagating through the forest canopy, whereas leaves and trunks con-
tribute little to the overall canopy absorption. An irrigation experiment was carried out at the 
end of the measurement campaign in Jülich to explore the effect of soil moisture, which re-
vealed a significant impact of the leaf litter covering the forest floor on ground emission. 

This finding led to a follow-up experiment investigating the influence of a typical leaf-
litter layer on L-band emission, which was again carried out at the field site in Eschikon after 
a thorough revision of the instrument at IAP in the summer of 2006. In this investigation, it 
was shown that the typical amount of dead leaves on the floor of a deciduous forest is almost 
transparent at L-band frequencies when dry, but acts as an important and not negligible radia-
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tion source at moist states. A physically based radiative-transfer model was developed, which 
could reproduce the observations satisfactorily [33]. 

From the summer of 2006 until the end of 2009, ELBARA was then deployed in three 
more passive microwave experiments, which are presented in Chapters II to IV of this thesis. 
After the completion of these experiments, the life of ELBARA finally came to an end. It had 
now done its duty and was finally dismantled in the spring of 2010. However, based on the 
proven architecture of the ELBARA prototype, several similar L-band radiometers have been 
built within the last 10 years by IAP and Gamma Remote Sensing AG, Gümligen (Switzer-
land). They are currently deployed for further research on the remote sensing of soil moisture 
by means of passive microwave radiometry at the Forschungszentrum Jülich, and for calibra-
tion and validation activities associated with ESA’s SMOS mission at three different locations 
in Europe [34]. 

 

3 Structure of this Thesis 
This thesis describes the results of the third PhD project by now, which is based on passive 

microwave experiments carried out with ELBARA. It can be seen as the logical continuation 
of the methodological studies presented above. However, this work does not focus on the in-
fluence of small-scale surface roughness and vegetation on the microwave emission at 
1.4 GHz, but deals with the influence of dielectric anisotropy and (periodic) soil topography 
instead. 

The first two experiments performed within the framework of this project were carried out 
at the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research (WSL) in Birmens-
dorf (Switzerland). ELBARA was mounted on a scaffolding tower and directed toward a 
paved area with the antenna aperture approximately 4 m above the ground and the observation 
angle θ = 50° relative to the vertical direction. In the first experiment performed in spring 
2007 and described in Chapter II, a 4 m × 4 m wire grid strung with parallel conducting wires 
was placed in the footprint of ELBARA. Reflectivities were derived from dual-polarized 
brightness temperature measurements at different grid orientations and wire spacings. With 
this setup we investigated the impact of pronounced dielectric anisotropy on thermal bright-
ness at 1.4 GHz. 

The second experiment, which is described in Chapter III, aimed at investigating the effect 
of periodic soil topography (e.g., irrigation or plowing furrows in agricultural fields) on L-
band signatures. For this purpose, we replaced the wire grid with a 3 m × 4 m soil box filled 
with sandy soil. Periodic furrows with dimensions close to the observation wavelength of 
21 cm were then imprinted into the soil surface, and dual-polarized brightness temperatures 
were measured for different furrow orientations and soil-water contents in January 2008. Cor-
responding experimentally-derived reflectivities were analyzed and a physical reflectivity 
model for periodic dielectric surfaces was used to explain the topography-related aspects of 
the signatures measured. 
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To further investigate topography effects on L-band emission, we carried out a third ex-
periment in Northeastern Germany (Chapter IV). In the summer of 2008, ELBARA was in-
stalled in the research catchment “Hühnerwasser”, which is a recently renaturated former 
lignite-mining area close to the city of Cottbus. ELBARA was mounted on a scaffolding 
tower with the antenna aperture approximately 10 m above the ground and the observation 
angle θ = 55° relative to the vertical direction. From September 2008 until the end of 2009, 
dual-polarized brightness temperatures of two adjacent footprints at different development 
stages were measured quasi-simultaneously. The first footprint was crossed by several distinct 
erosion gullies, whereas the surface of the second footprint was still plane. A complex facet 
model based on geometric optics was developed, to also simulate brightness temperatures of 
the two scenes. The simulated and measured brightness temperatures were analyzed and com-
pared with each other, as well as between the two areas, to investigate the impact of relief on 
L-band emission and to analyze how these relief effects vary with time as a result of changing 
ambient conditions. 

The thesis concludes with a comprehensive summary, which is given in Chapter V. 
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Chapter II 

L-Band Reflectivity of a Wire Grid Above a 
Dielectric Surface∗ 

with Mike Schwank and Christian Mätzler 

Abstract—We investigated the influence of a wire grid above a paved ground on 
thermal brightness at 1.4 GHz. Reflectivities were derived from dual-polarized bright-
ness temperature measurements for different grid orientations and wire spacings be-
tween 2.5 cm and 20 cm. For spacings larger than a quarter of a wavelength (≈5 cm) the 
grid had no impact on observed reflectivities. A physical model was used to analyze the 
experimental results. 

 
Index Terms—Microwave radiometry, wire grids. 
 

1 Introduction 
ICROWAVE radiometry at L band is a proven method to monitor soil moisture, which is 
used in the European Space Agency's Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mis-

sion [1]. Soil moisture is derived from brightness temperatures measured by the L-band radi-
ometer on board the satellite. The reliability of the data products depends largely on the ra-
diative-transfer models used in the retrieval, and requires calibration and validation. There-
fore, several ground-based radiometer campaigns have been carried out in the past [2], and are 
also conducted now after the launch of the SMOS satellite. Three L-band radiometers were 
built and set up in Germany, Finland, and Spain for this reason [3]. 

L-band emission from bodies with strong dielectric anisotropy can impede soil moisture 
retrieval. This has been investigated for bare soils with periodic patterns [4], anisotropic 
vegetation [5], [6], and crop fields [7], [8]. At the SMOS core validation site in Valencia 
(Spain) many parallel wires are present due to the agricultural practice applied (vineyards). It 
is an open question if this affects L-band signatures, as the wires basically resemble a wire 
grid. Wire grids reflect waves, whose electric field is parallel to the wires, and transmit waves, 
whose electric field is perpendicular to the wires, when the wire spacing g is much smaller 
than the wavelength λ. When g approaches λ, the grid becomes increasingly transparent for 
                                                 
∗ Published in IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters, vol. 7, no. 3, pp. 601–605, 2010. 
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both field directions. This behavior has been extensively studied at millimeter and submilli-
meter wavelengths and is applied by the use of wire grids, e.g. as polarizers in optical appli-
cations (e.g., [9]). 

The present study investigates to what extent wires used in agricultural practice can affect 
reflectivities at L band. To this end, brightness temperatures of a scene with a wire grid placed 
above a paved ground were measured for different grid orientations and wire spacings. Re-
flectivities, derived from the measurements, were analyzed and compared with model results. 
The model accounts for the multiple reflections from the grid and from the ground, and uses a 
multiple-beam interference approach to compute the overall reflectivity. 

 

2 Experiment 

2.1 Setup 
The measurements were performed with the L-band radiometer ELBARA at the Swiss 

Federal Research Institute WSL in spring 2007. ELBARA was mounted on a tower with the 
incidence angle θ = 50° and the antenna aperture ≈4 m above the ground (Fig. 1). This setup 
was chosen to keep the footprint area small, and to ensure that self-radiation of ELBARA re-
flected back toward the antenna was negligible. An area of 5 m × 8 m in the radiometer foot-
print was leveled and paved with concrete slabs to get a horizontal and even surface. It was 
ascertained experimentally that radiation emitted by the surrounding grassland did not affect 
the signatures measured. The wire grid was a 4 m × 4 m wooden frame, strung with parallel 
conducting litz wires (RADOX125), 2.3 mm in diameter. The grid was placed at height 
h = 32 cm above the paving and centered just above the intersection point of the antenna axis 
with the ground. Its orientation is described with φ, representing the angle between the plane 
of incidence and the direction of the wires (Fig. 1). 

2.2 Instrumentation 
The Dicke-type radiometer ELBARA [10] is equipped with a dual-mode Picket horn an-

tenna with 23.5 dB gain and a −3 dB full beam width of 12°. Brightness temperatures B
pT  are 

measured at horizontal (p = H) and vertical (p = V) polarization in the frequency range 
1400−1427 MHz, corresponding to a vacuum wavelength of λ ≈ 21 cm. Internal hot (338 K) 
and cold sources (278 K) are used for internal calibration. The absolute accuracy of ELBARA 
is around ±1 K for the 12 s integration time considered, and its sensitivity is < 0.1 K. Sky 
brightness Tsky was measured regularly. By comparing Tsky measured with theoretical sky ra-
diance [11], the measured B

pT ’s were corrected for instrumental noise. 
Additionally, ground temperatures were measured in situ at 5 cm and at 17 cm depth. They 

were used to estimate the effective ground temperature Teff, which predominantly determines 

B
pT  (see Section 3.1). 
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Fig. 1.  Setup of the wire grid experiments. The dashed arrow is the direction of the propagation vector k of the 
radiance measured; the shaded area illustrates the plane of incidence. 

 
 

2.3 Measurements 
Measurements were carried out on warm, dry, and sunny days (Tair = (27.1 ± 3.5) °C), so 

that ground temperatures (Teff = (25.0 ± 2.5) °C) and moisture were as similar as possible on 
different days. Brightness temperatures B

pT  of the grid–ground system described in Sec-
tion 2.1 were measured for wire spacings g = 20, 10, 5, and 2.5 cm, each at ten different grid 
orientations φ between 0° (wires parallel to the plane of incidence) and 90° (wires perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence). The grid orientation φ was changed by manually rotating 
the grid about its center in steps of 10°. 

 

3 Models 

3.1 Radiative-Transfer Model 
Brightness temperatures B

pT  of the grid–ground system were modeled as the linear 
combination of the radiances emitted from the area covered by the wire grid and from the sur-
rounding paved area, which contribute with the fractional amounts pμ  and ( )1 pμ− , respec-
tively. The corresponding reflectivities are the reflectivity of the grid above the ground (grid–
ground reflectivity) Rp and the reflectivity 0

pR  of the paved ground 

 B eff sky 0 eff 0 sky(1 ) (1 ) (1 )p p p p p p pT R T R T R T R Tμ μ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − + + − − +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ . (1) 

The effective ground temperature Teff was assumed as the mean of the ground temperatures 
measured in 5 cm and in 17 cm depth. The resulting error of Rp due to this approximation is 
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negligible (< 0.02 for an error of 5 K in Teff), when using (1) to derive Rp from B
pT . The 

weighting pμ  was derived from the measurements of the following: 1) just the paved area 
( B,0

pT ), and 2) the wire grid, covered with a reflector (aluminum mesh with mesh size ≈2 mm) 
with Rp = 1 ( B,mesh

pT ). Using B,0
pT  with 0pμ =  in (1) yields 0

pR . Inserting measured B,mesh
pT  and 

Rp = 1, together with the previously determined 0
pR , into (1) yields 

 B,0 B,mesh

B,0 sky

p p
p

p

T T
T T

μ
−

=
−

. (2) 

As the measured ’spμ  were very similar at both polarizations, the mean μ = 0.87 was used 
in (1). The reflectivity of the paved ground was determined to be H

0 0.34R =  and V
0 0.12R = . 

3.2 Grid–Ground Reflectivity Model 
To model the grid–ground reflectivity, the field propagation directions are reversed, i.e. 

ELBARA is considered as a transmitter of radiance directed onto the grid–ground system 
(Fig. 2). From the corresponding incident electric field E, the field Eref reflected in forward 
direction is computed. Thereafter, the reflectivity is derived as the ratio between the energies 
carried by Eref and E. Determining Eref requires the following steps: 1) the fields reflected and 
transmitted by the grid and the fields reflected by the ground are computed, and 2) the fields 
are superposed, yielding Eref reflected by the grid–ground system. 

3.2.1 Reflection and Transmission by the Wire Grid 
To describe reflection and transmission by the grid, the electric field E of an incident wave 

is decomposed into two orthogonal components (EH, EV) along the direction of horizontal 
(i.e., perpendicular to the plane of incidence) and vertical (i.e., parallel to the plane of 
incidence) polarization. The polarization of the fields of the waves reflected and transmitted 
by the grid are rotated with respect to E = (EH, EV) as a result of the anisotropic reflection 
characteristics of wire grids. This is described with the following matrix notation: 

 
V VH

grid grid grid grid
grid gridV VV HV VV

grid grid grid grid

r r t t
r r t t

ΗΗ Η ΗΗ

Η

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
r t  (3) 

which allows writing the reflected and transmitted fields as rgridE and tgridE, respectively. The 
matrix elements '

grid
ppr  and '

grid
ppt  in (3) are the field reflection and transmission coefficients 

associated with the polarization p of the incident field and the polarization p′ of the field after 
interaction with the grid. Considering, for example, a horizontally polarized field E = (EH, 0) 
incident on the grid results in the reflected field ( )H V H

grid grid grid,r E r EΗΗ Η=r E  and the transmitted 
field ( )H V H

grid grid grid,t E t EΗΗ Η=t E , with both comprising a co- (i.e., horizontally) and a cross- (i.e., 
vertically) polarized field component. 

The values to be used in (3) were calculated with [12, eqs. (4.50)−(4.53)]. In [12], the 
complex reflection and transmission coefficients '

grid
ppr  and '

grid
ppt  are derived by solving Max- 
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Fig 2.  Sketch of the grid–ground system with the incident field E, the fields down ( )jE  and up ( )jE  propagating 
between the grid and the ground, and the fields ref ( ) ( 1, ..., )j j n=E  propagating in the upward direction above 
the grid. 

 
 

well's equations on a grid for arbitrary angles of incidence and grid orientations. Further pa-
rameters needed in the model are the wavelength of the incident radiation, the wire radius and 
spacing, and the wire impedance. 

3.2.2 Reflection by the Ground 
Analysis of ground reflectivities 0

pR , available from the B,0
pT - measurements of the paved 

area (Section 3.1) revealed that reflection by the ground is almost Fresnelian with the Brew-
ster angle θB ≈ 70°. Reflection of a field E = (EH, EV) incident on the isotropic ground can 
likewise be described in matrix notation as rgroundE, using 

 
H

ground
ground V

ground

0
0

r
r

⎛ ⎞−
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
r . (4) 

The absolute values of the field reflection coefficients were estimated as ground 0
p pr R= . 

Reflection at H-polarization is accompanied by a phase shift of π; at V-polarization, no phase 
shift occurs, as the incidence angle is significantly smaller than θB. 

3.2.3 Multiple-Beam Interference Approach 
The total field Eref reflected by the grid–ground system is modeled as the coherent super-

position of n partially reflected fields ref ( )jE  (Fig. 2) 

 ( )ref ref
1

n

j

j
=

= ∑E E . (5) 

The fields ref ( )jE  itself are computed iteratively. Thereby, reflection and transmission by 
the grid and reflection by the ground are computed by applying the matrices (3) to fields inci-
dent on the grid and (4) to fields incident on the ground. The primary reflected field 
Eref(1) = rgridE is deduced directly from the incident field E = (EH, EV). The remainder 
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Edown(1) = tgridE propagates downward below the grid. Part of it is then reflected by the 
ground with rground and propagates toward the grid. With the complex factor Q2 = 
exp(−i · 4πh cos θ / λ) representing the phase shift caused by one round trip through the grid–
ground system, this yields: 

 2
up ground grid(1) Q=E r t E . (6) 

On the grid, Eup(1) is partially reflected downward with rgrid, yielding Edown(2), and par-
tially transmitted with tgrid, yielding Eref(2). Iteratively applying this procedure results in 

down ( )jE  and up ( )jE  bouncing back and forth between the grid and the ground with the 
amplitude of the jth upwelling field decaying with the power of j 

 2
up ground grid up( ) ( 1)j Q j= −E r r E . (7) 

This expression can be evaluated for j = 2, …, n, using Eup(1) given by (6). The fields 

ref ( )jE  to be used in (5) are then calculated with 

 ref grid up( ) ( )j j=E t E . (8) 

For the numerical calculation of Eref, it was found to be sufficient to evaluate (5) up to 
n = 10. 

3.2.4 Grid–Ground Reflectivity 
To calculate the power reflectivity R of the grid–ground system, the radiometer is consid-

ered as a transmitter of an electric field E with |E| = 1, and the sky is regarded as a “receiver”, 
absorbing the total energy carried by the field Eref. This implies that R is the ratio between the 
reflected energy carried by Eref and the energy transmitted by the radiometer 

 
2

2ref
ref2R = =

E
E

E
. (9) 

 

4 Results and Discussion 

4.1 Grid–Ground Reflectivities Measured 
Figure 3 shows the reflectivities Rp (p = H, V) of the grid–ground system measured for 

wire spacings g = 20, 10, 5, and 2.5 cm at grid orientations 0° ≤ φ ≤ 90°. For g = 20 cm (cir-
cles), no clear dependence of Rp on φ can be identified. As expected, the transmissivity of the 
grid with g = 20 cm ≈ λ is close to unity at both polarizations, and consequently, Rp’s ap-
proach the reflectivities 0

pR  of the paved area (see Section 3.1). 
The grid configuration with g = 10 cm (stars) provides the first evidence that Rp is affected 

by the presence of the grid and thus is dependent on φ. This is observed only at V-polariza- 
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Fig. 3.  Observed reflectivities of the grid–ground system at horizontal (left) and vertical polarization (right). 

 
 

tion, however. At H-polarization, the same values as for g = 20 cm are observed, which is as-
cribed to absorption effects. Absorption by the lossy wooden bars of the grid frame is signifi-
cant at H-polarization due to the alignment of the bars with the electric field vector (Fig. 1) 
and thus surpasses the small change in RH caused by the presence of the wires. This effect 
also shows a dependence on φ as the alignment of the bars with the electric field vector 
changes with the grid orientation. 

At g = 5 cm (squares), RH clearly increases, and RV clearly decreases with increasing φ. At 
0° and 10°, RH is very similar to the ground reflectivity H

0R . With further increasing φ, how-
ever, RH gradually increases to 0.7 at 90°. At V-polarization, the highest value of RV = 0.6 is 
observed at 0°. RV then gradually decreases until it matches V

0R  at 80° and 90°. This antipodal 
behavior of RH and RV is explained by the orthogonality of the H- and V-polarized fields and 
their orientation with respect to the wires. On the one hand, the grid with g = 5 cm ≈ λ/4 is 
highly transparent when the field is perpendicular to the wires (φ = 0° at p = H and φ = 90° at 
p = V). On the other hand, the grid substantially reflects the wave when the electric field is 
parallel to the wires (φ = 90° at p = H and φ = 0° at p = V). 

Reflectivities measured for the smallest realized wire spacing g = 2.5 cm (triangles) are 
even more sensitive to φ. Rp’s slightly below unity are measured at both polarizations for 
fields parallel to the wires. However, the grid is still perfectly transparent for fields perpen-
dicular to the wires. This observation is very similar to what is expected for an ideal wire grid. 
For further investigation, measured reflectivity data are compared to model simulations in the 
following. 

4.2 Comparison of Measured and Modeled Reflectivities 
Figure 4 shows the comparison between the measured and the modeled grid–ground re-

flectivities Rp for g = 2.5 cm. The gray shaded areas show the ranges of Rp, resulting from 
evaluating the model for grid heights 30 cm ≤ h ≤ 40 cm. These calculations were performed, 
as h exhibits a certain experimental uncertainty: 1) Slightly sagging wires lead to downward 
deviations from the aspired grid height, and 2) the radiometrically relevant height is slightly 
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Fig 4.  Comparison of modeled and measured grid–ground reflectivities for wire spacing g = 2.5 cm at horizontal 
polarization (left) and vertical polarization (right). The gray shaded areas show the ranges of Rp, resulting from 
evaluating the model for grid heights 30 cm ≤ h ≤ 40 cm. 

 
 

larger than the geometric height, as reflection on the ground occurs somewhat below the 
ground surface. The exact height of the grid above the ground reflection is not known, but is 
assumed to be within the considered range. The solid lines are Rp, modeled for h = 31 cm 
(p = H) and 38 cm (p = V), where the measurements (triangles) were reproduced best. Anisot-
ropy in the effective ground permittivity could explain the difference between the optimal 
heights for H- and V-polarization. 

Simulations and measurements agree perfectly at both polarizations, when the electric field 
is perpendicular to the wires. For this limiting case, the measured, as well as the modeled, 
Rp’s are equal to the ground reflectivity 0

pR . This is partly inherent in the model, as it uses the 
same 0

pR  values to represent reflection by the ground as those used in (1) to derive Rp from 
the measured B

pT . 
For the other limiting case, where the electric field is parallel to the wires, model results 

vary around the measured values RH = RV = 0.96, depending on the height for which the 
model was evaluated (0.87 ≤ RH ≤ 0.99 and 0.93 ≤ RV ≤ 0.98). For h = 31 cm (p = H) and 
38 cm (p = V), the modeled Rp’s match the measured values exactly. 

At intermediate grid orientations, RH computed for h = 31 cm agrees well with the meas-
urements at H-polarization. The largest deviation observed at φ = 50° amounts to less than 
0.04. When considering the range of RH modeled for 30 cm ≤ h ≤ 40 cm, the measured reflec-
tivities are explained for all φ. 

At V-polarization, model results agree somewhat less well with the measurements at the 
intermediate grid orientations. RV computed for h = 38 cm underestimate the measured re-
flectivities for 30° ≤ φ ≤ 70° with maximum deviations of 0.07 at φ = 40°. When other heights 
in the range 30 cm ≤ h ≤ 40 cm are considered, the measured reflectivities can still not be 
matched. This underestimation of RV by the model cannot be explained conclusively. Possi-
bly, it is due to errors in the phases of the superposed fields, which are caused by locally 
varying grid heights and not perfectly represented phase shifts at the ground surface. 
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Altogether, model calculations yielded good results for g = 2.5 cm. The main features of 
the measured reflectivities were reproduced well, but a strong sensitivity to the grid height h 
became apparent, which is due to the coherent nature of the computation. Small uncertainties 
in h affect the phases of the superposed fields ref ( )jE  used in (5), which affects the overall re-
flectivity considerably. This becomes even more important when larger wire spacings are 
considered, as a larger fraction of radiance is transmitted through the grid. Consequently, 
model results become ambiguous because the reflectivities vary widely with h. 

 

5 Final Remarks 
This study demonstrates the impact of pronounced dielectric anisotropy within a scene on 

thermal radiation at 1.4 GHz. Despite the artificial setup, the findings can be taken as proxy 
for natural emitters displaying striped dielectric anisotropy (e.g., aligned vegetation) and for 
areas displaying similar artificial structures (e.g., supporting wires in fruit-growing). 

When corresponding spatial periodicities are 4λ≤ , reflectivities derived from brightness 
temperature measurements can differ greatly depending on the orientation of the patterns. 
This can impact the retrieval of geophysical quantities from thermal brightness considerably. 
The model developed was able to reproduce such effects satisfactorily for a scene exhibiting 
extreme dielectric anisotropy (a wire grid with a wire spacing of 2.5 cm 10λ≈  placed above 
an almost specular surface). The calculations also showed the difficulties involved in model-
ing such an apparently simple configuration, when sensitive system parameters exhibit a cer-
tain experimental uncertainty. 

However, experimental results clearly showed that such striped dielectric patterns do not 
affect microwave signatures, and can therefore be neglected in retrieval algorithms, if their 
periodicities are 4λ>  (≈5 cm at 1.4 GHz). Amongst others, this is an important message in 
view of the SMOS anchor station in Valencia. It implies that the considerable number of sup-
porting wires present in this area will not interfere with the validation and calibration of the 
SMOS soil moisture products. 
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Chapter III 

L-Band Reflectivity of a Furrowed Soil 
Surface∗ 

with Mike Schwank and Christian Mätzler 

Abstract—In a combined experimental and model study, we investigated thermal L-
band signatures of a sandy soil with periodic topography (furrows) with dimensions 
close to the observation wavelength of 21 cm. Measurements were carried out with a ra-
diometer mounted on a tower and aimed at a soil box with an artificially prepared fur-
rowed soil surface. Corresponding reflectivities were derived from brightness tempera-
ture measurements performed under dry and moist conditions, with the furrow direc-
tion either along or perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Results showed the furrows 
had a pronounced effect on the reflectivity, depending on the polarization of the ob-
served radiance, the direction of the furrows and the soil moisture. 

A physical reflectivity model for dielectric periodic surfaces was used to explain the 
soil reflectivities measured for the different furrow directions and soil-water contents. 
Using this model improved the agreement between the measured and modeled reflectivi-
ties considerably compared to the Fresnel reflectivities. The observed dependence of soil 
reflectivity on furrow orientation and soil moisture could be reproduced by the reflec-
tivity model. The quantitative agreement with the observed reflectivities was further 
improved by using a simple empirical approach to consider the small-scale heterogene-
ity of the top soil layer. 

 
Index Terms—Electromagnetic scattering by periodic structures, electromagnetic 

scattering by rough surfaces, microwave radiometry, permittivity. 
 

1 Introduction 
HE TERRESTRIAL surface layer is one of the major components of the climate system. 
Mass and energy fluxes at the Earth’s surface control how energy received from the sun 

is returned to the atmosphere, thus influencing the climate considerably. The quantities in-
volved in this mass and energy exchange are fundamentally linked with the moisture in the 
soil surface. For example, soil moisture strongly controls infiltration processes and the 

                                                 
∗ Accepted for inclusion in a future issue of IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing and currently 
published online on  IEEE Xplore at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=5688320. 
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amount of water dissipated to the atmosphere via evaporation and transpiration. Therefore, it 
is crucial to know how much water is stored in the top soil layer, in order to understand the 
processes that link the terrestrial water and energy cycles. 

Almost 30 years ago, it was suggested that soil moisture could be retrieved from remotely 
sensed thermal radiance measured with an L-band (1–2 GHz) microwave radiometer [1], [2]. 
Today, L-band radiometry is one of the most promising approaches for remotely monitoring 
soil moisture on a large scale. It has the advantage of being unaffected by cloud cover and 
solar radiation, which allows all-weather continuous (day and night) measurements. Further-
more, the emission depth in soils is relatively large and the vegetation canopy is semi-trans-
parent at L Band. The sensitive 1400−1427 MHz frequency band of most L-band radiometers 
is protected, which means that disturbances due to anthropogenic interferences are minimized. 

Microwave radiometry is also being deployed in the recently launched Soil Moisture and 
Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission of the European Space Agency. The Microwave Imaging 
Radiometer using Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) on board the SMOS satellite provides global 
coverage of L-band brightness temperatures with a spatial resolution of approximately 50 km. 
The primary objective of the mission is to produce global soil moisture maps with an accu-
racy better than 4 vol.% and ocean salinity maps with an accuracy of 0.5–1.5 practical salinity 
units [3]. The reliability of these data products depends largely on the performance of the 
emission models applied to interpret the brightness temperatures measured on the corre-
sponding footprints. For this reason, a large number of ground-based (e.g., [4]) and airborne 
radiometer experiments (e.g., [5]) at L Band over various types of terrestrial surfaces have 
been performed during recent decades. 

It has been demonstrated that the brightness temperatures measured are affected not only 
by the surface moisture, but also by other parameters such as soil roughness and topography. 
This finding has led to extensive research on the impact of random surface roughness on the 
signatures measured (e.g., [6]–[9]). However, a periodic topography of a soil surface can also 
affect the thermal microwave signatures [10], [11]. Examples of such terrestrial surfaces are 
soils undergoing erosion and dispersal processes, which can produce gullies preferentially 
aligned with the slope. Agricultural fields may also have pronounced periodic structures, in 
particular furrows produced as the result of, e.g. plowing, sowing, or furrow irrigation. 

Extensive experimental and theoretical investigations have been dedicated to the emission 
properties of periodic surfaces in the context of L-band brightness temperature measurements 
over the surface of the sea. Knowing these properties made it possible to correct for wind ef-
fects in sea salinity retrievals [12]. Moreover, correlations between wind direction and the 
characteristics of the formed periodic surface waves can be used to retrieve wind direction 
[13]. Although the theoretical background is available (e.g., [14] and [15]), to our knowledge 
not many experimental studies have been dedicated to the thermal emission of soils with peri-
odic surface features in the range of the observation wavelength. 

To investigate the thermal emission of a soil with a well-defined one-dimensional periodic 
topography, parallel furrows with a periodicity of ≈27 cm were imprinted into a bare soil sur-
face. Brightness temperatures at 1.4 GHz were then measured under dry- and moist-soil con-
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ditions, for soil with furrows either aligned with or perpendicular to the plane of incidence 
(Section 2). For comparison, smooth soil surfaces were also measured under each moisture 
condition. From the brightness temperatures measured, the corresponding reflectivities were 
derived (Section 3.1) to investigate the impact of the periodic topography on the soil reflec-
tivity for the different furrow orientations and soil moistures. As the observation wavelength 
(λ ≈ 21 cm) was similar to the surface periodicity, a physical reflectivity model (Section 3.2) 
was implemented to explain the topography-related aspects of the signatures measured. 
Modeled values were then additionally corrected for further effects not accounted for in the 
physical reflectivity model (e.g., small-scale heterogeneity of the top soil layer) with a simple 
empirical approach (Section 3.4). The reflectivity changes caused by the differently oriented 
furrows under dry- and moist-soil conditions are discussed on the basis of the measurements 
and the corresponding model calculations in Section 4. 

 

2 Experiment 
Measurements were performed with the L-band radiometer ELBARA [16] at the Swiss 

Federal Research Institute WSL in Birmensdorf (Switzerland) in January 2008 (Fig. 1). A soil 
box was placed in ELBARA’s footprint and brightness temperatures were measured for three 
different soil topographies under dry- and moist-soil conditions. The experimental setup, the 
remote sensing system, and the measurements performed are described in more detail below. 

2.1 Setup 
ELBARA was mounted on a small tower with the observation angle θ = 50° relative to the 

vertical direction and the antenna aperture approximately 4 m above the ground (Fig. 1a). An 
area of about 5 m × 8 m in the radiometer footprint was leveled and paved with concrete slabs 
to achieve a horizontal and even surface. The paving covered at least the −12 dB footprint of 
ELBARA. It was ascertained experimentally that radiation emitted by the grassland sur-
rounding the paving did not affect the signatures measured. 

The 3 m × 4 m × 0.3 m soil box (made of 3 cm wooden planks mounted on top of a steel 
frame) was placed in the centre of the paved area with its long sides aligned with the plane of 
incidence. It was filled with sandy soil from the research catchment “Chicken Creek” [17]. 
Prior to this, the soil was sieved to remove clumps of soil particles larger than 5 mm, resulting 
in a homogenous sandy soil (soil texture: 88% sand, 7% silt, 5% clay) with a density of 

31535 kg m−⋅  and a porosity of approximately 25%. When filling the box, a layer of moist soil 
was placed at the bottom and gradually drier material added on top. This resulted in a rather 
smooth soil moisture profile, with the soil-water content wc decreasing from 3 30.2 m m−≈ ⋅  at 
the bottom of the soil box to 3 30.01 m m−≈ ⋅  in the top soil layer. The power penetration depth 
of the moist soil with 3 30.2 m mwc −= ⋅  was estimated as ( )4 Im 5 cmλ π ε ≈ , whereas λ ≈ 
21 cm is the observation wavelength and ε ≈ 16 + i3 is the relative permittivity of the soil (see 
Section 3.3 for the relationship between wc and ε of the soil investigated). This indicates that 
the radiance emitted from the pavement below could not permeate the soil box and interfere 
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with the upward emission of the soil. Furthermore, the gradual moisture profile reduced 
coherent effects due to layering, which, however, cannot be ruled out altogether. 

This setup with the shallow observation angle θ = 50° and the small distance of 5 m≈  be-
tween the antenna aperture and the observed scene was chosen as a compromise. On the one 
hand, it ensured that the self-radiation of the antenna reflected back toward the antenna aper-
ture was negligible, while, on the other hand, the footprint area was kept very confined so that 
the measured signatures were largely determined by the soil-box reflectivity. The observed 
scene was still within the near field of the antenna with this setup. Therefore, the fractional 
contribution of the soil-box radiance to the total radiance received could not be estimated us-
ing the theoretical antenna far-field pattern [18]. Instead, we determined this quantity experi-
mentally, as described in Section 3.1. 

2.2 Instrumentation 
The ETH L-band radiometer ELBARA [16] was constructed at the Institute of Applied 

Physics, University of Bern (Switzerland) in 2001 and has been successfully deployed in nu-
merous experiments since then [19]–[25]. It is equipped with a dual-mode Picket-horn an-
tenna [18] (aperture diameter d = 1.4 m, length l = 2.7 m) with 23.5 dB gain and a −3 dB full 
beam width of 12°. ELBARA measures brightness temperatures B

pT  at horizontal (p = H) and 
vertical (p = V) polarization in the protected frequency band 1400–1427 MHz (λ ≈ 21 cm). 
Two slightly overlapping frequency channels, each with a bandwidth of 18 MHz (1400–
1418 MHz and 1409–1427 MHz), are measured quasi-simultaneously to enable the detection 
of narrow-band radio frequency interference (RFI) within the protected band. As no distur-
bances due to RFI were encountered during the measurements, the brightness temperatures 
associated with the two channels were averaged to use the total bandwidth of 27 MHz. The 
measurements were recorded with 12 s integration time, yielding a large time–bandwidth 
product. The estimated absolute accuracy of the B

pT  measured was ±1 K and the sensitivity 
was better than 0.1 K. The measured B

pT  were corrected for the radiance originating from the 
cables connecting the antenna with the radiometer electronics, by comparing the measured 
sky brightness Tsky with the values calculated with [26], and then correcting the measurements 
accordingly, as described in [27]. 

In addition to the radiometer measurements, air and ground temperatures were also meas-
ured. Air temperature Tair was recorded with a shaded Pt-100 temperature sensor installed on 
the radiometer scaffolding, and in situ soil temperatures T18cm were measured with three ther-
mistors (Campbell S-TL107) buried in the soil along a transect at a depth of 18 cm. The accu-
racy of these temperature measurements was approximately ±1 K. The T18cm and Tair were 
used to estimate the effective temperature Teff, which predominantly determines B

pT  (Section 
3.1). 

2.3 Measurements 
Brightness temperature measurements were performed on 10 and 19 January 2008. Both 

days were dry, sunny and unseasonably warm, with mean air temperatures during the meas-
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Fig. 1.  a) Setup of the experiment. The dashed line is the antenna main axis, the shaded area illustrates the plane 
of incidence. b) Sketch of the setup as seen from above with transverse furrows (i.e., furrow orientation perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence) imprinted into the soil surface. c) Preparation of the furrowed surface. 

 
 

urements of 12 °C and 13 °C, respectively. Mild and rainy weather prevailed between the two 
days of measurements, resulting in a natural wetting of the sandy soil. On 10 January (dry-soil 
measurements), the near-surface soil-water content was determined to be 3 30.014 m mwc −= ⋅  
from soil samples taken from the surface layer (approximately the topmost 5 cm). On 19 
January (moist-soil measurements), wc ranged from 0.067 to 3 30.094 m m .−⋅  

Three different types of surface topography were prepared for the B
pT  measure-

ments: 1) a surface with periodic furrows parallel to the plane of incidence (longitudinal fur-
rows); 2) a surface with periodic furrows perpendicular to the plane of incidence (transverse 
furrows, illustrated in Fig. 1b); and 3) a plane surface (i.e., smoothed surface without 
furrows). The plane surface was prepared by pulling a board back and forth over the soil until 
the surface was very smooth. This resulted in a surface with reflection characteristics that 
were as close to specular (Fresnel) reflection as was experimentally feasible. The furrowed 
surfaces were prepared from plane surfaces by pulling a wooden stencil formed like a 
triangular snow plough through the soil (Fig. 1c) in either a longitudinal or a transverse 
direction. The cross sections of the longitudinal and the transverse furrows were identical and 
can be described as an isosceles triangle with an altitude of 5 cm, side lengths of ≈15 cm, and 
a base length of ≈27 cm, corresponding to the period P of the furrows (Fig. 2). This geometry 
was chosen to resemble “natural” structures such as irrigation or plowing furrows to some 
degree, while at the same time being experimentally feasible and well defined. The 
smoothness of the furrow faces was approximately the same as the smoothness of the plane 
surface. 

During both the dry-soil and the moist-soil measurements, the soil topography was 
changed in the following order: 1) plane surface, 2) surface with longitudinal furrows, 3) 
plane surface, 4) surface with transverse furrows, and 5) plane surface. For each soil topogra-
phy 1) to 5), B

pT  were measured 20 times, and two soil samples were taken randomly from the 
top soil layer, from which wc was determined gravimetrically in the laboratory. Afterwards, 
the next topography was prepared, and the procedure was repeated in the same way. 
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These measurements resulted in a data set of B
pT  for the plane and for the two furrowed 

soil surfaces at different wc. The three measurements, namely 1), 3), and 5), of the plane sur-
face under dry and moist conditions provided a reference, which helped to distinguish the B

pT  
variations due to the different topographies from the changes caused by varying wc. 

 

3 Models 
Reflectivities Rp of the soil under test were derived from the B

pT  measurements of the soil 
box placed in the footprint using the radiative-transfer model described below. These meas-
ured reflectivities were then compared to modeled reflectivities, computed with the physical 
reflectivity model for dielectric periodic surfaces outlined in Section 3.2. The soil-water 
content wc is taken into account through the relative permittivity ε of the soil, which is linked 
to wc. Section 3.3 presents the experimentally derived relationship between wc and ε for the 
sandy soil used in this study. The modeled reflectivities were later corrected for effects not 
considered in the physical reflectivity model using the simple empirical approach described in 
Section 3.4. 

3.1 Radiative Transfer 
The measured brightness temperatures B

pT  (p = H, V) are a composite of the radiances 
emitted from the soil box and from the surroundings. This is considered in the radiative-trans-
fer model (1), which describes B

pT  as the linear combination of the soil-box radiance and the 
radiance of the surrounding paved area. These contribute with the fractional amounts pμ  and 
( )1 pμ− , respectively. The corresponding reflectivities are the reflectivity Rp of the soil under 
test and the reflectivity 0

pR  of the paving, whereas a uniform effective ground temperature Teff 
is assumed for both areas. With Tsky ≈ 5 K [26] being the sky brightness, this yields 

 B eff sky 0 eff 0 sky(1 ) (1 ) (1 )p p p p p p pT R T R T R T R Tμ μ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − + + − − +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ . (1) 

This zero-order radiative-transfer model fulfills Kirchhoff’s law. Furthermore, the terms 
( )1 pR−  and ( )01 pR−  express the emissivities of the soil under test and the paved area, 
respectively, if thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed. 

Similar to the parameterization proposed by [28], Teff was estimated as the mean of the air 
temperature Tair and the ground temperature T18cm. This approximation might deviate some-
what from the unknown true value of the effective ground temperature. However, it’s tempo-
ral variation is assumed to be synchronous to that of the true Teff. The reflectivities H

0 0.38R =  
and V

0 0.13R =  of the paving were derived from B 0 eff 0 sky(1 )p p pT R T R T= − +  measured before the 
soil box was placed in the radiometer footprint [25]. Values for pμ  were estimated from 
brightness temperatures B,mesh

pT  measured for the soil box covered with a reflector (aluminum 
mesh with mesh size ≈2 mm). Inserting B,mesh

pT  together with mesh 1pR =  and the previously 
determined 0

pR  in (1), and solving for pμ  yielded μH = 0.71 and μV = 0.81. The difference 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the cross section of the prepared furrows (solid line) and its mathematical representation in 
the reflectivity model (dashed line). 

 
 

between μH and μV is attributed to the polarization-dependent reflectivity of the wooden board 
of the box facing the radiometer, which was not covered with the reflector during the B,mesh

pT  
measurements. 

With all quantities in (1) except for the soil reflectivity Rp known, Rp can be derived from 
the B

pT  measured with 

 B eff
0

sky eff

11
( )

p
p p

p p

T TR R
T Tμ μ

− ⎛ ⎞
= + −⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠

. (2) 

3.2 Reflectivity of a Dielectric Periodic Surface 
Models using full wave electromagnetism are required to simulate the interaction of elec-

tromagnetic waves with dielectric structures featuring spatial periodicities in the range of the 
observation wavelength. In contrast to models based on physical optics (short-wavelength ap-
proximation) or geometric optics (which ignore wave effects), the full-wave electromagnetic 
approaches seek solutions for Maxwell’s equations at the dielectric boundaries. An extensive 
theoretical overview can be found in, e.g. [14] and [15]. 

To explain certain aspects of the signatures measured for the periodic soil surfaces de-
scribed in Section 2, we implemented the reflectivity model presented in Chapter 3 of [15]. 
This physical model solves Maxwell’s equations for the electric and the magnetic fields at a 
one-dimensional dielectric periodic surface using the extended boundary condition approach. 
This approach uses scalar functions for the surface fields, which are represented by their Fou-
rier series expansion. The corresponding unknown Fourier coefficients are derived by solving 
the T-matrix equations (see [14], Chapter 2, Section 7). 

To simplify the evaluation of the model, the surface was assumed to be represented by a 
sinusoidal function with amplitude h and periodicity P perpendicular to the direction of the 
furrows, as shown in Fig. 2 (the surface is invariant along the furrow direction). Furthermore, 
the relative permittivity of the soil was assumed to be constant with depth. In that case, 
closed-form expressions for the T-matrix elements exist and can be expressed by using Bessel 
functions. Once the surface fields (actually their Fourier coefficients) are known, the fields 
scattered in discrete upward directions (Floquet modes) are computed. Finally, the reflectivity 
Rp of the sinusoidal surface is derived as the ratio between the power reflected per surface pe-
riod and the corresponding incident power. The power reflected is expressed by summing up 
the powers carried by the Floquet modes propagating in an upward direction. This approach 
allows Rp of our furrowed surface (approximated as one-dimensional sinusoidal surface with 
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amplitude h and period P) to be computed for arbitrary elevation and azimuth angles of the 
incident wave with respect to the furrow direction. The period and amplitude were set to 
P = 27 cm and h = 2.5 cm, respectively, resulting in a sine function with the same periodicity 
and amplitude as the prepared triangular furrows (Fig. 2). Another feasible assumption would 
have been to choose h such that the sinusoidal surface features the same root-mean-square 
height as the prepared furrowed surface (h ≈ 2.0 cm). Both options yielded similar results, 
whereas the choice of h = 2.5 cm gave the best overall agreement of model results with obser-
vations. 

Implementation of this mathematically quite complex reflectivity model was time-con-
suming and demanding. In order to forestall errors in the coding, the model was programmed 
independently in Mathematica, as well as in Matlab. Exemplary calculations yielded identical 
results for both implementations. To further validate the coding, the examples presented in 
[15] were recalculated and could be reproduced. 

3.3 Soil Permittivity 
The relation between the volumetric water content wc 3 3(m m )−⋅  and the complex relative 

permittivity iε ε ε′ ′′= +  of the sandy soil used was determined experimentally. The resulting 
relation ε(wc) was then used as input to the reflectivity model (Section 3.2) to compute Rp for 
the different soil topographies at the different soil moistures wc, whereas wc was assumed to 
be constant with depth. 

To derive ε(wc), first, soil samples with wc between 3 30 m m−⋅  (oven dry) and 3 30.2 m m−⋅  
(almost water saturated) were prepared. The corresponding ε was then measured at room tem-
perature (23 °C) with a network analyzer (Hewlett Packard 8753 ES) and an attached coaxial 
chamber (diameter of the outer conductor: 60 mm, diameter of the inner conductor: 26 mm, 
length: 200 mm, volume ≈470 cm3) containing the respective soil sample. The frequency 
range measured was 0.1−2 GHz. In analogy to the empirical relation proposed in [29], a third-
order polynomial equation was fitted to the real and imaginary parts of ε measured for 
1.4 GHz 

 
3 2

3 2

671.2 173.9 4.5 2.66
603.2 88.9 8.2 0.03.

wc wc wc
wc wc wc

ε

ε

′ = + + +

′′ = − + +
 (3) 

Figure 3 shows the measured relationship ε(wc), together with (3) and the empirical rela-
tion of [29]. It is apparent, that the latter yields only poor results for the soil under test, 
whereas (3) fits the observations well. For the range 3 3 3 30 m m 0.1 m mwc− −⋅ < < ⋅  observed 
during the radiometer measurements, the errors of the relations (3) are ≤ 0.23 for ε ′  and 
≤ 0.05 for ε ′′ . It is furthermore assumed that using the soil-specific relation (3) yields more 
accurate results than applying semi-empirical dielectric mixing models, such as [30] or [31]. 

3.4 Correction for Heterogeneities Affecting Soil Reflectivity 
The soil reflectivity can be affected by a number of additional factors besides the furrows, 

which are not accounted for in the reflectivity model outlined in Section 3.2. On the one hand, 
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Fig. 3.  Measured relationship between relative soil permittivity iε ε ε′ ′′= +  and soil-water content wc (solid 
symbols). The solid and dashed lines are the empirical best-fit equations (3). For comparison, the empirical rela-
tion [29] is also shown (dotted line). 

 
 

small-scale surface roughness is superimposed on the prepared surfaces, and the top soil layer 
is expected to exhibit a certain heterogeneity due to the manipulation of the soil surface and 
due to drying in the course of the measurements. On the other hand, soil moisture (and thus 
soil permittivity) is assumed to be constant with depth in the reflectivity model, whereas in 
reality the soil moisture increased with depth. Other factors are uncertainties in the effective 
soil temperature Teff and the deviation of the real cross section of the furrows from its 
mathematical representation in the reflectivity model (Fig. 2). Not least, it has to be noted that 
both the reflectivity model as well as the radiative-transfer approach (1) are based on the as-
sumption of a fixed observation angle θ = 50° for the entire observed scene, whereas in reality 
the observed soil box covered local view angles ranging from approximately 40° to 60° as 
seen from the center of the antenna aperture. 

As these factors cannot be quantified (measured) exactly and since our study focuses on 
the influence of the surface topography on soil reflectivity, we applied a very simple empirical 
approach to account for these effects 

 ( )expp p pR R h∗ = − . (4) 

That means that (uncorrected) reflectivities Rp (p = H, V) were multiplied with an expo-
nential correction function, yielding modified values pR ∗  corrected for the combination of the 
effects mentioned above. This single parameter correction can be seen as a simplified form of 
the roughness model proposed in [32]. It results from [32], when polarization mixing is as-
sumed to be negligible, which is common practice when correcting passive L-band signatures 
for small-scale roughness [9], [33]. However, it is important to note that the model [32], and 
even more the relation (4), are empirical in nature, and therefore no clear physical meaning 
should be associated with the empirical ph  parameter used in (4). Furthermore, ph  can be 
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distinctly different for horizontal and vertical polarization as the result of dielectric anisotropy 
in the air-to-soil transition zone [34], [35]. 

The values of ph  were obtained by minimizing the cost function ( )pCF h  representing the 
sum of the squared differences between the modified pR ∗  and the corresponding observa-
tions Rp 

 ( ) ( )2
.p p pCF h R R∗= −∑  (5) 

This approach simply adapts model results to observations empirically. This yields rather 
good results when applied in addition to the physical reflectivity model, as will be shown in 
Section 4.3. 

 

4 Results and Discussion 
In Section 4.1, we present the results of the measurements and the model simulations. The 

impact of the furrows on the measured and modeled soil reflectivity is further discussed in 
Section 4.2 on the basis of the relative reflectivity changes (relative to the plane surface 
reflectivity) caused by the furrows. Since both sections focus on the influence of the surface 
topography on the soil reflectivity, only the (uncorrected) simulations performed with the 
physical reflectivity model (Section 3.2) are considered. Modeled reflectivities, corrected with 
the approach introduced above, are shown in Section 4.3, where the model performance is 
discussed. 

4.1 Reflectivities 
Figure 4 shows the results of the measurements (solid symbols) and the model simulations 

(empty symbols). The measured and modeled reflectivities Rp at horizontal (squares) and ver-
tical polarization (circles) are shown for the different soil topographies and soil moisture con-
ditions investigated. Panel a) shows the results for dry soil, and panel b) shows those for moist 
soil. 

The measured Rp were derived from measured brightness temperatures B
pT  using (2). The 

mean values of the 20 measurements performed for each surface type are given. Since the as-
sociated standard deviations were very small (≤ 0.003) in all cases, no uncertainty ranges are 
shown. The modeled Rp for the different surface topographies and soil moistures were com-
puted with the physical reflectivity model. The necessary soil permittivity ε(wc) was deter-
mined from the measured near-surface soil-water content wc using (3). The error bars in panel 
b) represent the range of Rp resulting from using the highest and lowest value of the ten wc 
observations made during the moist-soil measurements. This illustrates the uncertainty in Rp 
modeled due to the temporal and spatial variation of wc observed on that day. No error bars 
are shown in panel a) since wc of the soil-surface layer was constant throughout the dry-soil 
measurements. 
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Fig. 4.  Measured (solid symbols) and modeled (empty symbols) reflectivities Rp (p = H, V) of the different sur-
faces at horizontal (squares) and vertical polarization (circles). The abscissae labels indicate the different surface 
topographies (plane surface, longitudinal furrows, transverse furrows) and the corresponding in situ measured 
soil-water contents wc 3 3(m m )−⋅ . Panel a) is for dry soil, and panel b) is for moist soil. Plane surface measure-
ments are highlighted in gray for the sake of clarity. 

 
 

4.1.1 Dry-Soil Measurements (Fig. 4a) 
All three measurements of the plane dry-soil surface at p = H yielded RH ≈ 0.13. With 

longitudinal furrows, RH decreased almost by half with respect to the plane surface to 
RH ≈ 0.07. Transverse furrows also decreased the reflectivity of the soil surface significantly 
(RH ≈ 0.1) but not as much as the longitudinal furrows. The measurements of the plane 
surface at p = V yielded values 0.02 ≤ RV ≤ 0.03. Longitudinal furrows (RV ≈ 0.02) slightly 
decreased RV with respect to the plane surface reflectivity, whereas transverse furrows 
(RV ≈ 0.04) slightly increased RV. The generally low values of RV are due to the fact that the 
observation angle θ = 50° was only slightly below the Brewster angle, which is 

B arctan 59θ ε= ≈ °  for the observed 3 30.014 m m .wc −= ⋅  
The modeled reflectivities at p = H showed the same pattern as the measured reflectivities: 

RH modeled for the plane surfaces was higher than RH computed for the surface with trans-
verse furrows, which in turn exceeded RH computed for the surface with longitudinal furrows. 
For all surfaces, however, the modeled RH overestimated measurements by 0.02 to 0.03. At V-
polarization, the modeled RV also deviated from measurements, while still showing the same 
sequence with different topographies as the measured RV. In this case, however, measure-
ments were underestimated by the model by 0.01 to 0.02. 

4.1.2 Moist-Soil Measurements (Fig. 4b) 
The reflectivities Rp measured for the plane moist-soil surfaces decreased in the course of 

the day from 0.27 to 0.22 at p = H and from 0.07 to 0.06 at p = V. The decrease is attributed 
to the drying of the soil surface due to solar radiation and wind. Drying was observed visibly, 
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especially during the last two measurements (transverse furrows and plane surface), and was 
also partially noticeable in the wc measured. However, the reflectivity decrease associated 
with surface drying was quite small in comparison with the influence of the furrows. At H-
polarization, the RH of both furrowed surfaces was substantially lower than the RH measured 
for the plane surface (RH ≈ 0.13 for longitudinal furrows, RH ≈ 0.11 for transverse furrows). 
At V-polarization, in contrast, longitudinal furrows led to smaller (RV ≈ 0.04) and transverse 
furrows to slightly larger reflectivity (RV ≈ 0.07) compared to the adjacent measurements of 
the plane surface. 

The modeled Rp values displayed the same pattern as the measurements, but they generally 
over- (p = H) or underestimated (p = V) the measured Rp, respectively, similar to what was 
observed for the dry-soil surface. The deviations between model results and measurements 
were in the same range as for the dry soil (0.02–0.04 for p = H, 0.01–0.02 for p = V), except 
for the RH of the moist-soil surface with transverse furrows. Here, an exceptionally high de-
viation (0.08) between the measured and modeled RH was observed (whereas the value meas-
ured for the moist-soil surface was only marginally larger than the corresponding RH meas-
ured for the dry-soil surface). Generally, however, it can be stated, that moist furrows affected 
Rp similarly to dry ones, whereas the Rp of all moist surfaces were higher than the Rp of the 
corresponding dry-soil surfaces. 

4.2 Relative Reflectivity Changes 
The relatively constant offsets that we observed between the measured and the modeled re-

flectivity values are mainly attributed to a combination of the different effects mentioned in 
Section 3.4. One important factor is that the reflectivity model does not take into account 
small-scale surface roughness, which is in reality superimposed on the prepared surfaces, as 
well as small-scale heterogeneity of the top soil layer caused by the manipulation of the sur-
face. Another cause for the discrepancies observed might be the assumption in the reflectivity 
model that soil moisture is constant with depth. Simulations, performed with a coherent ra-
diative-transfer model for layered dielectric media [36] for hypothetical soil moisture profiles, 
indicated that the observed discrepancies could to some degree be errors introduced through 
this assumption. However, this effect cannot be quantified accurately since the exact soil 
moisture profile is not known. 

Given the observed deviations, it seems expedient to refer to the relative reflectivity 
changes δRp, which were caused by the furrows (in comparison to the plane surface reflectiv-
ities), when discussing the effects of the furrows on the soil reflectivity 

 ( )furrow plane plane
p p p pR R R Rδ ≡ − . (6) 

This definition of δRp (where p = H, V as before) is the relative difference between the re-
flectivity furrow

pR  of a furrowed surface and the reflectivity plane
pR  of the corresponding plane 

surface. Consequently, the ratio (6) is much less vulnerable to the effects discussed above, 
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Fig. 5.  Relative reflectivity changes δRp (p = H, V) caused by the furrows under dry- and moist-soil conditions 
at a) horizontal and b) vertical polarization. δRp due to longitudinal furrows are shown in the left half of each 
panel, and δRp due to transverse furrows are shown in the right half. Solid symbols are δRp calculated from the 
reflectivities measured, and empty symbols are δRp calculated from the reflectivities modeled; both of which are 
shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 

and additionally the influences of errors introduced through the assumption of a fixed obser-
vation angle and of uncertainties in the effective soil temperature Teff are strongly reduced. 
Therefore, it can be expected that the values of δRp derived from the modeled and measured 
Rp are directly comparable, and thus suitable for analyzing the effects of the furrows on soil 
reflectivity. 

Figure 5 shows δRp calculated with (6) from the reflectivities presented in Fig. 4. Solid 
symbols refer to δRp calculated from measured reflectivities (using the mean plane

pR  of the dry- 
and moist-soil measurements) together with the corresponding uncertainty ranges due to the 
decrease in plane

pR  in the course of the respective day. Empty symbols refer to δRp derived 
from the modeled reflectivities (Section 3.2). The soil permittivity ε used as input to the re-
flectivity model was computed from the in situ soil-water content wc using (3). In doing so, 

furrow
pR  were modeled with the wc observed during the respective brightness temperature meas-

urements, and plane
pR  were calculated either with the mean wc (symbols) or with the highest 

and lowest wc of the day of measurements (error bars). 
Furrows reduced reflectivities at horizontal polarization substantially (Fig. 5a). This is il-

lustrated by the fact that δRH < 0 under both dry and moist conditions and for both furrow di-
rections. The modeled and measured δRH caused by the longitudinal furrows (left panel) were 
in the range of −0.47 ≤ δRH ≤ −0.39. That means that longitudinal furrows reduced the reflec-
tivity of the soil surface by almost half compared to H

planeR , whereas no significant differences 
between dry- and moist-soil conditions were observed. The reflectivity decrease caused by the 
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transverse furrows (right panel) was somewhat smaller. For dry soil, the measurements and 
model results both yielded δRH ≈ −0.25, i.e. H

furrowR  was reduced by ≈25% compared to H
plane.R  

For the moist-soil surface, the δRH measured and modeled deviate from each other. The model 
predicted approximately the same value as for dry soil (δRH ≈ −0.3), whereas the value meas-
ured dropped to δRH ≈ −0.55. This is a consequence of the discrepancy of 0.08 between the 
measured and modeled RH for the moist-soil surface with transverse furrows (see Fig. 4). The 
strikingly low value for RH measured cannot be explained conclusively. However, it is as-
sumed that this was not solely caused by the transverse furrows but rather is a combination of 
different effects. Possibly, the drying of the uppermost soil layer observed during the day led 
to a dielectric profile with distinct layering causing coherent effects, which in turn affected 
RH. Furthermore, an agglomeration of soil particles near the surface was observed in the 
course of the day, which may also have influenced measurements. For these reasons, the RH 
measured for the moist-soil surface with transverse furrows will be excluded from the further 
analysis described in Section 4.3. 

At vertical polarization (Fig. 5b), the relative reflectivity changes δRV caused by the fur-
rows show a more diverse pattern. The measured and modeled δRV for longitudinal furrows 
(left panel) are in the range −0.39 ≤ δRV ≤ −0.28, and it is not possible to detect a clear corre-
lation with soil moisture wc. The measurements suggest that δRV decreases slightly with in-
creasing wc, whereas the model indicates a small increase. In contrast, the δRV caused by the 
transverse furrows (right panel) is strongly dependent on wc. Changing the surface topogra-
phy from plane to transverse furrows caused the measured reflectivities to increase substan-
tially when the soil surface was dry (δRV ≈ 0.66), but only a small change was observed under 
moist conditions (δRV ≈ 0.07). The corresponding modeled reflectivities show the same trend 
with soil moisture, whereas the magnitude of the δRV was significantly higher for dry soil 
(δRV ≈ 1.79) and somewhat larger for moist soil (δRV ≈ 0.31). It is striking that both the mod-
eled and the measured δRV for transverse furrows were > 0, and that they were larger for dry 
than for moist soil even when the uncertainties of δRV, arising from the uncertainties in wc, 
are considered. It allows drawing the conclusion that reflectivities at vertical polarization may 
be increased as a result of polarization crosstalk effects, which can change a horizontally or 
vertically polarized electromagnetic wave into an elliptically polarized wave. Similar effects 
are also predicted by the integral equation model (IEM) [37] when used to compute reflectiv-
ities of random rough surfaces. For dry soil, this effect is even greater, as the emission depth 
increases, which promotes volume scattering and hence leads to a depolarization of the radi-
ance. 

The overestimation of δRV by the model can partly be explained by uncertainties in the ob-
servation angle θ. For experimental reasons, the main direction of the antenna can differ 
somewhat from the aspired value θ = 50° that was used in the reflectivity model. Furthermore, 
the local observation angles are slightly different from θ for regions on the soil surface, which 
are not exactly at the intersection with the antenna’s main direction. Varying θ by ±3° when 
calculating δRp resulted in significant changes of δRV due to transverse furrows under dry 
(0.95 ≤ δRV ≤ 4.11) and moist-soil conditions (0.12 ≤ δRV ≤ 0.64), whereas for all other cases 
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investigated, the resulting uncertainties in δRp were ≤ 0.1. Furthermore, the overestimation of 
δRV due to the transverse furrows by the model can also be an indication that polarization 
crosstalk is overrated by the reflectivity model we used. Similar discrepancies were observed 
in [34] when calculating rough-surface reflectivities with the IEM [37]. 

4.3 Model Performance 
As we have shown previously, the physical reflectivity model was able to reproduce the 

observed dependence of soil reflectivity on furrow orientation and soil moisture reasonably 
well. However, when the measured and modeled reflectivities Rp (p = H, V) were compared 
directly, rather than comparing the relative reflectivity changes δRp, the modeled values dif-
fered from the observations. These deviations are ascribed mainly to the small-scale surface 
roughness superimposed on the furrows and the heterogeneity of the soil surface layer due to 
drying and the manipulation of the soil surface. Additional sources of error are the assumption 
of a fixed observation angle and a constant soil moisture profile with soil depth, as well as our 
approximation for the effective ground temperature. To further improve the agreement be-
tween measurements and simulations, we used the empirical approach described in Section 
3.4. Thereby, the reflectivities calculated with the physical reflectivity model were adapted to 
observations with (4) using the parameter values hH = 0.137 and hV = –0.399. These values 
for ph  for the best agreement between the measurements and the model results were found by 
minimizing the cost function (5). 

To illustrate the model performance, a scatter plot with the measured and modeled reflec-
tivities for three different model levels i is shown in Fig. 6. The measured reflectivities Rp 
(plotted along the X-axis) are identical to the reflectivities indicated by the solid symbols in 
Fig. 4. They are opposed to the modeled reflectivities p

iR  (i = 1, 2, 3) (plotted along the Y-
axis), which are as follows: 
 1) 1

pR  were simply modeled with the Fresnel equations regardless of whether the surface 
was plane or furrowed. The corresponding tuples 1( , )p pR R  are shown as triangles in 
Fig. 6. 

 2) 2
pR  were calculated with the reflectivity model for periodic surfaces described in Sec-

tion 3.2. The model distinguishes between the different soil topographies: plane surface, 
longitudinal furrows, and transverse furrows. 2

pR  are identical to the modeled re-
flectivities presented in Fig. 4. The corresponding tuples 2( , )p pR R  are shown as circles 
in Fig. 6. 

 3) 3
pR  are reflectivities derived from 2

pR  using the empirical correction described in Sec-
tion 3.4. The corresponding tuples 3( , )p pR R  are shown as squares in Fig. 6. 

As expected, using the Fresnel equations results in a poor agreement between measure-
ments Rp and model simulations 1

pR  (triangles). The root-mean-square differences (residua) 
between Rp and 1

pR  are 0.0549 for p = H and 0.0176 for p = V (Table I). The large residua are 
mainly caused by the considerable discrepancies between the reflectivities measured for the 
furrowed surfaces and those modeled (solid triangles). 
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Fig. 6.  Scatter plots of measured versus modeled reflectivities ( , )p p

iR R  for three model levels i = 1 (triangles), 
2 (circles), and 3 (squares) for a) horizontal and b) vertical polarization (see text for the explanation of the differ-
ent model levels). Empty symbols are for plane surfaces. Solid symbols are for furrowed surfaces. The dashed 
line is the 1:1 line. 

 
 
Using the reflectivity model for periodic surfaces yields, for the plane surfaces, the same 

reflectivities 2 1
p pR R=  as the calculations with the Fresnel equations (empty circles). For the 

furrowed surfaces (solid circles), however, 2
pR  deviate considerably from 1

pR  resulting in a 
much better agreement between the measurements and simulations. This manifests itself in 
the considerably reduced residua of 0.0089 for p = H and 0.0056 for p = V (Table I). How-
ever, at horizontal polarization, the modeled reflectivity still overestimates the measurements 

H H
2( )R R> , while, at vertical polarization, the model underestimates the observations 
V V
2( ).R R<  
Using the correction presented in Section 3.4 results in a further improvement of the model 

performance (squares). At p = H, the modeled H
3R  values are in very good agreement with the 

measured RH, resulting in a residuum of 0.0028. At p = V, the improvement was not as 
striking, but here as well the resulting data tuples V V

3( , )R R  were moved toward the 1:1 line, 
and the residuum was further reduced to 0.0029. 

 

5 Conclusions 
We found that furrows had a distinct impact on the observed soil reflectivities at both po-

larizations and for both furrow directions investigated. At horizontal polarization, furrows 
generally reduced the reflectivity (δRH < 0). The relative change δRH with respect to the plane 
surface reflectivity was more pronounced for longitudinal than for transverse furrows, and no 
significant dependence of δRH on soil moisture was observed. At vertical polarization, the re- 
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Table I.  Root-mean-square differences (residua) between the measured Rp and modeled p
iR  for the three differ-

ent model levels i = 1, 2, 3 shown in Fig. 6. 

 residua 
 model level i 

 p = H p = V 

1 Fresnel equations  0.0549 0.0176 

2 reflectivity model 
(Section 3.2) 

 
0.0089 0.0056 

3 reflectivity model + 
empirical correction 

 
0.0028 0.0029 

 
 

flectivity of the soil was reduced by the longitudinal furrows (δRV < 0) with no clear depend-
ence of δRV on soil moisture. In contrast to that, transverse furrows led to an increase in the 
soil reflectivity (δRV > 0), which, however, showed a strong dependence on soil moisture. 
These results demonstrate the importance of considering the adequate soil topography when 
retrieving geophysical parameters from L-band signatures emitted from a furrowed soil sur-
face. 

The model simulations performed illustrate that this can be achieved by choosing an ap-
propriate reflectivity model. When reflectivities were computed with the physical reflectivity 
model that takes into account the periodic soil topography, the residua between the measured 
and modeled reflectivities were reduced by a factor of ≈6 (p = H) and ≈3 (p = V), respec-
tively, in comparison with the residua obtained by using the Fresnel equations (Table I). The 
agreement between the measured and modeled reflectivities was further improved by addi-
tionally applying a simple empirical correction to account for the small-scale heterogeneity of 
the top soil layer. This reduced the residua again by a factor of ≈3 (p = H) and ≈2 (p = V), re-
spectively (Table I). 

The knowledge gained in this study is useful for estimating the implications of periodic 
soil topography with dimensions in the range of the observation wavelength on soil moisture 
retrievals, e.g. from SMOS or airborne radiometer measurements over agricultural areas. In 
addition, the findings can be used to identify such particular surface patterns on the basis of 
the brightness temperatures measured. 
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Chapter IV 

Monitoring the Brightness Temperature 
at 1.4 GHz of a Recently Renaturated Soil 

Surface 

with Mike Schwank, Manfred Stähli, Stefan Seifert, and Christian Mätzler 

Abstract—In a combined experimental and model study, we investigated the thermal 
L-band signatures of a sandy soil, especially focusing on the impact of the surface relief 
on the microwave emission. The ETH L-band radiometer ELBARA was installed in a 
recently renaturated, former lignite-mining area in Northern Germany, and brightness 
temperatures of two adjacent footprint areas were measured quasi-simultaneously for 
1.5 years. The first footprint observed featured a distinct relief pattern in the form of 
three erosion gullies with steep and differently orientated slopes, whereas the surface of 
the second footprint was smooth. In addition to the brightness temperature measure-
ments, auxiliary hydrometeorological variables and in situ soil moisture and tempera-
ture were measured, and digital elevation models of the two scenes were derived from 
terrestrial laser scanning. Brightness temperatures of the two footprints were simulated 
based on the in situ data and the digital elevation models, using a facet model that takes 
into account the topography of the observed surfaces, locally varying soil permittivity, as 
well as the directivity pattern of the ELBARA antenna. Radiometric measurements and 
simulated brightness temperatures were analyzed and compared with each other. 

We found that brightness temperatures of the soil surface with the distinct relief pat-
tern were increased at horizontal polarization and decreased at vertical polarization 
with respect to those of the plane surface. The simulations showed that this behavior is 
mainly an effect of the modification of the local observation angles and of polarization 
mixing, caused by the pronounced surface relief of this footprint. The comparison of the 
measurement results for the two areas furthermore revealed that the brightness tem-
peratures of both areas react differently to changing meteorological conditions. That 
means, the observed difference between the brightness temperatures of the two foot-
prints changes with time. This was only partly reproduced in the simulations, indicating 
different hydrological properties of both areas. 

 
Index terms— Microwave radiometry, relief, topography, soil moisture. 
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1 Introduction 
Within the last decades, microwave radiometry at L Band (1−2 GHz) has become a well-

established method for the remote sensing of soil moisture [1], [2]. It is currently being de-
ployed, e.g. in the European Space Agency’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mis-
sion, to globally monitor soil moisture with a spatial resolution of approximately 45 km and a 
revisit time of less than three days [3]. It was first suggested almost 30 years ago that soil 
moisture can be retrieved from remotely sensed thermal radiance measured with an L-band 
radiometer [4], [5]. Since then, many methodological studies have attempted to improve the 
emission models applied to retrieve soil moisture from the signatures measured, and have in-
vestigated the influence of, e.g. vegetation [6], [7], soil temperature [8], [9], snow cover [10], 
soil frost [11] and surface roughness [12], [13] on the microwave emission of land surfaces. 

In most of these studies, the scene observed by a radiometer is assumed to be a horizontal 
plane with uniform (effective) dielectric properties observed under the same observation angle 
throughout the entire footprint. This is an appropriate assumption, when the antenna field of 
view is narrow and the surface observed has no pronounced relief. However, when the field of 
view becomes wider, different regions within the footprint area are observed under signifi-
cantly different local observation angles. Furthermore, when the scene has a distinct relief, the 
local observation angles change for different regions within the footprint area as a function of 
the surface slope and aspect, and depolarization effects occur due to the rotation of the plane 
of linear polarization. Additionally, some regions can be obscured from the sky radiation by 
their surroundings and are then illuminated by the elevated landscape instead [14]. 

Only in recent years have the effects of relief on microwave signatures been increasingly 
addressed in scientific studies (e.g., [15]–[17]), and little appropriate experimental data is 
available to date [18]. Most of this research has concentrated on large-scale topographic ef-
fects, such as the impact of mountain slopes and valleys, relevant for satellite remote-sensing 
applications such as SMOS, and tends to be based on simulation results only. In this study, a 
combined experimental and modeling approach was used to investigate the influence of much 
smaller surface features, namely erosion gullies, which are not accounted for in the studies 
mentioned above. The main objective of this study was to investigate these relief effects and 
how they vary with time as a result of changing ambient conditions. 

To this end, brightness temperatures at 1.4 GHz of two adjacent, mainly vegetation-free 
footprint areas with similar soils but different relief characteristics were measured quasi-
simultaneously from September 2008 to December 2009 with an L-band radiometer mounted 
on a tower (Section 2.1). One of the footprints observed was crossed by distinct erosion gul-
lies with steep and differently orientated slopes, whereas the surface of the other footprint can 
be regarded as being planar. In addition to the brightness temperature measurements, auxiliary 
hydrometeorological and in situ soil measurements were carried out (Section 2.2), and digital 
elevation models of the two footprint areas were derived from terrestrial laser scanning 
(Section 2.3). 

A complex model based on geometric optics was developed to simulate brightness tem-
peratures of the two scenes at horizontal and vertical polarization (Section 3). To this end, the 
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footprints were approximated by a mosaic of individual facets corresponding to the pixels of 
the digital elevation models. The local reflectivity of each facet was calculated from soil-
water profiles (simulated with a numerical soil-water and heat-transfer model based on the 
hydrometeorological measurements) with a coherent radiative-transfer model, taking into ac-
count the local observation angles for the individual facets. From the dual-polarized local 
facet reflectivities, the contribution of each facet to the total brightness temperature at hori-
zontal and vertical polarization of the scene was calculated with a radiative-transfer scheme, 
considering for depolarization and shadowing effects caused by the relief. The local contribu-
tions were then summed up to total simulated antenna temperatures, taking into account the 
antenna directivity pattern and projection effects. 

The simulated and measured brightness temperatures were investigated and compared with 
each other, as well as between both areas, to analyze the effects of the relief on the microwave 
emission. In Section 4, first the footprint topographies and their influence on local facet emis-
sion are discussed in detail by means of an exemplary brightness temperature simulation for a 
single time step. Then, brightness temperature measurements and simulations are analyzed for 
the entire time period of almost 1.5 years rather generally, followed by a more specific analy-
sis for an exemplary time period of six weeks. The results of the analysis are discussed in 
Section 5, and summarized in Section 6. 

 

2 Experimental Setup and Measurements 
The following sections present the measurements carried out in this long-term experiment. 

In Section 2.1, the setup of the radiometer, the investigation area and the brightness-tempera-
ture measurements are described. Section 2.2 presents auxiliary hydrometeorological meas-
urements used in this work. The determination of the topography through laser scanning is 
explained in Section 2.3, as is the processing of the corresponding data. 

2.1 Brightness Temperatures 

2.1.1 Setup and Investigation Areas 
In the late summer of 2008, the ETH L-Band radiometer ELBARA [19] was installed in 

the artificial research catchment “Chicken Creek”, close to the city of Cottbus in Northeastern 
Germany (51°36’ N, 14°16’ E; 130 m a.s.l.). This catchment area was established as a joint 
research site of the Transregional Collaborative Research Centre (SFB/TR 38) “Structures and 
processes of the initial ecosystem development phase in an artificial water catchment”, where 
the main objective was to investigate the abiotic and biotic structures and processes control-
ling the first steps in the development of a new ecosystem [20]. The catchment was completed 
in 2005 and then left to allow an ecosystem to develop without further restrictions and inter-
ference. Further information about this site can be found in [21] and [22]. When ELBARA 
was set up in September 2008, distinct erosion gullies had already formed in the catchment 
area. Together with the comprehensive monitoring network present, the catchment was con-
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sidered to be an ideal study site to investigate relief effects on L-band emission under natural, 
but well-characterized, conditions. 

ELBARA was installed close to the south-western boundary of the research catchment just 
outside the ring fence enclosing the entire artificial catchment area and marking the approxi-
mate watershed boundaries. It was mounted on a tower with the antenna aperture approxi-
mately 10 m above the ground (Fig. 1). ELBARA was equipped with an automated elevation 
stage [23] and a revolving platform [24], which made it possible to change the view direction 
of ELBARA in elevation, e.g. to perform sky brightness measurements for external calibra-
tion, as well as in azimuth. This enabled us to measure the brightness temperatures of two 
footprints with different surface characteristics (Fig. 1) quasi-simultaneously. 

At the time of installation, footprint area 1 (A1, situated just inside the ring fence) was 
crossed by two very distinct parallel erosion gullies with steep slopes and up to ≈0.5 m deep. 
A third less distinct gully ran through the area approximately midway between the other two. 
Footprint area 2 (A2), situated just outside the ring fence, was leveled and smoothed prior to 
beginning the measurements to restore the area to a state comparable to the initial state of the 
research catchment just after completion. No distinct gullies were therefore present in A2 at 
the start of the measurement campaign, and the surface can be regarded as smooth. Both areas 
were covered with only very sparse vegetation (A1) or none at all (A2), and its presence is 
assumed to have no significant influence on the L-band signatures measured. The soil mate-
rial of both footprint areas is a sandy substrate several meters thick, underlain by a layer of 
clay. The substrate is characterized as loamy sand with a bulk density of approximately 

31700 kg m−⋅  and a porosity between 31 and 38% [21]. Neither the relief nor the vegetation 
cover in A1 changed significantly throughout the entire measurement campaign. In A2, a 
sparse vegetation cover similar to that in A1 developed in 2009, while the surface relief re-
mained approximately the same. 

2.1.2 Remote Sensing System 
Brightness temperatures were measured with the ETH L-Band radiometer ELBARA [19]. 

This Dicke-type radiometer is equipped with a dual-mode Picket-horn antenna [25] (diameter: 
1.4 m, length: 2.7 m), with 23.5 dB gain and a −3 dB full beam width of ±6° around the an-
tenna main direction. ELBARA measures brightness temperatures B

pT  at horizontal (p = H) 
and vertical (p = V) polarization in the protected frequency range 1400−1427 MHz, corre-
sponding to a vacuum wavelength of λ ≈ 0.21 m. A full measuring cycle consists of two cali-
bration measurements of an internal hot (338 K) and cold source (278 K), and the measure-
ments of the observed scene at horizontal and vertical polarization. All measurements are re-
corded with 12 s integration time, resulting in an absolute accuracy of the B

pT  measured of 
around ±1 K and a sensitivity better than 0.1 K. By comparing the measured sky brightness 
with the theoretical sky brightness calculated with [26], measured B

pT ’s were corrected for 
instrumental noise according to [27]. More information about the technical details of 
ELBARA can be found in [19]. 
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Fig. 1.  Left) ELBARA, mounted on a 9 m tower and looking toward footprint A1 at the observation angle 
θRM = 55°. The fence on the right is the ring fence enclosing the artificial research catchment “Chicken Creek”. 
The picture was taken from footprint A2. Right) The two areas investigated, as seen from the radiometer tower. 
The dashed circles show approximately the −12 dB footprint areas (±13° around the antenna main direction), and 
the arrows indicate the dimensions of the footprint ellipses. 

 
 

2.1.3 Measurements 
Measurements were carried out from the beginning of September 2008 until the end of 

2009. Throughout September 2008, only footprint A2 was observed. Brightness temperatures 
were measured at 2-min intervals at the fixed radiometer observation angle θRM = 55° relative 
to the vertical direction. At the beginning of October 2008, the setup of ELBARA was com-
pleted and, afterwards, B

pT  of both footprints (A1, A2) were measured quasi-simultaneously. 
One complete measuring cycle consisted of 22 individual B

pT  measurements: First, 16 
measurements of footprint A1 were carried out, before ELBARA rotated toward A2. Then, 
six B

pT  measurements of A2 were taken, before ELBARA rotated back toward A1 and the 
measuring cycle started again. The individual B

pT  measurements were initiated every five 
minutes, and a whole measuring cycle lasted 120 minutes. Both footprints were observed at 
θRM = 55°. Additionally, sky measurements for external calibration were performed on a 
regular basis about once every month at θRM = 140°. For experimental reasons (failure of 
power supply, broken gear belt connecting the motor with the revolving stage), the time series 
of B

pT  contains some gaps. The longest time period of consecutive measurements of both 
footprints lasted for about three months from the beginning of February until the beginning of 
May 2009. After August 2009, only measurements of A1 are available. 
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2.2 Meteorological and in situ Soil Data 
Additional hydrometeorological measurements were carried out in the monitoring network 

of the SFB/TR38 [28]. Meteorological variables (precipitation, air temperature, relative hu-
midity, shortwave radiation and wind speed) were recorded by two standard weather stations 
at a temporal resolution of 10 minutes. Snow coverage and snow depth were estimated from 
daily webcam images. In view of the large spatial variation of the shallow snow cover due to 
wind drift and surface relief, it was impossible to determine an average snow depth represen-
tative of the entire catchment or even sub-areas, such as the erosion gullies. Therefore, we 
mainly used this information to identify the presence or absence of snow. Groundwater level 
measurements were made manually at least monthly in groundwater observation pipes located 
on a 20 m × 20 m grid across the catchment. At the site of the radiometer, the groundwater 
level fluctuated seasonally between 1.0 and 1.8 m depth. 

Volumetric soil-water content wc and soil temperature Ts were recorded at numerous loca-
tions both inside and outside the gullies in the artificial catchment area, and also specifically 
in the footprints A1 and A2 observed by the radiometer. We used ECH2O EC-TM sensors 
from Decagon Devices [29], which were installed vertically at 10−15 cm depth in summer 
2008. Note that the sensors only measure the liquid soil water, which leads to a significant 
drop in wc, when the soil freezes. 

2.3 Footprint Topography 
The topography of the footprints A1 and A2 was derived from terrestrial laser scanning. 

Measurements were carried out on 6 August 2009 with the time-of-flight laser scanner RIEGL 
LMS-Z420i [30]. The scanner was mounted on the highest platform of the radiometer tower 
(≈3 m underneath the pivotal point of ELBARA, Fig. 1), and had approximately the same 
view of the footprints as ELBARA. Additionally, two measurements were performed with the 
scanner installed on a mobile tower (height: 6.5 m) within the research catchment and looking 
toward ELBARA, to obtain information about the gully slopes facing away from the radi-
ometer. All scans were performed in last-target mode, i.e. the last return signal of the laser 
pulse was used to measure the distance. The scanning resolution was set to 0.01° in the verti-
cal and 0.11° in the horizontal direction, resulting in a maximum horizontal measurement 
point distance of 5 cm × 1 cm within the footprint areas. 

The first post-processing of the data was done using the RiSCAN PRO 1.4.3 software 
package [30]. First, measurements from the radiometer tower were merged with the meas-
urements from within the research catchment, and the raw scan data was clipped approxi-
mately to the –12 dB footprint areas A1 and A2 (Fig. 1). Then, measurement points clearly 
related to vegetation were manually removed from the data. In a next step, a minimum-z-filter 
with a grid size of 5 cm was applied to retrieve the lowest point in z-direction of each grid 
cell, which should represent the ground. The filtered point set was then triangulated with a 
maximum edge length of 0.3 m and a maximum tilt angle of 30° for the triangles in the re-
sulting triangulated irregular network (TIN). Because of the deep gullies in footprint A1, the 
corresponding TIN had some large gaps in the steep gully slopes. By applying a second trian-
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gulation with a maximum tilt angle of 90°, these gaps could be partly closed, but not com-
pletely. 

The resulting surface patches of both footprint areas were converted to ESRI raster data 
sets and further manipulated in ArcGIS [31]. The data were first manually checked for plausi-
bility, and clearly defective points were removed. Then, the TINs were interpolated to a 
regular 5 cm × 5 cm grid using the ArcGIS inverse distance weighting tool, which yielded the 
digital elevation models (x, y, z) of both footprints. The data triples (x, y, z) describe the ele-
vation z of (5 × 5) cm2 facets at position (x, y). Using standard surface analysis tools of Arc-
GIS, the surface normals n̂  of the facets were calculated and facets that cannot be seen from 
the radiometer were identified and flagged as invisible. Finally, the facets of footprint A1 situ-
ated inside the erosion gullies were flagged as such manually. 

 

3 Brightness Temperature Simulations 
The signal of a microwave radiometer observing a land surface is composed of surface and 

atmospheric contributions, both of which depend, amongst other things, on the relief [32]. 
The relief-dependency of the atmospheric contributions is ignored in this discussion as the 
atmosphere is mostly transparent at the observation wavelength λ = 0.21 m of ELBARA and, 
additionally, the distance to the observed footprints is small (< 30 m). More relevant for the 
following discussion is the surface of the observed footprints, which is rather smooth in A2, 
but shows distinct erosion gullies with steep and differently oriented slopes in A1 (Fig. 1). 
Furthermore, both footprints (leaving aside the erosion gullies) are slightly tilted with respect 
to the horizontal (≈4°). Under such circumstances, deviations occur from the standard hemi-
spheric emission of a horizontal surface. On the one hand, the local incidence angle and the 
orientation of the plane of linear polarization of a tilted surface depend on the tilt angle, the 
orientation and the position of the surface with respect to the view direction of the sensor. On 
the other hand, the tilted surfaces imply a variable and elevated horizon that may obscure 
parts of the sky. Along these directions, the incident radiance is no longer the cold sky radia-
tion but the much stronger radiation from the elevated landscape. 

To describe these effects, a facet model was implemented. That means, we approximated 
the actual surfaces of the observed footprints by a mosaic of small planar surface elements 
(facets), which are tangential to the actual surface and whose deviations from the real surface 
are much smaller than the observation wavelength. The locations of the individual facets are 
given by their spatial coordinates (x, y, z), and the facets’ inclination (tilt) and orientation (ex-
position) are described by their surface normals n̂  (Section 2.3). The facets were assumed to 
be locally smooth and specularly reflecting, i.e. diffuse scattering was ignored. Furthermore, 
we assumed the soil temperature and soil-water content were the same everywhere within 
both footprint areas except for facets situated inside the erosion gullies. In a first step, we cal-
culated the local emissions of the individual facets toward ELBARA. Subsequently, the total 
signal received by the radiometer antenna was determined in geometrical optics from the con-
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volution of the local emissions from all facets with the antenna directivity pattern. Such a 
model was proposed in [33], further investigated in [14], and has been used, e.g. to describe 
the microwave emission of a mountainous region in Northern Italy in [17]. 

Below, we make some basic definitions that are essential for understanding our facet 
model. Then, we give a short overview of the general modeling approach in Section 3.2, be-
fore describing the different sub-modules in more detail in Sections 3.3 to 3.6. 

3.1 Basic Definitions and Radiative Transfer 
When calculating the local emission from an individual tilted facet toward the radiometer, 

located at (xRM, yRM, zRM), we have to consider the tilt and exposition of the facet as well as 
the deviation of the direction of the antenna main axis RMk  from the view direction 
kF = (xRM − x, yRM − y, zRM − z) from the facet toward the radiometer (Fig. 2). For this reason, 
we introduce the following three planes of incidence (POI) and corresponding elevation 
angles1 to begin with: 

-- The radiometer or global plane of incidence (RM-POI) is normal to the XY -plane (thus 
parallel to the vertical ẑ  direction), and comprises the antenna main axis RMk . That 
means, it is spanned by the two unit vectors RMk̂  (given by the radiometer setup) and 

( )ˆ 0,0,1=z . The corresponding radiometer elevation angle θRM = 55° is the nadir angle 
of the antenna main axis. 

-- The view-direction plane of incidence (VD-POI) of a facet is also normal to the XY -
plane, but is spanned by the two unit vectors Fk̂  and ẑ . The corresponding view-
direction elevation angle θVD is the observation angle under which an individual facet is 
seen from ELBARA. It is given by the scalar product 

 VD F
ˆˆcosθ = ⋅z k . (1) 

-- The facet or local plane of incidence (F-POI) is the local plane of incidence of the facet. 
It is normal to the facet’s surface (thus parallel to its surface normal n̂ , but not, in 
general, to ẑ ), also comprises Fk̂ , and is consequently spanned by n̂  and Fk̂ . The corre-
sponding facet elevation angle θF is the angle of incidence of radiation incident on a 
facet, which is then reflected toward ELBARA. It is given by the scalar product 

 F F
ˆˆcosθ = ⋅n k . (2) 

With the different planes of incidence identified, the emission from a single surface facet 
in direction Fk̂  toward the radiometer was calculated with 

 ( )B RM eff RM in1p p pT R T R T= − + . (3) 

This zero-order radiative-transfer model fulfills Kirchhoff’s law and describes the p-polar-
ized brightness temperature B

pT  (p = H, V) emitted by a facet with reflectivity RM
pR  and effec- 

                                                 
1 A complete list of used abbreviations and symbols with short explanations can be found in Appendix A. 
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Fig. 2.  a) Sketch illustrating the setup that has to be considered, when calculating the reflection on and emission 
from a tilted facet toward ELBARA. The cut-out inside the dotted box is shown in more detail in panel b). The 
radiometer is mounted at (xRM, yRM, zRM), with the observation angle θRM = 55° relative to the vertical and the 
antenna main axis RMk . The facet considered is located at (x, y, z) and tilted with respect to the horizontal by the 
angle α. It is observed from the radiometer under the view-direction elevation angle θVD, and Fk  is the view 
direction from the facet to the radiometer. The vector F

ˆ ′k  points toward the direction of radiation Tin incident on 
the facet that is specularly reflected toward ELBARA. The vector n̂  is the facet’s surface normal and the angle 
θF is the facet elevation angle. Additionally, the angle ω between RMk  and Fk  and the azimuth angle φ between 
the RM-POI and the VD-POI (illustrated by the gray shaded areas) are shown. b) Cut-out from panel a) illus-
trating the relationship between the unit vectors Fk̂ , F

ˆ ′k , ẑ  and n̂  and the angles ,α  F ,θ  VDθ  and VDθ ′ . The 
F-POI (not especially illustrated for the sake of better readability) comprises the vectors n̂ , Fk̂  and F

ˆ ′k , but not 
the vertical ˆ.z  

 
 

tive physical temperature Teff as the sum of the radiation emitted from the facet and the frac-
tion of radiation Tin incident on the facet, which is specularly reflected on the facet toward 
ELBARA. The radiation Tin is either the sky radiation Tsky ≈ 6 K [26] or the radiation of the 
surrounding landscape Teff for facets, which are obscured from the sky by their surroundings. 
For the following description of the modeling approach, it is important to bear in mind that 

RM
pR  (p = H, V with respect to the RM-POI) describes the facet’s global reflectivity at 

θRM = 55°. 

3.2 General Modeling Approach 
The signal at the output of the radiometer antenna (i.e. the antenna brightness temperature) 

is a weighted mean of the brightness temperatures of the individual facets within the respec-
tive footprint. To simulate the facets’ brightness temperatures taking into account the surface 
relief, we followed the course of action illustrated in the flowchart in Fig. 3. First, we calcu-
lated the soil-water content and soil temperature profiles for the entire time span of the ex-
periment with a numerical soil-water and heat-transfer model (Section 3.3). From the soil 
temperature profiles we derived the effective temperature Teff needed in (3). The soil-water 
content profiles were converted into soil permittivity profiles and subsequently used as input 
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to a coherent radiative-transfer model for layered dielectric media. Evaluating this model 
yielded the local reflectivities F

pR  of all facets at the respective times of the radiometer meas-
urements (Section 3.4). These local values describe the facet reflectivities at polarization 
p = H, V with respect to the facets’ local planes of incidence (F-POI) and local elevation 
angles θF. 

In the next step, the global facet reflectivities RM
pR  were derived from F

pR  by applying a 
transformation from the local to the global plane of incidence (Section 3.5). This transforma-
tion accounts for the rotation of the plane of linear polarization resulting from the tilt of the 
facets and the deviation of the facets’ view directions Fk̂  from the antenna main axis RMk̂ . 
Once the reflectivities RM

pR  of all facets were known, they were used in (3) to calculate the 
emission of the individual facets toward ELBARA for all the times of the radiometer meas-
urements. Summing up the contributions of all facets within the respective footprint area, 
taking into account the antenna’s directivity pattern as well as shadowing and projection ef-
fects, eventually yielded time series of simulated antenna brightness temperatures for A1 and 
A2 for the times of the radiometer measurements (Section 3.6). 

3.3 Soil-Water Content and Soil Temperature Profiles 
Soil-water content wc and soil temperature Ts profiles were simulated for the time period 

from September 2008 to December 2009 at one-hour time intervals using the one-dimensional 
numerical soil-water and heat-transfer model COUP [11], [34]. The model calculates the wa-
ter and heat fluxes from the soil surface to a depth of 3 m, assuming a layered vertical soil 
profile with predefined thermal and hydrological properties. 

The upper boundary conditions of the profile are governed by the soil surface energy bal-
ance, which takes into account the evaporation fluxes and a potentially present snow cover. 
To this end, hourly values of precipitation, air temperature, relative humidity, shortwave ra-
diation and wind speed are the driving model variables. Furthermore, groundwater level 
measurements were used as input to the COUP model, determining the lower hydraulic 
boundary conditions. The vertical water flow in the unsaturated zone was represented with the 
Richards equation [35], using pF curves parameterized according to Brooks and Corey [36] 
and the Mualem function for unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. The applied parameter val-
ues (Table I) were approximated based on information on soil texture and in situ hydraulic 
conductivity measurements [21], and further tuned to give a best match with the in situ wc 
and Ts measurements at a depth of 10−15 cm. 

The model was first run for a typical location outside the erosion gullies. A second simula-
tion represented the conditions of a typical gully, having an approximately 50 cm shorter dis-
tance to the groundwater table and thus a higher and more balanced water content. The simu-
lated wc profiles were subsequently used as input to the local facet reflectivity model (Section 
3.4), and from the Ts profiles we derived the effective soil temperature Teff, which was as-
sumed to be the simulated temperature at a depth of 8 cm. This choice gave the best overall 
agreement of measurement and simulation results, when Teff was approximated by the soil 
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Fig. 3.  Flowchart illustrating the process chain followed to simulate brightness temperatures. Hexagons indicate 
the model in- and outputs. Boxes show the sub-modules of the facet model, which are further explained in the 
sections indicated by the numbers in parentheses. 

 
 

Table I.  Soil parameter values used in the COUP model for the simulation of the soil-water content and soil 
temperature profiles (wcsat = saturation water content, ψa = air entry pressure, λp = pore size distribution index, 
wcres = residual water content, ksat = saturated hydraulic conductivity). 

soil depth 
(m)  

wcsat 
3 3(m m )−⋅  

ψa 
(cm)  

λp 
( )−  

wcres 
3 3(m m )−⋅  

ksat
a 

1(mm d )−⋅  
ksat

b 
1(mm d )−⋅  

     0−0.06 0.27 15 0.60 0.055 200 50 
0.06−0.30 0.31 15 0.60 0.055 2500 250 
0.30−0.70 0.28 10 0.15 0.080 4000 400 
a incl. macropores 
b excl. macropores 
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temperature at a certain constant depth in the brightness temperature simulations. However, 
the depth of 8 cm might be an overestimation for moist soil states and an underestimation for 
very dry soil. 

3.4 Local Facet Reflectivity 
To calculate the local facet reflectivities F

pR  (p = H, V), we used a coherent radiative-trans-
fer model for layered dielectric media [37]. The model is based on a matrix formulation of the 
boundary conditions at the layer interfaces derived from Maxwell’s Equations. Inputs to the 
model are the soil permittivity profile ε(d) (d = depth below surface), observation wavelength 
λ, polarization p, and the observation angle θF. The model’s output is the reflectivity of the 
layer stack. The model was evaluated for dielectric layers with a thickness of 2 mm λ . 

The soil permittivity profiles required were generated from the wc profiles calculated with 
the COUP model for locations inside and outside the erosion gullies (Section 3.3). First, 
simulated wc were linearly interpolated to the depths d of the dielectric layers (corresponding 
to the model discretization), and then the soil permittivity profile ε(d) was derived from wc(d) 
by applying the empirical mixing model for mineral soils with 3 3 3 30 m m 0.55 m mwc− −⋅ ≤ ≤ ⋅  
derived in [38]2 

 2 33.03 9.3 146.0 76.7 .wc wc wcε = + + −  (4) 

Evaluating the dielectric layer model for each individual facet and corresponding local ob-
servation angle was not feasible due to the large number of facets (Table II), which would 
have required great computational effort to handle. To save computing time, we used the fol-
lowing approach based on look-up tables instead. First, the dielectric layer model was evalu-
ated for observation angles 0° ≤ θF ≤ 90° in steps of 5°, yielding ( )F F

pR θ  for each soil-water 
content profile wc(d) simulated. Subsequently, these reflectivities were interpolated to the 
times of the radiometer measurements since the COUP simulations were only available at 
hourly time intervals. Thus, two look-up tables of local facet reflectivities (inside and outside 
the gullies) were generated, each containing ( )F F,pR t θ  for all times t of radiometer measure-
ments and observation angles θF between 0° and 90° in steps of 5°. Subsequently, we derived 
the local facet reflectivities ( )F F,pR t θ  from the appropriate look-up table (depending on the 
location of the facet considered) by interpolating to the actual local angles of incidence θF of 
the individual facets. 

3.5 Global Facet Reflectivity 
From the local values F

pR , we subsequently derived the global reflectivities RM
pR  describ-

ing the reflectivity of a considered surface facet at global p-polarization. To derive expres-
sions for RM

pR  (p = H, V), we reversed the field propagation directions and considered 
ELBARA to be a transmitter of p-polarized radiation with the unit field vector RM

ˆ pE . Further-

                                                 
2 An estimation of the uncertainties introduced through the choice of the dielectric mixing model can be found in 
Appendix C. 
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more, the sky was regarded as an unpolarized receiver absorbing the energy carried by the 
field refE  reflected along the forward direction on the facet. This implies that RM

pR  is the ratio 
between the reflected energy carried by refE  and the energy transmitted by the radiometer. As 
the energy carried by these electric fields is proportional to their squared field amplitudes, we 
can compute RM

pR  as 

 
2

2ref
RM ref2

RM
ˆ

p

p
R = =

E
E

E
. (5) 

To determine ref refE=E , the transmitted field RM
ˆ pE  was first decomposed into its locally 

horizontal and vertical components H
FE  and V

FE , which are reflected on the facet with the lo-
cal reflectivities H

FR  and V
FR , respectively. That means, once the fields F

pE  incident on the 
facet were known, the local reflectivities F

pR  computed beforehand (Section 3.4) could be 
used to calculate Eref and, in turn, RM

pR . 
Determining F

pE  from RM
ˆ pE  requires the following steps: 1) A transformation from the glo-

bal plane of incidence (RM-POI) to the view-direction plane of incidence (VD-POI), as the 
radiance emitted by ELBARA is propagating along RM

ˆ−k , which deviates from the view 
direction F

ˆ−k  toward the facet, and 2) a transformation from the VD-POI to the local plane of 
incidence (F-POI) because the facet’s surface normal ˆ ,n  which defines the F-POI, deviates 
from the vertical ẑ  direction defining the VD-POI. 

3.5.1 Transformation I: RM-POI to VD-POI 
A globally horizontal electric field H

RMÊ  transmitted by the radiometer propagates along 

RM
ˆ−k , which deviates from the view direction toward the facet F

ˆ−k  in elevation by 
( )RM VDθ θ−  and in azimuth by the angle φ  (Fig. 2). As a consequence, H

RMÊ  is globally hori-
zontal, but has a horizontal component HH

VDE , as well as a vertical component HV
VDE , with re-

spect to the VD-POI3. Similarly, this holds true for a globally vertical field V
RMÊ . To derive 

the field vectors '
VD
ppE 4, we projected RM

ˆ pE  onto the directions p’ (p’ = H, V) with respect to 
the VD-POI, given by the two unit vectors 

 

H F
VD

F

H
V VD F
VD H

VD F

ˆˆˆ for ' H,  andˆˆ

ˆ ˆˆ for ' V.
ˆ ˆ

p

p

×
= =

×

×
= =

×

z kE
z k

E kE
E k

 (6) 

 
                                                 
3 These two vectors are usually not sufficient to describe H

RMÊ  completely. A third vector FH
VD ,kE  parallel to F

ˆ ,k  
and therefore not propagating toward the facet, is necessary. Only HH

VDE  and HV
VDE  propagate along F

ˆ−k  toward 
the facet, which implies, on the one hand, that not all the energy carried by H

RMÊ  reaches the facet and, on the 
other hand, that only HH

VDE  and HV
VDE  are reflected on the facet. 

4 The notation has to be read like this: The field vector '
VD
ppE  is the component of RM

ˆ pE  (p = H, V with respect to 
the RM-POI), which is p’-polarized (p’ = H, V) with respect to the VD-POI. 
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Projecting H
RMÊ  onto the two directions given by (6) yields the two field vectors 

 
( )
( )

HH H H H
VD RM VD VD

HV H V V
VD RM VD VD

ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ ˆ

= ⋅

= ⋅

E E E E

E E E E
 (7) 

and proceeding equally for V
RMÊ  yields 

  
( )
( )

VH V H H
VD RM VD VD

VV V V V
VD RM VD VD

ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ ˆ .

= ⋅

= ⋅

E E E E

E E E E
 (8) 

Once the components '
VD
ppE  were known, the coefficients '

1
ppa  relating their magnitudes 

' '
VD VDE pp pp= E  to the magnitudes of H

RMÊ  and V
RMÊ  were computed 

 

HH HH H HH
VD 1 RM 1

HV HV H HV
VD 1 RM 1

VH VH V VH
VD 1 RM 1

VV VV V VV
VD 1 RM 1

ˆE

ˆE

ˆE

ˆE .

a a

a a

a a

a a

= =

= =

= =

= =

E

E

E

E

 (9) 

The coefficients '
1
ppa  can also be expressed by means of the elevation angles θRM and θVD and 

the azimuth angle φ between the RM-POI and VD-POI. Elaborate algebraic calculations yield 

 

HH
1
HV
1 VD

VH
1 RM
VV
1 RM VD RM VD

cos

sin cos

sin cos

sin sin cos cos cos .

a

a

a

a

φ

φ θ

φ θ

θ θ φ θ θ

=

=

=

= +

 (10) 

The angle φ is given by the scalar product of the projections of RMk̂  and Fk̂  onto the XY -
plane (denoted as RM,

ˆ
xyk  and F,

ˆ
xyk , respectively) 

 RM, F,

RM, F,

ˆ ˆ
cos .ˆ ˆ

xy xy

xy xy

φ
⋅

=
⋅

k k

k k
 (11) 

3.5.2 Transformation II: VD-POI to F-POI 
The local F-POI of a facet is different from its VD-POI, when the facet considered is tilted 

(Fig. 2). Consequently, the orientation of linear polarization of the F-POI is rotated by an 
angle ϕ  with respect to the corresponding polarization direction of the VD-POI. This angle of 
polarization rotation was determined as follows: The direction of H-polarization with respect 
to the F-POI is normal to both n̂  and Fk̂ , and thus parallel to their cross product F

ˆˆ ×n k . The 
direction of H-polarization with respect to the VD-POI is defined by H

VDÊ  given in (6). That 
means the angle ϕ is given by 
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( )H

VD F

F

ˆ ˆˆ
cos

ˆˆ
ϕ

⋅ ×
=

×

E n k

n k
. (12) 

Knowing ϕ, an electric field H
VDE  incident on the facet can be decomposed into a locally 

horizontal field HH
FE  and a locally vertical field HV

FE , with the magnitudes given by 

 
HH H
F VD

HV H
F VD

E cos

E sin .

ϕ

ϕ

=

=

E

E
 (13) 

Likewise, an incident field V
VDE  can be decomposed into the locally horizontal and vertical 

fields 

 
VH V
F VD

VV V
F VD

E sin

E cos .

ϕ

ϕ

=

=

E

E
 (14) 

Similarly to (9), we substituted '
2
ppa  for the coefficients in (13) and (14), yielding 

 ' '
F 2 VDE pp pp pa= E  (15) 

with the coefficients 

 

HH
2
HV
2
VH
2
VV
2

cos

sin

sin

cos .

a

a

a

a

ϕ

ϕ

ϕ

ϕ

=

=

=

=

 (16) 

3.5.3 Derivation of the Global Facet Reflectivity RM
pR  

Using the calculations described above, we can now express a globally horizontal field 
through its horizontal and vertical polarization with respect to the local F-POI, and thus de-
termine H

RMR  as explained below. The globally H-polarized electric field transmitted by the 
radiometer is H

RMÊ . The corresponding field inE  incident on the facet can then be described 
with the two field vectors HH

VDE  and HV
VDE , which are H- and V-polarized with respect to the 

VD-POI (Transformation I, Section 3.5.1) 

 HH HV
in VD VD.= +E E E  (17) 

They, in turn, are further decomposed into locally horizontal and vertical field vectors F
pp′E  

(Transformation II, Section 3.5.2), yielding 

 

HH HV
VD VD

HH HV VH VV
in F F F F= + + +

E E

E E E E E . (18) 
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These fields, which are H- and V-polarized with respect to the F-POI, are reflected on the 
facet with H

FR  and V
FR , respectively. The following holds true for the magnitudes of the 

reflected fields 

 ( ) ( )2 2

F,ref F FE E .pp p ppR′ ′ ′=  (19) 

The total field Eref reflected on the facet is the linear combination of all the reflected fields 
'

F,ref
ppE . Thus using (19), we can write for the magnitude Eref 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 22 H HH V HV H VH V VV
ref F F F F F F F FE E E E E .R R R R= + + +  (20) 

Inserting (15) into (20) we get 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 22 H HH H V HV H H VH V V VV V
ref F 2 VD F 2 VD F 2 VD F 2 VDE R a R a R a R a= + + +E E E E  (21) 

and now inserting (9) yields 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 22 HH HH H HV VH H H
ref 1 2 RM 1 2 RM F

2 2HH HV H HV VV H V
1 2 RM 1 2 RM F

E

.

a a a a R

a a a a R

⎡ ⎤= + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

E E

E E
 (22) 

Substituting ( )2 H
ref RME R=  and H

RM
ˆ 1=E  in (22) yields 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2H HH HH HV VH H HH HV HV VV V
RM 1 2 1 2 F 1 2 1 2 FR a a a a R a a a a R⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= + + +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

 (23) 

and, inserting the expressions (10) and (16) for pp
ia ′  (i = 1, 2), we eventually get 

 
( )
( )

H 2 2 2 2 2 H
RM VD F

2 2 2 2 2 V
VD F

cos cos sin cos sin

cos sin sin cos cos .

R R

R

φ ϕ φ θ ϕ

φ ϕ φ θ ϕ

= + +

+
 (24) 

Following the corresponding procedure for a transmitted field V
RMÊ  yields eventually 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2V VH HH VV VH H VH HV VV VV V
RM 1 2 1 2 F 1 2 1 2 Fa a a a a a a aR R R⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= + + +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

, and (25) 

 
( )( )
( )( )

2V 2 2 2 2 H
RM RM RM VD RM VD F

22 2 2 2 V
RM RM VD RM VD F

sin cos cos sin sin cos cos cos sin

sin cos sin sin sin cos cos cos cos

R R

R

φ θ ϕ θ θ φ θ θ ϕ

φ θ ϕ θ θ φ θ θ ϕ

= + + +

+ +
 (26) 

for the facet reflectivity V
RMR  at global V-polarization. 

Using (23) and (25), the global facet reflectivities RM
pR  were then calculated from the local 

facet reflectivities F
pR  calculated previously with the coherent radiative-transfer model for 

layered dielectric media (Section 3.4). 
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3.6 Antenna Brightness Temperature 
Before the global facet reflectivities could be used in the radiative-transfer model (3) to 

calculate the brightness temperatures of the individual facets, we had to determine the direc-
tion of the radiation Tin incident on the facets and reflected toward ELBARA. This was neces-
sary to distinguish facets receiving radiation from the sky from facets, which receive radiation 
from the surrounding landscape or even self-emission from the antenna. 

The radiation that is specularly reflected on the facet toward the radiometer is incident 
from the direction F

ˆ ′−k , as shown in Fig. 2. From the relationship F F
ˆ ˆ ′+ =k k  

F F F F
ˆ ˆˆ ˆcos cosθ θ ′+k n k n  between the unit vectors Fk̂ , F

ˆ ′k  and n̂  follows 

 ( )F F F
ˆ ˆˆ2cosθ′ = ⋅ −k n k . (27) 

Knowing F
ˆ ′k  for each facet, we determined the polar angle VDθ ′  characterizing the direc-

tion of the incident radiation from the scalar product of the vertical ẑ  and the direction F
ˆ ′k  

 VD F
ˆ ˆcosθ ′ ′= ⋅k z . (28) 

We assumed a flat horizon, meaning that facets with VD 90θ ′ ≤ °  are illuminated by the sky, 
whereas facets with VD 90θ ′ > °  are obscured from the sky by the surrounding landscape. This 
yields the following expression for Tin 

 sky VD
in

eff VD

for 90
for 90 .

T
T

T
θ
θ

′ ≤ °⎧
= ⎨ ′ > °⎩

 (29) 

For a facet to receive self-emission of ELBARA and reflect it back toward the antenna, the 
radiation incident on the facet must come from the direction of the radiometer. That means, 

F F
ˆ ˆ ˆ′= =k k n  must be fulfilled, which was not the case for any facet. 

When we knew the global facet reflectivities RM
pR  and Tin for each facet within the foot-

print area, we calculated the contributions B,
p

fT  (p = H, V) of all visible facets (numbered 
from f = 1 to n, whereas n denotes the total number of all visible facets) to the total radiation 
received by ELBARA with (3). When summing up these contributions B,

p
fT  to the total signal 

B,total
pT  received by ELBARA the directivity ( )D ω  of the antenna (ω = angle between RMk̂  

and VDk̂ , Fig. 2) has to be considered, as well as the fact that tilted surface facets appear 
enlarged or reduced in size, depending on the local incidence angle Fθ  and the slope α of the 
facets (projection effect). The directivity pattern of the ELBARA antenna can be approxi-
mated by ( ) 2exp( 0.01781 )D ω ω= − ⋅  [27]. The projection effect is taken into account by 
means of the solid angle Ω under which a facet appears as seen from the antenna position 

 
h

F F
2 2

cos cos
cos

AA
r r

θ θ
α

Ω = ⋅ = ⋅  (30) 

where A is the true area of the facet, Ah = (5 × 5) cm2 is the projection of A onto a horizontal 
plane, and r is the distance between the facet and the antenna. The slope α of the facet is the 
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same as the tilt angle between its surface normal n̂  and the vertical ˆ,z  and is calculated from 
the scalar product as ˆˆcosα = ⋅z n . 

Now, the total signal at polarization p received by the radiometer antenna (the antenna 
brightness temperature) was calculated as the beam-weighted sum of the radiation B,

p
fT  from 

all visible facets within the footprint area 

 
B,

1
B,total

1

n
p

f f f
fp

n

f f
f

D T
T

D

=

=

Ω
=

Ω

∑

∑
. (31) 

Following this course of action, we calculated the time series of simulated brightness tem-
peratures for the footprint areas A1 and A2 for all times, when radiometer measurements were 
carried out. 

 

4 Results 
In the following sections, we describe and discuss the measurement and simulation results. 

After a short overview of the meteorological conditions during the measurement campaign 
(Section 4.1), the simulated and measured soil moisture and temperature dynamics are dis-
cussed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the geometrical characteristics relevant for the emission 
of the observed footprints are described, and then the process of the brightness temperature 
simulation is illustrated by means of a concrete example. In Section 4.4, we finally show the 
entire time series of simulated and measured brightness temperatures, and compare and dis-
cuss them in more detail for an illustrative time period in Section 4.5. 

4.1 Meteorological Conditions 
In the time period from September 2008 to December 2009, the meteorological station in 

the research catchment “Chicken Creek” recorded 778 mm of precipitation, which is close to 
the long-term average [21]. Several intense rainfall events occurred in autumn 2008, with the 
most intense rainfall on 29 and 30 October (40 mm in two days), while spring 2009 was very 
dry. During April and the first half of May, hardly any precipitation at all was recorded. The 
most intense rainfall events in summer 2009 were 20 mm on 1 July and 17 mm on 4 July, 
both within only one hour. Early autumn 2009 was again drier than in typical years. 

Both winters (2008/09 and 2009/10) were colder than average. There was shallow snow 
cover for approximately half of the time from mid-November 2008 to the end of February 
2009. On some days, however, only the gullies were filled with snow, while the other areas 
were almost bare. During the first half of January and the second half of February 2009, when 
most snow (5–10 cm) was observed, the footprint areas were entirely snow-covered, with 
large spatial deviations in snow depth due to wind drift. In winter 2009/10, partial snow cover 
was observed after 12 December. 
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4.2 Soil-Water Content and Temperature Dynamics 
The in situ measurements of the soil water content wc were distinctly different for loca-

tions inside and outside the erosion gullies (Fig. 4). Inside the gullies, wc was generally 
higher, with little temporal change except for January and February 2009, when there was 
also substantial soil freezing (Fig. 5). Outside the gullies, wc showed much more short-term 
dynamics, clearly reflecting individual rainfall and snowmelt events, as well as the subsequent 
drying of the soil. The long rainless period in April and May 2009 illustrates this pattern par-
ticularly well. 

The wc measurements within footprint A2 showed a rather narrow range of spatial varia-
tion and were similar to the measurements outside the erosion gullies elsewhere in the catch-
ment (Fig. 4). This was expected as the soil surface had been initially leveled and there were 
no deep gullies in A2. In contrast, the five sensors in footprint A1 detected much more spatial 
variation since they represent areas inside as well as outside the gullies. The presence of gul-
lies in A1 led to a higher mean wc. Nevertheless, one sensor specifically positioned at the 
bottom of a gully never reached the very high wc 3 3( 0.4 m m )−≈ ⋅  of the gullies elsewhere in 
the catchment, even though it recorded the highest wc in A1. This demonstrates that the wc in 
gullies can differ significantly depending on the amount of runoff, which is determined by the 
size, depth and location of the gully in question. The wc outside the gullies, however, seems 
to be more uniform. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Soil-water content measurements at a depth of 10−15 cm inside (gray line, mean of 5 sensors) and out-
side (black line, mean of 15 sensors) the erosion gullies. For the footprints A1 and A2, the spatial variation of the 
measurements is indicated by the pale blue area and the dark blue area (mean ± standard deviation), respectively. 
The very low and the apparently negative values in January, February and December 2009 are due to soil 
freezing. 
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After the calibration of the COUP model (Section 3.3), wc simulated for areas outside the 
gullies correlated very well with the corresponding measurements (Fig. 5a). An R2-value of 
0.65 and a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 3 30.03 m m−⋅  indicate that the model perform-
ance for these areas was excellent over the entire time period. From this generally good 
agreement between the simulated and measured wc, and given that the model was forced to 
match observed groundwater depth, it can be concluded that the chosen hydraulic properties 
of the uppermost soil layers are appropriate and that soil evaporation rates are well repre-
sented. The temporal variations of wc inside the gullies were somewhat overestimated by the 
model, whereas the absolute values were underestimated. The offset between the simulated 
and measured wc of approximately 3 30.1 m m−⋅  represents the difference in saturation. This 
can either be an overestimation in the measurements, an underestimation in the model para-
meterization or a true difference between different gullies. 

Soil temperatures Ts at the depth 10–15 cm were reproduced very well by the simulations 
(Fig. 5b). The excellent match between the measured and simulated Ts suggests that the sur-
face energy balance and the vertical heat flux in the soil (which depends on wc, amongst other 
things) are appropriately simulated. The differences in Ts for areas inside and outside the gul-
lies were very small and the correspondence between the simulations and the measurements 
was similar for both (R2 = 0.98, RMSE = 1.14 K). 

The satisfactory agreement of simulations and in situ measurements for the 10−15 cm soil 
layer suggests that these model results are a reasonable choice as input for the reflectivity and 
local radiative-transfer model (Section 3.4). 

 
 

    
Fig. 5.  a) Measured and simulated time series of soil-water content at a depth of 10−15 cm. For the measure-
ments, the mean values of 15 sensors located outside the gullies (solid black line) and the mean values of five 
sensors representing typical gully locations (solid blue line) are displayed. b) Corresponding time series of soil 
temperatures for areas outside the gullies. Soil temperatures inside the gullies were very similar and are not 
shown for the sake of clarity. 
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4.3 Geometrical Footprint Characteristics and Exemplary Brightness Temperature 
Simulation 

In Table II and Fig. 6, the most important geometrical parameters derived from the topo-
graphy data of the footprints A1 and A2 and the viewing configuration of the radiometer are 
summarized. For the following discussion of these parameters, see also Fig. 8 which shows, 
amongst other things, the topography of both footprint areas. 

The angles φ, ω and θVD describe the deviation of the VD-POI from the RM-POI for the 
different facets (Fig. 2). Since the topography measurements covered about the same fractions 
of both footprints, the ranges of φ, ω and θVD are approximately the same for A1 and A2. The 
angles α, θF and φ nicely illustrate the different surface characteristics (relief) of both areas, 
which are mainly caused by the erosion gullies in A1. Due to the steep gully slopes we see a 
much wider range of tilt angles α in A1 than in A2, which, in turn, leads also to a much wider 
distribution of facet elevation angles θF in A1. Low values of θF are mostly observed in gully 
slopes facing the radiometer, whereas slopes facing away from the radiometer usually exhibit 
values of θF larger than 90°. The range of θF encountered in A2, however, mainly resembles 
differences caused by the different locations of the individual facets within the footprint area. 
This is also illustrated by the fact that, in A2, the range of θF is not much larger than the range 
of θVD, whereas in A1 the difference between both is substantial. In accordance with these ob-
servations, the angle of polarization rotation φ spans the whole range between 0° and 90° in 
A1, but is always smaller than 40° in A2. 

 
 

Table II. Geometrical parameters determining the emission behavior of the footprints A1 and A2 (Fig. 2). Num-
bers in parentheses show the respective values just for the facets visible for ELBARA. 

  footprint area 
  A1  A2 

total number of facets / area of footprint  48529 / 121 m2  60089 / 150 m2 
number of invisible facets  3077  99 
number of facets in gullies  3666 (2546)  0 
number of facets receiving radiation from 
the surrounding landscape  3466 (1619)  445 (380) 

azimuth angle φ between RMk̂  and Fk̂   0 23φ° ≤ ≤ °   0 21φ° ≤ ≤ °  
polar angle ω between RMk̂  and Fk̂   0 19ω° ≤ ≤ °   0 18ω° ≤ ≤ °  
VD-elevation angle θVD  VD36 66θ° ≤ ≤ °   VD39 66θ° ≤ ≤ °  
distance r between radiometer and facets  13.18 m 25.26 mr≤ ≤   14.22 m 29.64 mr≤ ≤  
slope (tilt angle) α  0 75α° ≤ ≤ °   0 43α° ≤ ≤ °  
local (facet) elevation angle θF  F1 127θ° ≤ ≤ °   F35 97θ° ≤ ≤ °  
angle φ of polarization rotation  0 90ϕ° ≤ ≤ °   0 40ϕ° ≤ ≤ °  
elevation angle VDθ ′   VD1 179θ ′° ≤ ≤ °   VD14 129θ ′° ≤ ≤ °  
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Fig. 6.  Histograms of the angles between the view directions Fk̂ , from the facets toward the radiometer, and 

F
ˆ ′k , from the facets toward radiation Tin incident on the facets and reflected toward ELBARA. For footprint A1 

(left), the smallest angle is 2°, and for A2 (right), all angles are larger than 71°. 
 
 
Due to the erosion gullies in A1, about 6% of the facets in this area (mainly situated in 

gully slopes facing away from the radiometer) were “invisible” for ELBARA, whereas in A2 
basically all facets were visible. Furthermore, we observed a much wider range of elevation 
angles VDθ ′  of the radiation incident on the facets in A1 than in A2. This is also illustrated by 
Fig. 6, which gives the histograms of the angles between Fk̂  and F

ˆ ′k  (= 2θF) for both foot-
prints. For A2, the distribution is concentrated between 80° and 160°, with the maximum at 
about 130°, whereas in A1 the distribution spans a much wider range, with the maximum at 
about 120°. However, the smallest angle observed is 2°, i.e. no facet reflects self-emission of 
ELBARA back toward the radiometer. 

To illustrate the calculation process described in Section 3 and Fig. 3, we show the detailed 
results of a brightness temperature simulation for one single time step (23 April 2009, 
9:12 a.m.) in Fig. 7 and 8. At that time, the effective temperature Teff = 11.7 °C was approxi-
mately the same everywhere within both footprint areas, whereas the soil moisture difference 
for areas inside and outside the erosion gullies was at a maximum. The soil-water content of 
the 10−15 cm soil layer (taken from the simulated wc profile used as input to the local reflec-
tivity model) was 3 30.27 m mwc −= ⋅  inside and 3 30.14 m m−⋅  outside the gullies. The air 
temperature was Tair = 8.4 °C. 

Figure 7a shows the local facet reflectivities F
pR  (p = H, V; Section 3.4). The broken lines 

are the output of the coherent radiative-transfer model for observation angles between 0° and 
90° for the wc profiles simulated for locations inside the gullies and the solid lines for those 
outside the gullies. From these, the F

pR  of the individual facets (dots) were derived by interpo-
lating to the local facet elevation angles θF. For footprint A1, this yielded values 

H
F0.08 1R≤ ≤  and V

F0 1R≤ ≤  distributed along the broken as well as the solid lines for loca-
tions inside and outside the gullies, and covering the entire range of observation angles. For 
A2, however, the F

pR  ( H
F0.13 0.97R≤ ≤ , V

F0 0.92R≤ ≤ ) are distributed along the solid lines 
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only and span the much narrower range of observation angles 35° ≤ θF ≤ 90°. This is due to 
the absence of gullies in A2. 

Panel b) shows the resulting facet reflectivities RM
pR  in the global (radiometer) reference 

frame, which were derived from F
pR  by considering the transformation from the F-POI to the 

RM-POI (Section 3.5). That means, both the tilt of the facets as well as the deviation of their 
view directions Fk̂  from the radiometer main direction RMk̂  are considered in RM

pR . The 
resulting reflectivities are H

RM0.02 1R≤ ≤  and V
RM0 0.99R≤ ≤  for A1, and H

RM0.13 0.97R≤ ≤  
and V

RM0 0.89R≤ ≤  for A2. As expected, the difference between RM
pR  and F

pR  is more pro-
nounced in footprint A1 as a result of the steeper slopes (tilt angles α) of some of the facets 
caused by the erosion gullies. 

The brightness temperatures B
pT  of the facets shown in panel c) were calculated by insert-

ing RM
pR , together with the effective soil temperature Teff and the incident radiation Tin, into 

(3) (Section 3.6). This yielded brightness temperatures H
B68.4 K 284.8 KT≤ ≤  and 

V
B153.0 K 284.8 KT≤ ≤  for A1, and H

B121.8 K 284.8 KT≤ ≤  and V
B233.2 K 284.8 KT≤ ≤  

for A2. The constant values B 284.8 KpT =  for different θF in A1 and A2 are the brightness 
temperatures of facets receiving radiation from the surrounding landscape, which are identical 
with the surrounding’s effective temperature Teff. From the convolution of the facets’ 
radiances B

pT  with the antenna pattern, we eventually received the simulated brightness 
temperatures H

B 223.5 KT =  and V
B 275.0 KT =  for footprint A1, and H

B 206.9 KT =  and 
V

B 281.9 KT =  for footprint A2. The corresponding measurement results were H
B 239.9 KT =  

and V
B 277.7 KT =  for A1, and H

B 214.5 KT =  and V
B 279.0 KT =  for A2. 

Figure 8 gives a spatial representation of the facets’ brightness temperatures B
pT  shown in 

Fig. 7c. The B
pT ’s of the individual facets were overlain on the digital elevation model of the 

corresponding footprint to give an impression of the dependence of the B
pT  on the facets’ 

location within the footprint, on the one hand, and the tilt of the facets, on the other. In both 
footprints, we see a decrease (p = H) or increase (p = V) in the direction away from ELBARA 
(toward the right) for facets situated outside the erosion gullies. This change in the facets’ B

pT  
corresponds to the differing local elevation angles θF of these facets, which range roughly 
from 40° (left) to 70° (right). At vertical polarization, V

BT  actually starts to decrease again for 
large θF exceeding the Brewster angle at approximately 65° (see Fig. 7c), which can be ob-
served to some extent in the illustration for A2. At the bottom of the erosion gullies, we find 

B
pT  are colder than the surroundings at both polarizations, as a result of the generally higher 

water contents within the gullies. The facet elevation angles θF of the gully slopes facing the 
radiometer (toward left) are approximately in the range 10° ≤ θF ≤ 30°, resulting in rather high 
(p = H) and low (p = V) values, respectively, for the B

pT ’s of these slopes. For most of the 
slopes facing away from the radiometer (toward the right), θF is larger than 60°. This leads to 
significantly colder H

BT  and slightly warmer V
BT  than in the surroundings. However, due to 

their steepness, most of these slopes receive radiation from the surrounding landscape (i.e., 
Tin = Teff in (3)) and were therefore assigned B eff

pT T= , corresponding to the highest B
pT  within 

both areas. 
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a) Footprint A1 Footprint A2 

    
 

b) 

    
 

c) 

    
Fig. 7.  Calculation results of the facet model for 23 April 2009, 9:12 a.m. for footprints A1 (left) and A2 (right). 
a) Reflectivities calculated with the coherent radiative-transfer model for observation angles between 0° and 90°, 
based on the simulated soil-water contents for locations inside (broken lines) and outside the gullies (solid lines). 
Dots show the local facet reflectivities F

pR  (p = H, V) derived by interpolating these look-up tables to the facet 
elevation angles θF. b) Global facet reflectivities RM

pR  for 0° ≤ θF ≤ 90°. c) Brightness temperatures B
pT  of the 

facets for 0° ≤ θF ≤ 90°, calculated with (3) from RM
pR , the effective soil temperature Teff and the incident 

radiation Tin. 
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 Footprint A1 

 
 Footprint A2 

 
Fig. 8.  Spatial distribution of facet brightness temperatures B

pT  (p = H, V) for the footprints A1 (top) and A2 
(bottom), at horizontal (left) and vertical polarization (right). Brightness temperatures were overlain on the digi-
tal elevation models of the footprints, which are shown so that the view direction toward ELBARA (situated to 
the left and above) is approximately the same for both. The isolines show the antenna pattern of the ELBARA 
antenna in dB. The areas shown are approximately 15 m × 11 m for A1, and 17 m × 11 m for A2, measured 
along the lines of greatest distance. 

 
 

4.4 Brightness Temperature Time Series 
Brightness temperatures B

pT  (p = H, V) of both footprint areas were simulated for all times 
of radiometer measurements with the facet model described in Section 3. The complete time 
series of B

pT  measured and simulated for the time period between September 2008 and 
December 2009 is shown in Appendix B. Furthermore, air temperature, effective soil tem-
perature, snow coverage, modeled and measured soil-water content and precipitation are also 
given. Below, we first describe the general behavior of the measured and simulated B

pT , be-
fore they are directly opposed to each other in Section 4.4.3. A more specific discussion of the 
measurement and simulation results on the basis of an illustrative time period is presented in 
Section 4.5. 

4.4.1 Measured Brightness Temperatures 
The brightness temperatures B

pT  measured (Appendix B, top panel) clearly reflect the 
weather and soil conditions prevailing at the time of the measurements. First of all, the B

pT  
follow the dynamics of the effective soil temperature Teff, which in turn is correlated with the 
air temperature Tair. This is most obvious in the diurnal changes in B

pT , corresponding to the 
daily fluctuations of Teff and Tair. Furthermore, B

pT  were generally lower in winter than in 
summer, reflecting the seasonal fluctuations of Teff and Tair. 
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Superimposed on this underlying trend are miscellaneous weather events, such as precipi-
tation and soil frost. Of course, precipitation leads to an increase in soil-water content wc 
shortly after the onset of precipitation, which, in turn, results in a sudden drop in the B

pT . Af-
ter precipitation stops, the B

pT  subsequently start to increase again. Initially, this happens quite 
fast as the surface runoff stops and the uppermost soil layers dry out. This is then usually fol-
lowed by a more gradual increase related to the subsequent drying of the deeper soil. This be-
havior is especially pronounced after longer rainless periods, when the soil is dry prior to the 
onset of precipitation, such as at the end of April 09 or in the first week of September 09. 

Intense soil frost, e.g. at the end of the year 08, leads to a sudden loss of liquid wc as the 
water in the soil-pore spaces freezes (lower two panels). This, in turn, results in a sharp in-
crease in the B

pT , which can be seen, e.g. on 25 December 08. Quite often this sudden increase 
is followed by an abrupt drop in the B

pT , when the frost period is only of short duration and 
the soil thaws again. Several nice examples of such sharp spikes in the B

pT  can be seen, e.g. 
on 9 December 08 or 25 March 09. 

The situations hardest to interpret are times, when snow, rain, soil freezing and thawing all 
occur within a short time period. This leads to a constant change in wc conditions as precipi-
tation sometimes falls as snow and sometimes as water, snow melt leads to infiltration and an 
increase in wc, whereas soil freezing decreases the liquid wc again. This, in turn, results in 
very heterogeneous soil (surface) properties and highly complex temporal changes in the B

pT , 
such as those that occurred in January and February 09. 

Comparing the B
pT  of the footprints A1 (with gullies) and A2 (without gullies) with each 

other, we see distinct differences. At vertical polarization, V
BT  is generally lower in A1 than in 

A2, with a mean difference of V
B 4.4 KTΔ = 5 (Table III). However, the difference V

BTΔ  is 
rather variable with time. It is usually more pronounced, when the soil is moist and V

BT  is low 
(e.g., from 16 to 25 December 08), and is small or even approaching 0 K, when the soil is dry 
and V

BT  is high (e.g., in April 09). In A1, V
BT  is usually more sensitive to changes in wc and 

Teff and to the occurrence of soil frost or snow melt than it is in A2. That means, on the one 
hand, that the decrease in the V

BT  with increasing wc is often more pronounced in A1 than in 
A2, resulting in a larger V

BTΔ  after precipitation and snow melt or when the soil is moist (e.g., 
on 6 October 08 or 23 April 09). On the other hand, with decreasing wc due to soil drying or 
freezing, V

BT  in A1 increases more than in A2, and V
BTΔ  becomes smaller. When the soil is 

very dry, V
BTΔ  eventually approaches 0 K and both areas show almost identical V

BT  (e.g., dur-
ing the dry spell in April 09). 

At horizontal polarization, H
BT  is almost always higher in A1 than in A2, with a mean dif-

ference of H
B 25.8 KTΔ =  (Table III). The difference H

BTΔ  does not change as obviously in 
response to changing ambient conditions as was the case at p = V, making it more challenging 
 
                                                 
5 For the following discussion we introduce the term B B,A1 B,A2

p p pT T TΔ = −  (p = H, V) describing the difference 
between the brightness temperature B,A1

pT  of A1 and the brightness temperature B,A2
pT  of A2. The mean difference 

is given by B B,A1 B,A2 ,p p pT T TΔ = −  where B,A1
pT  and B,A2

pT  are the mean values of the brightness temperatures meas-
ured in the respective footprints. 
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Table III.  Comparison of the mean values B
pT  (p = H, V) of the footprints A1 and A2 for measurements (left) 

and simulations (right) for the time period between 1 October 2008 and 13 August 2009, when both footprint 
areas were measured quasi-simultaneously. The number of data-points evaluated for A1 and A2 are given in 
parentheses. 

measurements A1 
(30655) 

A2 
(11076) A1 − A2  simulations A1 

(30655) 
A2 

(11076) A1 − A2 

H
BT  (K) 200.6 174.8 25.8  H

BT  (K) 199.1 181.7 17.4 
V

BT  (K) 260.0 264.4 −4.4  V
BT  (K) 261.4 272.1 −10.7 

V H
B BT T−  (K) 59.4 89.6   V H

B BT T−  (K) 62.3 90.4  

 
 

to interpret temporal changes in H
BTΔ . Only in March and April 09 do H

BT  behave distinctly 
different in both areas. In that time period, H

BT  in A1 responds more strongly to changing Teff 
(e.g., on 5 March 09) and precipitation (e.g., on 19 and 23 March 09), and increases faster and 
more distinctly with decreasing wc in combination with increasing Teff (29 March to 12 April 
09). In general, the response of H

BT  to changes in ambient conditions is faster and slightly 
more distinct in A1 than in A2, whereas the difference in the behavior of both areas is not as 
pronounced as at p = V. Contrary to what was observed at p = V, the H

BT  of both areas do not 
approach each other with decreasing wc. 

From the fact that B
pT  of A1 are usually larger than those of A2 at p = H, but lower at 

p = V, it follows that the difference between the brightness temperatures of both polarizations 
is usually smaller in A1 than in A2. This is confirmed, when the mean differences V H

B BT T−  of 
both areas are compared (Table III). 

4.4.2 Simulated Brightness Temperatures 
The general behavior of the B

pT  in response to changing ambient conditions was repro-
duced well with the simulations. In the simulated B

pT  (Appendix B, second panel), we also see 
the daily and seasonal fluctuations associated with the corresponding changes in Teff and Tair. 
The sudden decrease in the B

pT  with precipitation and increasing wc, and the subsequent, 
more gradual increase in the B

pT  during the drying of the soil were also reproduced well. 
However, the rate of this increase differs sometimes for simulations and observations. This is 
especially obvious during the dry spell in April 09 at p = H. In that time period, the simulated 

B
pT  furthermore start to decrease again with advancing soil drying, while the measured B

pT  
still increase, or at least remain stable. This phenomenon is observed at both polarizations, but 
is much more pronounced at p = H, and is possibly a response to decreasing Teff. The reaction 
of B

pT  to soil freezing was reproduced very well with the simulations. The largest deviations 
between the simulation results and the measurements are observed between 14 January and 26 
February 09. As already mentioned in Section 4.4.1, the interpretation of this time period is 
difficult since ambient and soil conditions constantly change in a highly complex manner. 
Due to this, it is furthermore expected that soil conditions (Teff, wc) for this period were not as 
well simulated by the COUP model as those for other times. 
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The differences B
pTΔ  between the brightness temperatures of both areas were reproduced 

reasonably well by the simulations. At p = V, simulated V
BT  are always lower in A1 than in 

A2, and at p = H, simulated H
BT  for A1 always exceed those of A2, whereas the mean differ-

ence B
pTΔ  is more pronounced at p = H. However, the absolute values of B

pTΔ  were some-
what underestimated at p = H ( H

B 17.4 KTΔ = ) and overestimated at p = V ( V
B 10.7 KTΔ = ), 

compared to the measurements (Table III). The mean differences V H
B BT T−  for both areas 

agree very well with the values obtained from the measurements. 
The response of the simulated B

pT  to changing ambient conditions does not differ as sig-
nificantly between the two areas as it does in the measured B

pT . Nevertheless, at vertical po-
larization, the V

BT  of both areas behave similarly to what was observed in the measurements, 
and the temporal change in V

BTΔ  was reproduced reasonably well. At horizontal polarization, 
the simulated H

BT  of the two areas behave quite similarly and H
BTΔ  does not change signifi-

cantly with time. 

4.4.3 Evaluation of the Simulation Results 
To illustrate the model performance, scatter plots with the simulated and measured bright-

ness temperatures and histograms of the corresponding residuals are shown in Fig. 9 for foot-
print A1 (with gullies) and for A2 (without gullies) in Fig. 10. Additionally, the bias B of the 
simulations, the root-mean-square error RMSE, and the coefficient of determination R2 (cal-
culated as the square of Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient) are given in Table 
IV. Furthermore B, RMSE and R2 for simulations, where the footprint areas were approxi-
mated by tilted planes fitted through the digital elevation model of the respective footprint, are 
shown. 

The overall agreement of the measurement and simulation results is better at vertical than 
at horizontal polarization and better for footprint A1 than for A2 (Table IV). On average, 
simulations for A1 slightly underestimated measurements at horizontal polarization 
(B = −1.4 K), but slightly overestimated measurements at vertical polarization (B = 1.4 K). 
For footprint A2, simulated B

pT  exceeded measurements on average at both polarizations with 
a bias of 6.9 K at p = H and 7.7 K at p = V. The RMSE of the simulations is generally smaller 
at p = V than at p = H, and is larger for A2 than for A1 at both polarizations. The temporal 
dynamics of the V

BT  at vertical polarization were simulated well for both areas, as indicated 
by the high R2-values of 0.81 for A1 and of 0.78 for A2. At horizontal polarization, the simu-
lation results were somewhat less accurate in this regard, with R2-values of still 0.69 for A1, 
but only 0.54 for A2. 

In accordance with the above, the data tuples in the scatter plots of A1 (Fig. 9) are more 
closely distributed around the 1:1 line than the data tuples in the scatter plots of A2 (Fig. 10). 
Furthermore, the frequency distributions of the residuals are centered approximately around 
0 K for A1, but shifted somewhat toward positive values for A2, corresponding to the larger 
biases of these simulations. Additionally, the distributions of the residuals are much closer to 
a normal distribution at vertical polarization than at horizontal polarization. This indicates that 
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Fig. 9.  Scatter plots of measured versus simulated brightness temperatures B

pT  (top), and histograms of the cor-
responding residuals (bottom) for footprint A1. Panel a) is for horizontal polarization, and panel b) is for vertical 
polarization. 

 

 
Fig. 10.  Scatter plots of measured versus simulated brightness temperatures B

pT  (top), and histograms of the cor-
responding residuals (bottom) for footprint A2. Panel a) is for horizontal polarization, and panel b) is for vertical 
polarization. 
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Table IV.  Bias B, root-mean-square error RMSE and coefficient of determination R2 for the brightness tempera-
ture simulations for footprints A1 and A2. 

 horizontal polarization  vertical polarization Footprint 
 B (K) RMSE (K) R2  B (K) RMSE (K) R2 

A1a  −1.4 17.9 0.69  1.4 6.8 0.81 
A2a  6.9 24.5 0.54  7.7 9.9 0.78 
A1b  −7.9 20.2 0.69  8.9 11.0 0.82 
A2b  6.0 24.4 0.54  8.7 10.7 0.78 

a simulations with measured footprint topography 
b simulations with footprints approximated by simple, tilted planes 

 
 

simulation errors at p = V are more of a random nature, whereas at p = H, there may be proc-
esses that are not adequately represented by the model used. 

To test whether the observed differences between the brightness temperatures of both areas 
can be attributed to relief effects, we performed additional simulations in which the footprint 
areas were approximated by simple planes fitted to the measured footprint topographies. This 
led to a significant deterioration in the simulation results for A1. This is most obvious in the 
much larger biases B, but the RMSE also increased at both polarizations (Table IV). However, 
the R2-values were almost the same as before, indicating that the temporal changes in the B

pT  
were simulated with approximately the same quality. Approximating A2 by a simple plane 
yielded almost identical results as the simulations with the measured topography. This is not 
surprising and confirms our supposition that, due to the lack of erosion gullies, this area can 
be considered to be radiometrically smooth. 

4.5 Brightness Temperatures of an Illustrative Time Period 
Figure 11 shows the measurement and simulation results for the time period from 23 

March to 1 May 2009, when several typical weather conditions occurred, making it ideally 
suited to investigate process-driven brightness temperature variations. The first two days of 
this time period were rainy and cold, and were then followed by a short frost event with sub-
stantial soil freezing. Afterwards, there was no significant precipitation for five weeks, and it 
gradually became warmer, resulting in an extended drying period for the soil. This dry spell 
was interrupted by only two rainfall events, which differed in duration as well as in the 
amount of precipitation. At the end of this period, dry and warm conditions prevailed. 

The two topmost panels in Fig. 11 show the B
pT  measured and simulated for footprints A1 

(with gullies) and A2 (without gullies). To allow for an easy comparison of the simulation and 
measurement results, the B

pT  measured and simulated for each footprint are plotted in the 
same panel, unlike in Appendix B! Additionally, the special events discussed below are 
indicated by consecutive numbers. The third panel shows air temperature Tair and effective 
soil temperature Teff. The light blue and the blue lines in the lowermost panel indicate the 
results of the soil-water content wc simulations with the COUP model for areas outside and 
inside the erosion gullies, respectively, for two different soil depths (dotted line: 0−3 cm, 
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solid line: 10−15 cm). The gray shaded area illustrates the range mean ± standard deviation of 
the ten in situ wc sensors in A1 and A2. The blue bars indicate the precipitation P. 

4.5.1 Measured Brightness Temperatures 
The brightness temperatures observed during this time period demonstrate the daily B

pT  
variations due to the diurnal cycle of temperature and solar irradiation particularly well. How-
ever, the focus here is not on these diurnal oscillations, and when we refer to B

pT  changes be-
low, we mean either the rapid changes in B

pT  due to short-term changes in ambient conditions 
(e.g., the onset of precipitation) or to the rather long-term trends in B

pT  due to more gradual 
changes, such as soil drying. 

The steady but moderate rainfall on 23 and 24 March (11 mm in two days) resulted in an 
increase in the soil-water content wc, which was noticeable in the measurements as well as in 
the simulations . This increase in wc, accompanied by declining temperatures, led to a de-
crease in B

pT , which was somewhat more pronounced for A1 than for A2 at both polarizations 
(see also Appendix B, p. 87, where the B

pT  of both footprint areas are plotted in the same 
panel). 

In the night of 24 to 25 March, air temperature Tair dropped below 0 °C and soil tempera-
ture Teff reached the freezing point . This resulted in a brief soil frost, causing a pronounced 
decrease in the liquid wc measured and in the wc simulated for the uppermost soil layer. It 
does not, however, show in the wc simulated for the 10–15 cm soil layer. Brightness tem-
peratures abruptly increased, when the soil froze, and then suddenly decreased again, when 
the soil thawed. At p = V, this change was more pronounced in A1, so that the V

BT  of A1 
almost reached those of A2 during freezing and became distinctly different again afterwards. 
At p = H, the change in the H

BT  associated with soil freezing was, however, more pronounced 
in A2. 

Another 3 mm of precipitation fell over the three days following the frost event, and then a 
long, rainless period began, which lasted for several weeks . During this dry spell, the B

pT  of 
both areas gradually increased with decreasing wc and rising temperatures. However, at 
p = V, the initial increase (26 to 31 March) was somewhat greater in A1 than in A2, so that 
the V

BT  of both areas approached each other. After 31 March, the V
BT  of both areas were al-

most identical for about three weeks ( V
B 3 KTΔ ≤ ). At p = H, the initial increase in H

BT  was 
faster and more pronounced in A1 also, resulting in a larger difference H

BTΔ  between the 
brightness temperatures of both areas. After 8 April, however, the H

BT  of A1 remained 
approximately stationary, whereas the H

BT  of A2 was still increasing. Just before the faint 
rainfall on 17 April, the difference H

BTΔ  was approximately the same again as at the begin-
ning of the dry spell. 

The rainless period ended with very slight rainfall (0.4 mm in 1 h) on 17 April, which is 
not visible in the simulated or measured wc . Nevertheless, it led to a noticeable drop in B

pT . 
This decrease is more obvious at p = H than at p = V, and more pronounced in A1 than in A2 
at both polarizations. The same general behavior was observed after the more intense rain on 
23 April (3 mm in 2 h), but the decrease in the B

pT  was much larger . As a result of the more 
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pronounced decrease in the brightness temperatures in A1, the V
BT  of both areas differed dis-

tinctly again after the rainfall, whereas the H
BT  of both areas approached each other. Interest-

ingly, this rainfall was still not visible in the measured wc. Also the wc simulated for the 
10−15 cm soil layer outside the gullies did not change noticeably, whereas the simulations for 
the uppermost soil layer show a strong increase in wc outside the gullies. This indicates that 
infiltration rates were low and surface runoff pronounced, which is typical for this soil [21]. 
Soil-water content simulations for gullies showed a very small increase for both depths. 

In the days that followed , the behavior of the B
pT  was similar to that observed prior to 

the rainfalls. During the last days of April, the V
BT  of both areas were identical again, whereas 

the H
BT  of the two areas differed in approximately the same way as at the beginning of the dry 

spell. 

4.5.2 Simulated Brightness Temperatures 
The decrease in brightness temperatures due to the rainfall on 23 and 24 March was also 

observed in the simulations, but was partly overestimated, especially for footprint A1 . 
The subsequent frost event on 24 and 25 March is represented very well in the simula-

tions . Both the sudden increase in the B
pT  associated with soil freezing and the following 

decrease, when the soil thawed again, are represented in the simulated B
pT . At p = V, the in-

crease in brightness temperatures was more pronounced in A1, and at p = H, it was more pro-
nounced in A2. Consequently, the V

BT  of both areas were almost identical during freezing and 
the H

BT  of both areas converged, as the measurements also showed (see also Appendix B, 
p. 87). The onset of the sudden B

pT  increase, however, is somewhat delayed compared to the 
measurements (except for V

BT  of A2). Probably the beginning of soil freezing and the ensuing 
decrease in the liquid wc was slightly missed by the simulations of Teff and wc, possibly as a 
result of the hourly time intervals in the COUP simulations. The subsequent drop in the B

pT  
associated with the thawing of the soil and the renewed increase in wc was underestimated in 
all cases. As a result, the B

pT  simulated for A1 and A2 were distinctly larger than the meas-
ured B

pT  at the beginning of the dry spell. 
During the long rainless period, the simulations and measurements for A1 correspond re-

markably well . Especially at p = V, simulated V
BT  matches the measurements very well. At 

p = H, the increase in the simulated H
BT  slightly lags behind the measurements initially (30 

and 31 March), and is overestimated compared to the later measurements (1 to 6 April). This 
change from under- to overestimation coincides with the abrupt drop in the wc simulated for 
the uppermost soil layer outside the gullies. This implies that the initial decline in wc is un-
derestimated, whereas the following drying of the uppermost soil happens too fast in the 
COUP simulations. This is further corroborated by the fact that after 6 April, the simulated 

H
BT  remained approximately stationary, whereas H

BT  measured was still rising. This is proba-
bly due to a more gradual drying of the uppermost soil than was simulated. 

In footprint A2, the overall behavior of the simulated B
pT  during the dry spell is the same, 

but the differences between the measurements and simulations are more distinct than in A1. 
The simulated brightness temperatures already exceeded the measured B

pT  at the beginning of 
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Fig. 11.  Measurement and simulation results for the time period from 23 March to 1 May 2009 (refer to the text 
for a detailed description of the different symbols). 
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the dry spell, mainly still because the simulated values after the frost event were too high. 
Furthermore, the overestimation of the H

BT  increase after 31 March is even more pronounced 
in A2, leading to a large deviation between the measured and simulated H

BT . After 6 April, 
simulated and measured B

pT  converged again as a result of the same behavior already ob-
served for A1. Measured B

pT  still increased, whereas simulations remained approximately sta-
tionary or even started to decrease again after 13 April (possibly in response to decreasing soil 
temperatures). 

The slight rainfall on 17 April is not visible in the simulations at p = V, and only barely 
perceptible at p = H . After the rain, the same behavior as before is observed. The simulated 

B
pT  decreased further unlike the measured B

pT , which remained approximately stable at p = V 
and increased slightly at p = H. The stronger rainfall on 23 April led to a distinct increase in 
the simulated wc for the uppermost soil layer, unlike after the rainfall on 17 April, and a con-
siderable drop in the simulated B

pT  . In both footprints, however, the B
pT  decrease is dis-

tinctly underestimated and the subsequent renewed increase is overestimated compared to the 
measurements. This indicates an initial underestimation of the wc increase near the surface 
(and possibly surface runoff) after precipitation, which is then followed by too fast soil drying 
in the COUP simulations. 

In the last week of April, simulated B
pT  remained approximately stable at p = V, and de-

creased distinctly in both areas at p = H . At the end of the time period considered, the 
simulations and measurements agree well for V

BT , whereas the simulated H
BT  significantly un-

derestimate the measured H
BT . The decrease in the simulated H

BT  starts just after the abrupt 
drop in the wc simulated for the uppermost soil layer on 24 April, and then continues until the 
end of the example period, even though the simulated wc remained approximately constant 
after 25 April. This behavior cannot be explained conclusively. One possible reason is that the 
rate of soil surface drying is overestimated in the COUP simulations, and since the emission 
depth increases with decreasing wc, the contributions of the deeper and moister soil layers to 
the total emission gain in importance. This can lead to smaller B

pT  in consequence. Further-
more, coherent effects are probably overestimated in the simulations since the soil is repre-
sented by a perfectly layered, vertical profile in the model. 

The differences in the behavior of the B
pT  of both areas were reproduced reasonably well 

with the simulations (see Appendix B, p. 87). At vertical polarization, V
BT  of A1 showed a 

stronger reaction in response to changing wc, which is especially obvious during the soil-frost 
event  and after the rainfall . This behavior was observed in the measurements as well, and 
indicates pronounced polarization mixing in A1 as a result of the distinct relief (gully slopes). 
Polarization mixing in A2 is much less pronounced due to its comparatively smooth surface. 
In consequence, the difference V

BTΔ  between the V
BT  of both areas was small during the soil-

frost event and the long dry spell, and increased again both after the soil thawed and after pre-
cipitation. However, the simulated V

BT  of A1 was at no time identical to that of A2, unlike the 
measurements. At horizontal polarization, the simulated H

BT  of both areas behaved very simi-
larly most of the time. Therefore, H

BTΔ  did not change significantly throughout this time pe-
riod in the simulations. Above all, the slower and less pronounced increase in the H

BT  of A2 
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observed in the measurements at the beginning of April could not be reproduced, leading to a 
significant deviation between the measured and simulated H

BT  for A2 in the first two weeks of 
April. 

Looking at the diurnal B
pT  oscillations, we observed that they were more pronounced at 

p = H than at p = V on several days, both in the simulations and the measurements. This im-
plies that they are not solely caused by the fluctuating Teff since, due to the proportionality of 

B
pT  and Teff, V

BT  should change more in response to changing Teff than H
BT . Test simulations, 

using first a constant value and then the simulated slightly fluctuating value for the wc of the 
uppermost soil layer, showed that this behavior can in fact be attributed to the very small daily 
wc fluctuations, which were observed also when the soil was very dry6. 

 

5 Discussion 
The measurement results presented in the previous sections demonstrate the distinct influ-

ence of the relief of a soil surface on its thermal emission at L-band frequencies. At horizontal 
polarization, the brightness temperatures H

BT  of footprint A1 with the pronounced surface 
relief generally clearly exceeded the emission of the almost smooth area A2, whereas, at 
vertical polarization, the V

BT  of A1 were usually smaller than those of A2. The difference 
between the brightness temperatures of both areas was much more distinct at horizontal 
polarization. This furthermore implies that the difference V H

B BT T−  was more pronounced for 
A2 than for A1. 

This general behavior was reproduced well by the simulations and can mostly be explained 
by means of the analysis of the footprint topographies described in Section 4.3. Due to the 
pronounced relief in A1, the span of local observation angles θF is much larger for A1 than for 
A2 (Table II). In particular, significantly more regions of A1 are observed under very small, 
i.e. steep, observation angles. Emission from these regions is effectively lower at vertical po-
larization and higher at horizontal polarization compared to the emission of regions observed 
under larger, i.e. shallower, observation angles. This can be seen in Fig. 7c, when the B

pT  of 
A1 and A2 are compared to each other. Another effect of a distinct relief is polarization mix-
ing due to surface tilting and the ensuing rotation of the plane of linear polarization. The en-
hanced polarization mixing in A1 is illustrated by the wider range of the polarization-rotation 
angle φ in A1 compared to A2 (Table II). This results in larger deviations of local reflectivi-
ties F

pR  from global ones RM
pR  (see Fig. 7a and b), which, in turn, lead to an additional de-

crease in V
BT  and increase in H

BT  of A1 compared to A27. 
The difference in the span of brightness temperatures observed for each footprint as a re-

sult of varying local observation angles and the rotation of the polarization plane is much 

                                                 
6 A more elaborate discussion of this effect can be found in Appendix D. 
7 Polarization crosstalk from horizontal to vertical polarization furthermore explains to some extent the stronger 
reaction of V

BT  in A1 to soil moisture changes, which was observed in the measurements as well as in the 
simulations. 
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greater at horizontal than at vertical polarization (Fig. 7c). Additionally, the brightness tem-
perature changes caused by these effects are further enhanced at p = H, but partly compen-
sated for at p = V by the enhanced brightness temperatures of regions shielded from the cold 
sky and illuminated by their surroundings. This explains why the differences between the 
brightness temperatures of both footprint areas are larger at horizontal than at vertical polari-
zation, as both the measurements and the simulations indicate. Figure 7c also illustrates why 
the difference between both polarizations is greater for A2 than for A1. Firstly, the B

pT  at both 
polarizations increasingly approach each other with decreasing local observation angles and, 
secondly, the H

BT  are additionally increased and the V
BT  decreased due to the polarization-

rotation effects. Both effects are less pronounced for A2 than for A1, as described above. 
This general behavior is not significantly influenced by the usually much lower brightness 

temperatures of the gully regions in A1 (Fig. 7c), which result from the higher soil-water 
content inside the gullies. Test simulations in which all regions were assigned identical soil-
water content profiles yielded the same general differences between the brightness tempera-
tures of A1 and A2 as described above, probably because the gullies cover only about 8% of 
the total area considered. Furthermore, they do not lie along the main line of observation, 
where the radiometer antenna is most sensitive (Fig. 8). 

The prevailing stronger response of the brightness temperatures of A1 to changing mete-
orological conditions suggests a different hydrological behavior (e.g., infiltration, runoff, and 
soil drying) of both footprints. This leads, in turn, to different soil moisture dynamics in both 
areas. It seems reasonable to assume that the hydrology of A1 is strongly affected by the pres-
ence of the erosion gullies. On the one hand, gullies lead to more and faster surface runoff in 
A1 since they are close to saturation most of the time, and also because water from upstream 
in the catchment area gets funneled into the gullies. This results in a faster and more pro-
nounced soil moisture increase in A1 than in A2 after the onset of precipitation. On the other 
hand, surface runoff may stop rather soon after a rainfall, and the areas outside the gullies will 
dry quite fast as the soil water can drain via the erosion gullies. Following this argumentation, 
the overall increase in soil moisture is less pronounced in A2, where no gullies are present, 
but subsequently the soil very probably dries more gradually. These hydrological differences 
could be further enhanced by the different soil properties of A1 and A2 arising from their 
different histories. The initial leveling and smoothing of A2 prior to beginning the measure-
ment campaign certainly played an important role. These hypotheses explain the following 
observations: 

-- The B
pT  measured in A1 react faster and more strongly to changing meteorological 

conditions. 
-- The B

pT  measured in A1 initially increase faster after the end of precipitation. 
-- The B

pT  measured in A1 cease to increase in times of intense soil drying when the B
pT  of 

A2 are still rising. 

Differences in the hydrology of both areas could furthermore explain why this behavior is 
not as apparent in the brightness temperatures simulated. The same soil parameter values were 
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used for both footprints in the COUP model (Table I). That means, the soil-water content wc 
and the soil temperature Teff used in the B

pT  simulations were identical for all locations outside 
the gullies, which made up most parts of both footprints. However, the hypothesis cannot be 
corroborated by the in situ wc measurements since they yield inaccurate information about the 
wc near the soil surface (which is exactly the soil layer that affects B

pT  most), and allow no 
clear conclusions as to the general wc behavior of both areas due their large spatial variation 
(Section 4.2). To turn the argument on its head, this shows the advantages of using microwave 
radiometry for the retrieval of near-surface soil moisture. This is also nicely illustrated by the 
two precipitation events of April 2009, which are not visible in the in situ wc measurements, 
but led to distinct changes in B

pT  (Section 4.5). 
Some of the observed deviations between the measurement and the model results cannot be 

explained conclusively due to the complexity of the model and the simplifying assumptions 
that had to be made. These simplifications can be roughly subdivided into two categories. The 
first category are assumptions regarding or affecting the representation of the radiative-
transfer in the model (Sections 3.4 to 3.6). Most important among these are: 

-- The observed scene is approximated by a mosaic of planar, specular facets. That means, 
small-scale surface roughness and diffuse scattering are ignored. 

-- The empirical dielectric mixing model (4) applied to derive soil permittivity from soil-
water content does not take into account the specific soil characteristics of the investi-
gation site. Furthermore, the imaginary part of the soil permittivity was assumed to be 
zero, i.e. losses are not considered, and thus coherent effects at greater soil depths might 
be overrated. 

-- When distinguishing facets shielded from the cold sky by other facets, we assumed a flat 
horizon (29), and represented such facets as black-body radiators in the radiative-transfer 
model (3). 

-- The effective physical temperature of the ground was approximated by the soil tem-
perature at a depth of 8 cm throughout the whole investigation period regardless of the 
soil-water content. 

The second kind of simplifications has to do with the parameterization of the soil and the 
modeling of soil-water content and temperature in the model (Section 3.3): 

-- The COUP model used to compute soil-water content and temperature profiles is a one-
dimensional approach that does not take into account lateral water and heat flow. 

-- The thermal and hydrological soil properties were assumed to be identical everywhere 
laterally and only three different parameterizations were used in vertical direction in the 
COUP model (Table I). The erosion gullies were only regarded in terms of their shorter 
distance to the groundwater table. 

-- The parameterization of the COUP model was mainly based on soil texture and in situ 
measurements within the artificial research catchment. It does not take into account the 
different histories of both footprint areas, especially the initial leveling and smoothing of 
footprint A2. 
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-- The soil parameterization was identical for the entire investigation period. That means, 
temporal variations in soil properties caused, e.g. by a redistribution of the different soil 
fractions were neglected. 

Due to the complex interplay of the different processes involved, it is very hard to quantify 
the uncertainties resulting from these approximations. It can be assumed that most errors in 
the simulations introduced through the assumptions in the radiative transfer affect both foot-
prints rather similarly and result in deviations in the absolute values of brightness tempera-
tures measured and simulated. Errors arising from the assumptions regarding the soil param-
eterization and the hydrological modeling probably affect brightness temperatures of both 
areas differently and furthermore change with time and prevailing meteorological conditions. 
This is, for example, corroborated by the fact that the simulation results are more accurate for 
footprint A1, where the soil parameterization in the COUP model is also expected to perform 
better. Furthermore, major deviations in the overall behavior of the brightness temperatures 
measured and simulated mostly followed pronounced changes in the meteorological condi-
tions and can be linked to peculiarities in the soil-water content simulations (Section 4.5). 

 

6 Summary and Conclusions 
The work presented provides a comprehensive data set of brightness temperatures, which 

allowed us to analyze and quantify relief effects on the decimeter to meter scale by directly 
comparing brightness temperatures of a plane surface with those of a surface with a distinct 
relief. We found that brightness temperatures of the soil surface with a distinct relief are in-
creased at horizontal polarization and decreased at vertical polarization with respect to those 
of the plane surface, whereas this effect is more pronounced at horizontal polarization. 

This was shown in the measurements and well reproduced by the simulations, indicating 
that the model developed is able to account for the main mechanisms controlling the thermal 
emission at 1.4 GHz. By analyzing the footprint topographies together with the brightness 
temperatures simulated for the individual facets, we were able to show that these effects are 
mainly due to the large range of local observation angles and to polarization mixing caused by 
the surface relief. At horizontal polarization, these effects are further enhanced, and at vertical 
polarization, they are partly compensated for by the increase in the emission of some of the 
facets due to the surrounding elevated terrain. 

Comparing the brightness temperatures of both areas with each other furthermore showed 
that the two areas respond differently to changing meteorological conditions. Consequently, 
differences between the brightness temperatures of both areas changed with time, which was 
only partly reproduced in the simulations. This might indicate that the different responses of 
the brightness temperatures of both areas are mostly caused by differing soil characteristics 
and infiltration, runoff and soil drying behavior (as a consequence of the erosion gullies in A1 
and the initial manipulation of the soil surface in A2), which are not specially taken into 
account in the simulations. 
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Comparing the measurements and the simulation results showed that the facet model de-
veloped is capable of explaining the prominent relief-related brightness temperature differ-
ences between both areas, and that it is not seriously limited by the simplifying assumptions 
made for the radiative transfer. The major deviations between the simulation and measure-
ment results could, to a large degree, be attributed to an erroneous representation of the 
hydrological behavior (infiltration, runoff, soil drying) of both areas in the COUP model. A 
more complex (two-dimensional) hydrological model and a better knowledge of the soil char-
acteristics would be necessary to account for this better. Reversing this chain of argumenta-
tion implies that using a facet model, calibrated to the specific investigation site, in an inver-
sion scheme to retrieve soil moisture from brightness temperature measurements can result in 
a significant improvement of the retrievals for areas with a distinct surface relief. 

 

Appendix A: List of Abbreviations and Symbols 

A.1 Abbreviations 
A1: observed footprint area with pronounced surface relief (erosion gullies) 
A2: observed footprint area with approximately plane surface 
POI: plane of incidence 
RM-POI: radiometer or global plane of incidence 
 The RM-POI is the POI with respect to the radiometer. It is spanned by ẑ  and RMk̂ , 

and is normal to the XY -plane. 
VD-POI: view-direction plane of incidence 
 The VD-POI is the POI with respect to the view direction toward the facet. It is 

spanned by ẑ  and fk̂ , and is normal to the XY -plane. 
F-POI: facet or local plane of incidence 
 The F-POI is the POI with respect to the tilted facet. It is spanned by n̂  and fk̂ , and 

is normal to the facet’s surface. 

A.2 Symbols 

1 :ppa ′  coefficient describing the relation between VDE pp′  and RME p  

2 :ppa ′  coefficient describing the relation between FE pp′  and VDE p  
:A  surface area of a facet 
h:A  projection of A onto a horizontal plane ( )( )h 2cos 5 5 cmA A α= ⋅ = ×  
:α  tilt angle (slope) of a facet (angle between n̂  and ẑ ) 
:d  depth below the soil surface 
:D  directivity of the antenna 

B B, :p pT TΔ Δ  difference between B,A1
pT  and B,A2

pT , difference between B,A1
pT  and B,A2

pT  
ε : soil permittivity 
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ˆ, :p p
POI POIE E  electric field vector, p-polarized relative to the respective POI (POI = RM, VD, F), 

unit vector of p
POIE  

'
VD:ppE  projection of RM

pE  onto the direction of p′ -polarization relative to the VD-POI 
F

VD :pkE  component of RM
ˆ pE  parallel to Fk̂  

'
F :ppE  projection of VD

pE  onto the direction of p′ -polarization relative to the F-POI 

in:E  electric field incident on a facet 

ref :E  electric field reflected on a facet 
:f  facet index ( )1, ..., f n=  
:ϕ  angle of polarization rotation; defines how the linear polarization of the F-POI is rotated 

with respect to the linear polarization of the VD-POI 
:φ  azimuth angle between RMk  and Fk  

sat :k  saturated hydraulic conductivity 

F F F,
ˆ ˆ, , :xyk k k  view direction from the facet toward the antenna, unit vector of Fk , projection of 

Fk̂  onto the XY -plane 

F
ˆ :′k  unit vector in direction from a facet toward radiation Tin incident on the facet 

RM RM RM,
ˆ ˆ, , :xyk k k  direction of the antenna main axis, unit vector of RMk , projection of RMk̂  

onto the XY -plane 
:λ  observation wavelength (λ = 0.21 m) 

p:λ  pore size distribution index 
:n  total number of facets in the respective footprint 

ˆ:n  unit vector of the surface normal of a facet 
:ω  angle between RMk  and Fk  
:Ω  solid angle under which a facet appears as seen from the radiometer antenna 
, ':p p  direction of linear polarization (p = H, V; p’ = H, V) 

a :ψ  air entry pressure 
:r  distance between the radiometer and a facet 

RM:pR  global (power) reflectivity of a facet at polarization p with respect to the RM-POI 

F :pR  local (power) reflectivity of a facet at polarization p with respect to the F-POI 
:t  time of radiometer measurement 

B :pT  brightness temperature at polarization p with respect to the RM-POI 

B, :p
fT  brightness temperature of facet f at polarization p with respect to the RM-POI 

B,total:
pT  total antenna brightness temperature at polarization p with respect to the RM-POI 

B,A1 B,A2, :p pT T  brightness temperature of A1, brightness temperature of A2 

B,A1 B,A2, :p pT T  mean brightness temperature of A1, mean brightness temperature of A2 

eff :T  effective physical temperature 

in:T  radiation incident on a facet and specularly reflected toward ELBARA 
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s:T  soil temperature 

sky:T  sky brightness temperature 

F:θ  facet elevation angle, also local observation angle (angle between n̂  and Fk̂ ) 

VD:θ  view-direction elevation angle of the facet (angle between ẑ  and Fk̂ ) 

VD:θ ′  polar angle between ẑ  and the direction F
ˆ ′k  toward Tin 

RM:θ  radiometer elevation angle (angle between ẑ  and RM RM
ˆ , 55θ = °k ) 

:wc  soil-water content 

res:wc  residual soil-water content 

sat :wc  saturation soil-water content 

( ), , :x y z  spatial coordinates of a facet 

( )RM RM RM, , :x y z  spatial coordinates of the radiometer 
ˆ:z  unit vector in vertical direction ( )( )ˆ 0,0,1=z  

 

Appendix B : Time Series of Brightness Temperatures 
The entire time series (September 2008 to December 2009) of brightness temperatures 

measured and simulated with additional relevant meteorological data and soil parameters are 
shown below. Each page covers a time period of two months. 

-- The uppermost panel shows the brightness temperatures B
pT  (p = H, V) measured. Blue 

and light blue dots indicate H
BT  at horizontal polarization of footprints A1 and A2, 

respectively. Brown and orange dots show the V
BT  of A1 and A2, respectively, at vertical 

polarization. 

-- In the second panel, the corresponding B
pT  simulated for A1 and A2 are displayed. 

-- The third panel shows the air temperature measured Tair (blue line) and the effective soil 
temperature Teff (gray line), which was simulated with the COUP model. Additionally, 
time periods, when there was snow cover, are highlighted in light blue. 

-- The lower panel provides information about the soil-water content wc and precipi- 
tation P. The light blue line shows the wc simulated with the COUP model for the 
10−15 cm soil layer outside the erosion gullies. The gray shaded area illustrates the 
range mean ± standard deviation of the ten wc sensors placed within A1 and A2 at a 
depth of 10−15 cm. Blue bars show the precipitation measured. 

The numbers in the two uppermost panels on page 87 refer to the discussion of meas-
urement and simulation results during the specific meteorological conditions described in 
Section 4.5. 
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Appendix C: Comparison of Dielectric Mixing Models 
To evaluate the uncertainties in the brightness temperature simulations introduced through 

our choice of the dielectric mixing model (C1) of Topp et al. [38] used in this work to relate 
soil permittivity ε  with soil-water content wc, we compare (C1) with the models of Roth et 
al. [39] and of Wang and Schmugge [40] below. The relation of Topp et al. [38] is an experi-
mentally derived relation between the real dielectric constant ε ′  of the soil and the volumetric 
soil-water content wc 3 3(m m )−⋅  

 2 33.03 9.3 146.0 76.7 .wc wc wcε ′ = + + −  (C1) 

The relation proposed by Roth et al. [39] describes the soil as a mixture of water, solid soil 
and air, which are represented by their permittivities wε , sε  and aε , and their volumetric 
contents wc, ( )1 η−  and ( )wcη −  

 ( ) ( )
1

w s a1 .wc wcα α α αε ε η ε η ε⎡ ⎤= ⋅ + − + −⎣ ⎦  (C2) 

Thereby, η is the porosity of the soil, and α is a parameter, which was experimentally 
determined to be α = 0.46 ± 0.007. 

The model of Wang and Schmugge [40] considers also soil texture by introducing a transi-
tion point dividing the wc range into two domains. The transition soil-water content wct is cor-
related with the wilting point wcwp of the soil, which, in turn, is related to the soil’s sand 
content S and clay content C given in percent of dry weight. For wc ≤ wct, a linear three-
component mixture of air, water and solid soil phase is applied, whereas four components are 
considered for wc > wct. The fourth component represents the paracrystalline water, whereas 
this bound water is assumed to posses the permittivity iε  of ice 

 
( ) ( )

( )

a s t

i w i
t

1 for 

with 

x

x

wc wc wc wc
wc
wc

ε ε η ε η ε

ε ε ε ε γ

= ⋅ + − + − ≤

= + −
 (C3) 

and 

 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )

t t w a s t

i w i

+ 1 for 

with 
x

x

wc wc wc wc wc wcε ε ε η ε η ε

ε ε ε ε γ

= ⋅ + − + − − >

= + −
 (C4) 

whereas 

 
wp

t wp

wp

0.57 0.481

0.49 0.165

0.06774 0.00064 0.00478 .

wc

wc wc

wc S C

γ = − +

= +

= − +

 (C5) 

A more extensive review of the different models can be found, e.g. in [41]. 
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The three models were evaluated for soil-water contents 3 3 3 30 m m 0.38 m mwc− −⋅ ≤ ≤ ⋅  
using the model parameters given in the caption of Fig. C1 and, subsequently, we calculated 
brightness temperatures ( )B

pT wc  (p = H, V) based on the three ( )wcε  relations (Fig. C2). To 
this end, we calculated soil reflectivities pR  from ε using the Fresnel equations and then 
calculated B

pT  using the zero-order radiative-transfer model ( )B eff sky1p p pT R T R T= − + . 
The model of Topp et al. yields the lowest ε ′  values compared to the other relations 

investigated except for very high 3 30.31 m mwc −> ⋅  (Fig. C1). Generally it can be said that 
for 3 3

t0.20 m mwc wc−≤ ⋅ =  the models of Topp et al. and Wang and Schmugge et al. yield 
quite similar results, whereas at 3 30.20 m mwc −> ⋅  the relations of Topp et al. and Roth et al. 
approach each other, while the relation of Wang and Schmugge provides considerably larger 
ε ′ . Table C-I shows the differences ε ′Δ  between the differently calculated ε ′  for 

3 30 m m ,wc −= ⋅  3 30.38 m mwc η −= = ⋅ , and for the wc, where ε ′Δ  are largest. 
When the differently calculated B

pT  are compared to each other (Fig. C2), we see the same 
similarities and discrepancies between the different models as described above. Correspond-
ingly, B

pT  calculated based on the relation of Topp et al. are always largest except for 
3 30.31 m m ,wc −> ⋅  where they are somewhat smaller but almost identical to the B

pT  calcu-
lated based on the relation of Roth et al. The deviations between the differently calculated B

pT  
are much more pronounced at horizontal than at vertical polarization (Table C-II). The large 
difference between the H

BT  calculated based on Topp et al. and on Wang and Schmugge at 
3 30.02 m mwc −≤ ⋅  is of no importance for our B

pT  simulations since the simulated wc was 
always larger than 3 30.02 m m .−⋅  

Furthermore, we performed additional B
pT  simulations for footprint A1 for the illustrative 

time period 23 March to 1 May 2009 (discussed in Section 4.5) to show how the choice of the 
mixing model influences the simulation results. To this end, we assumed the soil to be 
homogenous with the soil-water content wc, which was simulated with the COUP model for 
the uppermost soil layer. We then used the three different mixing models to compute soil 
permittivities ε from which we then derived the local facet reflectivities F

pR  as input to our 
facet model. The results of these B

pT  simulations are shown in Fig. C3 together with the meas-
urements and the “original” B

pT  simulations (using the simulated wc profile as input to the di-
electric layer model and the relation of Topp et al. to relate ε to wc, Section 3.4). 

At vertical polarization, the simulation based on the model of Topp et al. (black line) 
yields larger V

BT  than the calculations based on Roth et al. (red line) and on Wang and 
Schmugge (blue line) throughout the whole time period. It also agrees best with the measured 

V
BT  (brown line) and the original simulation (orange line). The simulation based on Roth et al. 

generally yields the lowest values for V
BT , whereas the results become very similar to those of 

the simulation based on Wang and Schmugge in times when V
BT  are high (i.e., wc is low and 

Teff is high, see Fig. 11). The mean differences V
BTΔ  between the V

BT  simulated based on 
Topp et al. and the other two models are 3.4 K for Roth et al. and 2.6 K for Wang and 
Schmugge. 
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Fig. C1.  Comparison of three soil dielectric models ε versus wc for the following parameters: a 1,ε =  

s 5.5 0.2 ,iε = + w 79.7 6.18 ,iε = + i 4 0.1 ,iε = + 0.38,η = 84.8%,S = and 6.1%C = . The values for the permit-
tivities were taken from [41], and the information for soil porosity and texture are from [21]. 
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Fig. C2.  Brightness temperatures B

pT  (p = H, V) versus wc for a homogeneous soil. The B
pT  were calculated 

based on the three ( )wcε  relations shown in Fig. C1 for the observation angle θ = 55°, physical effective soil 
temperature Teff = 293 K and sky brightness Tsky = 6 K. 
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Table C-I.  Differences ε ′Δ  between the different dielectric mixing models at 3 30 m m ,wc −= ⋅  at wc, where ε ′Δ  
are largest, and at 3 30.38 m m .wc η−= ⋅ =  

Roth et al. versus 
Topp et al. 

 Wang&Schmugge 
versus Topp et al. 

wc 
3 3(m m )−⋅  ε ′Δ   

wc 
3 3(m m )−⋅  ε ′Δ  

0 0.3  0 0.8 
0.13 1.3  0.32 2.2 
0.38 –0.7  0.38 1.9 

 
 

Table C-II.  Differences B
pTΔ  (p = H, V) between the brightness temperatures B

pT  calculated based on the three 
different soil dielectric models at 3 30 m m ,wc −= ⋅  at wc, where B

pTΔ  are largest, and at 3 30.38 m m .wc −= ⋅  

Roth et al. versus 
Topp et al.  Wang&Schmugge 

versus Topp et al. 
wc 
3 3(m m )−⋅  

H
BTΔ  

(K) 

V
BTΔ  

(K)  
wc 
3 3(m m )−⋅  

H
BTΔ  

(K) 

V
BTΔ  

(K) 

0 –6.3 –0.7  0 –14.9 –2.0 
0.06 
0.12 

–15.0 
 

 
–5.3  0 

0.28 
–14.9 
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Fig. C3.  Comparison of the brightness temperature simulations based on the three different dielectric mixing 
models for the time period from 23 March to 1 May 2009. For comparison also the measured brightness tem-
peratures and the original simulations (the same as in Fig. 11) are shown. 
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The same general behavior is observed at horizontal polarization, whereas the differences 
between the simulations are more pronounced than at vertical polarization. Also at p = H, the 
simulation based on Topp et al. yields the highest H

BT , and agrees best with the meas-
urements. This is especially pronounced in times, when H

BT  are generally high (e.g., 1 to 
23 April). The simulation based on Roth et al. yields the lowest H

BT , whereas it becomes very 
similar to the simulation based on Wang and Schmugge, when H

BT  are high. The mean differ-
ences H

BTΔ  between the simulations are 10.1 K (Topp et al. versus Roth et al.) and 8.1 K 
(Topp et al. versus Wang and Schmugge). 

The three simulations assuming a homogenous soil with a constant soil moisture profile 
with depth underestimate the measurements and the original simulation slightly at p = V and 
distinctly at p = H, which is least pronounced in the simulation based on the model of Topp et 
al. This means, using the real wc profile and the coherent dielectric layer model to calculate 
local facet reflectivities F

pR  generally enhances the emissivity of the soil compared to the 
assumption of a constant wc with depth. 

The comparisons presented above show that the choice of the mixing model used to relate 
ε to wc can influence the simulations results. The corresponding uncertainties in the B

pT  simu-
lations are comparatively small at p = V, but can become significant at p = H. In the time 
period from 23 March to 1 May 2009 they are in the range of ≈3 K (p = V) and ≈10 K 
(p = H), respectively. The simulations shown in Fig. C3 demonstrate that the calculation 
based on Topp et al. yields reasonable results, thus justifying our choice of the dielectric 
mixing model of Topp et al. Furthermore, it is shown that using the simulated wc profile and 
the dielectric layer model to compute F

pR  improves the simulation results compared to simu-
lations, where the soil is assumed to be homogeneous with a constant soil moisture profile. 

Appendix D: Diurnal Brightness Temperature Oscillations 
It is to be expected that the diurnal brightness temperature oscillations of a dry soil are 

more pronounced at vertical than at horizontal polarization since brightness temperatures B
pT  

(p = H, V) are directly proportional to the soil’s physical temperature Teff, and V
BT  is always 

larger than H
BT . However, on several days during the illustrative time period shown in Fig. 11, 

we observe that the diurnal B
pT  oscillations are more pronounced at p = H than at p = V in the 

measurements as well as in the simulations (Table D-I). This phenomenon is observed for 
both footprints A1 and A2, and is especially obvious between 1 and 16 April 2009.  

This finding implies that the diurnal B
pT  oscillations are not solely caused by the daily fluc-

tuations of Teff, but seem to be additionally related to the very small wc changes observed also 
when the soil is very dry. To test this hypothesis, we simulated B

pT  for A1 for the time period 
between 1 and 6 April 2009 assuming a homogenous soil with a constant soil moisture wc 
with depth. In a first simulation, we used the slightly fluctuating wc simulated with the COUP 
model for the uppermost soil layer. In a second simulation, we kept wc constant with time 
using the mean wc of the time period considered. Although this analysis is confined to foot-
print A1, the results presented below apply also to footprint A2. 
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Table D-I.  Measured and simulated diurnal brightness temperature oscillations (expressed as the difference 

B,max B,min
p pT T−  between the largest and lowest B

pT  observed on the respective day) for some days between 1 and 
16 April 2009 (footprint A1). 

  measurements  simulations 

day  
V V

B,max B,minT T−  
(K) 

H H
B,max B,minT T−  

(K)  
V V

B,max B,minT T−  
(K) 

H H
B,max B,minT T−  

(K) 

4 April  10.4 14.7  11.0 17.3 
5 April  6.1 8.6  6.1 11.8 

14 April  11.3 16.2  11.4 12.8 
15 April  9.5 14.1  13.0 15.4 

 
 

Table D-II.  Diurnal brightness temperature oscillations on some days between 1 and 16 April 2009 simulated 
using a constant soil-water content wc and using a fluctuating wc, respectively. 

  constant wc  fluctuating wc 

day  
V V

B,max B,minT T−  
(K) 

H H
B,max B,minT T−  

(K)  
V V

B,max B,minT T−  
(K) 

H H
B,max B,minT T−  

(K) 
4 April  9.8 7.9  11.6 15.4 
5 April  5.0 4.1  6.6 10.3 

14 April  11.2 9.0  12.1 12.9 
15 April  12.9 10.4  13.9 14.5 

 
 
 
 
The uppermost panel in Fig. D1 shows the results of these B

pT  simulations. Brown lines 
show B

pT  simulated assuming a constant wc (dashed lines in the third panel) and orange lines 
indicate B

pT  simulated for the slightly fluctuating wc (solid lines in the third panel). The 
second and third panel show the effective soil temperature Teff and the soil-water content wc 
inside and outside the gullies, respectively. Table D-II shows the corresponding diurnal B

pT  
oscillations (expressed as the difference B,max B,min

p pT T− ) for the same days, which are listed in 
Table D-I. At p = V, simulation results are almost identical regardless of the wc used 
(Fig. D1, top panel). Only on 1 and 2 April, significant differences between the two simula-
tions are observed, which are caused by the strongly decreasing wc outside the gullies. At 
p = H, however, the differences between both simulations are much more pronounced. Above 
all, simulations for the fluctuating wc show significantly larger diurnal H

BT  oscillations than 
the simulations for the constant wc. As a result, daily B

pT  oscillations are indeed more pro-
nounced at p = V in the simulations for the constant wc (i.e., B

pT  oscillations are exclusively 
due to fluctuating Teff), but are more pronounced at p = H, when a fluctuating wc is used (i.e., 

B
pT  oscillations are a result of fluctuating Teff as well as of fluctuating wc). This is also con-

firmed, when the B,max B,min
p pT T−  listed in Table D-II are compared to each other. 
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Fig. D1.  Simulation results for the time period from 1 to 16 April 2009 (refer to the text for a detailed descrip-
tion of the different symbols). 

 
 
These results show that the very small wc fluctuations observed also when the soil is very 

dry can lead to distinctly enhanced diurnal B
pT  oscillations, whereas this effect is much more 

pronounced at p = H. This effect could perhaps be utilized to infer information about such 
small daily wc changes from the comparison of the magnitudes of the diurnal B

pT  oscillations 
at both polarizations. 
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Chapter V 

Synthesis 

The global water cycle and the potential consequences of climate change on this continu-
ous exchange of water between the land, the oceans, and the atmosphere have increasingly 
become the focus of environmental research in recent years. Since soil moisture is a key vari-
able in the processes controlling the exchange of water and energy between the land and the 
atmosphere, this has also led to an increased demand for global soil-moisture data needed as 
input for numerical weather and climate-prediction models as well as for hydrological models. 
Remote sensing with passive microwave radiometry at 1.4 GHz has become established as the 
most promising measuring technique to provide this much needed information at adequate 
spatial and temporal resolution. However, this measuring approach is an indirect method, 
which derives soil moisture from the thermal radiance emitted by the moist soil. Conse-
quently, the quality of the retrieved soil-moisture data depends largely on the performance of 
the radiative-transfer and reflectivity models used in the retrieval algorithms applied to the L-
band signatures measured. Although a lot of research has been dedicated towards improving 
the retrieval algorithms, and the quality of the corresponding soil-moisture data has steadily 
increased over the years, there is still need for further research. The main objective of this the-
sis was to contribute toward an improved understanding of the L-band emission of land sur-
faces, with a special focus on the reflectivity models applied to relate soil reflectivity (or 
emissivity, respectively) to soil permittivity. In particular, we experimentally investigated the 
impact of pronounced dielectric anisotropy and (periodic) topographic patterns within a scene 
on soil reflectivity, and implemented and to some extent developed appropriate reflectivity 
models, which are able to explain the experimental results. 

 

To this end, three passive microwave experiments were carried out between 2007 and 
2009. In the first experiment, the influence of pronounced dielectric anisotropy on thermal 
emission at 1.4 GHz (λ ≈ 21 cm) was investigated. A wire grid was placed above the ground 
in the footprint of the L-band radiometer ELBARA, and reflectivities of this grid–ground 
system were derived from dual-polarized brightness temperatures measured for different grid 
orientations and wire spacings between 2.5 cm and 20 cm. A physical model taking into ac-
count the multiple reflections from the grid and the ground, and using a multiple-beam inter-
ference approach to compute the overall reflectivity of the grid–ground system, was devel-
oped, and the simulations and the experimental results were compared with each other. 
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The measurements showed that the grid had almost no influence on the emission for wire 
spacings 2λ≥  ( 10 cm)≈ , whereas increasingly anisotropic behavior (birefringence) was 
observed for smaller wire spacings. For wire spacings near 10λ  ( 2.5 cm)≈ , the observed 
emission behavior approached that of an ideal wire grid. The reflectivity model developed 
was able to reproduce such effects satisfactorily for the wire grid with 2.5 cm spacing, but re-
sults became increasingly ambiguous at wider wire spacings, which was mainly attributed to 
uncertainties in the exact grid height above the ground reflection. 

The experimental results suggest that also natural emitters displaying striped dielectric ani-
sotropy can affect the L-band brightness of a scene considerably depending on the orientation 
and periodicity of the corresponding dielectric patterns. When the spatial periodicities are 

4λ≤ , such phenomena should be accounted for in soil-moisture retrieval algorithms. The 
simulation results, on the other hand, demonstrate also the difficulties involved in using 
(exact) physical models for these purposes, when critical system parameters are not exactly 
known or exhibit a certain experimental uncertainty. However, we could clearly show that 
such striped dielectric patterns can be neglected in soil-moisture retrieval algorithms, when 
corresponding periodicities are 4λ> . This is one of the main findings of this study in view 
of the ongoing SMOS-related research activities in Valencia (Spain). It implies that the many 
parallel wires present at this SMOS core validation site (due to extensive winegrowing in this 
area) do not distort the validation measurements. 

 
For the second experiment, we replaced the wire grid with a soil box and imprinted parallel 

periodic furrows with dimensions close to the observation wavelength into the soil surface. 
The objective of this study was to investigate the thermal L-band signatures of a soil surface 
with a periodic topography (furrows), which is typical, e.g. for agricultural fields as a result of 
plowing, sowing, or furrow irrigation. Dual-polarized brightness temperatures of the artifi-
cially-prepared furrowed surfaces were measured under dry- and moist-soil conditions with 
the furrows either aligned with (longitudinal furrows) or perpendicular (transverse furrows) to 
the plane of incidence. For comparison, also plane soil surfaces were measured under both 
soil-moisture conditions. From the brightness temperatures measured, the corresponding re-
flectivities were derived, and then analyzed with respect to the impact of the periodic topog-
raphy on the soil reflectivity. To explain the topography-related aspects of the signatures 
measured, a physical reflectivity model for periodic dielectric surfaces was implemented, and 
reflectivities were modeled for the different furrow orientations and soil moistures. Modeled 
values were additionally corrected for the small-scale heterogeneity of the top soil layer using 
a simple empirical approach. 

We found that furrows had a distinct impact on the soil reflectivity at both polarizations 
and for both furrow directions investigated. At horizontal polarization, furrows of both direc-
tions significantly reduced the reflectivity compared to the reflectivity of the plane surface. 
This decrease was more pronounced for longitudinal than for transverse furrows but inde-
pendent of soil moisture. At vertical polarization, the reflectivity changes caused by the fur-
rows showed a somewhat more diverse pattern. Longitudinal furrows once again reduced the 
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reflectivity compared to the plane-surface reflectivity with no clear dependence of the relative 
reflectivity change on soil moisture. Transverse furrows, however, led to a large increase in 
the soil reflectivity under dry-soil conditions and to a small increase under moist-soil condi-
tions. The physical reflectivity model for periodic dielectric surfaces was able to reproduce 
the observed dependence of soil reflectivity on furrow orientation and soil moisture. Using 
this model, which takes the periodic soil topography into account, improved the agreement 
between the measured and modeled reflectivities considerably compared to the Fresnel re-
flectivities. By additionally applying the empirical correction to account for the small-scale 
heterogeneity of the top soil layer, the quantitative agreement with the modeled reflectivities 
could be improved further. 

The experimental results of this study clearly demonstrate the need for considering the 
adequate soil topography when retrieving soil moisture from L-band measurements over a 
furrowed soil surface. With the model simulations performed, we were able to show that this 
can be achieved by choosing an appropriate reflectivity model. However, most soil-moisture 
retrieval algorithms used to date parameterize surface roughness with simple fit parameters, 
and thus consider only small-scale random roughness of a surface. This implies, that soil-
moisture retrievals, e.g. from SMOS or airborne radiometer measurements over agricultural 
areas could be substantially improved by implementing physical reflectivity models account-
ing for periodic soil topography. 

 
The third experiment performed focused again on topography effects on L-band emission. 

This time, however, L-band signatures of a soil surface with naturally-formed topographic 
features were investigated. To this end, ELBARA was installed in a recently renaturated 
mining area in Northeastern Germany and brightness temperatures of two adjacent footprint 
areas with similar soils but different relief characteristics were measured quasi-
simultaneously. The first footprint observed was crossed by several distinct erosion gullies 
with steep and differently orientated slopes, whereas the surface of the second footprint was 
plane. In addition to the brightness temperature measurements, auxiliary hydrometeorological 
and in situ soil parameters were monitored, and digital elevation models of the two footprints 
were derived from terrestrial laser scanning. The measurements were continued for 1.5 years 
with the aim to analyze the impact of the different footprint topographies on the brightness 
temperatures observed, and to investigate how these relief effects vary with time and chang-
ing ambient conditions. A complex facet model based on geometric optics, and taking into 
account the relief of the observed footprints as well as different permittivity (soil moisture) 
inside and outside the gullies, was developed and brightness temperatures of the two scenes 
were simulated for the entire observation period based on the hydrometeorological and in situ 
soil measurements. This allowed us to analyze and quantify relief effects on the decimeter to 
meter scale by directly comparing the brightness temperatures measured and simulated for the 
plane surface with those of the surface with a distinct relief pattern. 

The measurement results demonstrated the distinct impact of such relief patterns on the 
thermal emission at 1.4 GHz. Brightness temperatures of the surface with the distinct relief 
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were increased at horizontal polarization and decreased at vertical polarization with respect to 
the brightness temperatures of the plane surface. By analyzing the brightness temperatures 
simulated, we could clearly show that these phenomena are mainly due to the variations of the 
local observation angle and to polarization mixing, both of which are a direct consequence of 
a distinct relief. Comparing the measured brightness temperatures of both areas with each 
other revealed that both areas respond differently to changing ambient conditions, which was 
only partly reproduced in the simulations. This indicates differences in the hydrological be-
havior of both areas, which are only partially accounted for in the facet model used. 

One of the major outcomes of this study is the long time series of measured and simulated 
brightness temperatures and hydrometeorological data, which clearly demonstrate the distinct 
impact of the relief (caused by the erosion gullies) on soil emission on the one hand, and indi-
cate different hydrological characteristics of both areas, on the other hand. This comprehen-
sive data set has a great potential for future research and should be further analyzed in more 
detail than it was possible within the framework of this thesis. In particular, investigating the 
brightness-temperature changes observed during typical weather conditions at different sea-
sons, such as rain- and snowfall, soil frost and snowmelt, or draught periods, might yield fur-
ther insight into process-driven brightness-temperature variations. Analyzing these findings 
further with special regard to the hydrological characteristics of the investigation sites could 
provide valuable knowledge, which can be utilized to infer information about the hydrological 
behavior of a soil from L-band signatures measured. 

Furthermore, we were able to develop an emission model based on geometric optics, which 
can be used to compute the L-band emission of land surfaces with a distinct relief and locally 
varying dielectric properties (permittivities). Using this model improved the agreement be-
tween measured and simulated brightness temperatures considerably compared to brightness 
temperatures modeled without taking into account the footprint relief. This implies that using 
such a model in an inversion scheme to retrieve soil moisture from brightness-temperature 
measurements can improve the quality of the retrievals significantly for areas with a distinct 
relief. 

 
The results of this thesis clearly demonstrate the impact of soil topography and locally 

varying soil permittivity on the thermal emission at 1.4 GHz of land surfaces, and highlight 
the need to account for such phenomena when retrieving soil moisture from microwave-
radiometer measurements over such areas. Reflectivity and emission models, satisfactorily 
explaining the experimental results, were presented and their performance was analyzed. This 
showed, that results can be significantly improved, when appropriate reflectivity/emission 
models are used in forward models, to compute brightness temperatures from in situ soil-
moisture data. The final goal, however, is not to model L-band emission, but to infer infor-
mation about the soil-water content of a soil from the brightness temperatures measured over 
the corresponding land surface. That means, one of the major challenges for the future will be 
to implement such models in the inversion schemes used, to retrieve soil moisture from pas-
sive microwave radiometer measurements. 
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